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ABSTRACT

The southwestern virginia zincJead region occupies a position
within the Great Valley about midway between Roanoke and Bristol.
Mines,,prospects, and mineral .*porur". are scattered through a belt
19*J 59 miles long and 3 to 6 miles wide, in which the uiderlying
Shady dolomite beds have been folded, faurted, and highry. brecciated
by orogenic forces and 

-subsequently have been 
"*po."J 

by erosion.
The area mapped for this report comprises parts of 

'Dubrin 
and

Rye valleys which are underrain by targe aieas of-shady doromite. rt
is tounded along most of its souttr and-southeast sid.es by Lower cam-bian quartzite, which occurs largely as overthrust bloc-ks, and on its
northwest and north sides in part by areas of Erwin quurt it" and in
part by areas of the Rome (tWatauga) formation and higher beds.
The.belts of .outcrop of Shady aotoriitl show much deformation by
folding, faulting, and brecciation.

The zinc and lead minerals occupy zones of brecciation within
the shady dolomite beds, and it is believed that the brecciation of these
beds was effected by the same orogenic forces that produced the thrust
and associated faults of the region.

Cross faults, probably flarvs or .,tear faults,,, and general zones of
cross 

-fracturing ("sheeted zones") are present, and their developrnent
doubtless contributed to the intense brecciation that facilitated the cir-
culation of mineralizing solutions. It is believed that these solutions
rosg.atong- faults, possibly cross faults, from fairly deep zones, in con_
tradistinction to the zone neat the surface where meteoiic waters circu-
Iate, Also it is believed that the thick covers of Rome shale beds over
the Shady formation may have effectivery prevented appreciable depo-
sition of minerals in the higher beds, at least to the extent of form-
ing large ore bodies. No opinion is offered as to the ultimate sourcesof the mineralizing solutioni and their contents.

The characteristics of the breccias are described and their origin
discussed. They are believed to be of tectonic origin, directly connected
with Appalachian orogeny.

. .Jh" stratigraphy and structure of the region are described in some
detail, with references. The history of ziic-read mining operations
in southwestern virginia is outlined. A section on the ociurrences of
lead and zinc minerals in virginia contains brief statements, derived
either from personal observati,on or from the literature, concerning
prospects where zinc minerals have been found, with or without other
metals.



Zinc and Lead Region of Southwestern Virginia

Bv L. W. CunnrBn

INTRODUCTION
Renewed activity in recent years in the zinc and lead mining re-

gion of southwestern Virginia has created a demand for geologic in-
formation that could not be adequately met by old reports dealing with
the region. A new study was planned in the autumn of 1930 by Arthur
Bevan, State Geologist, as a cooperative project between the Virginia
Geological Survey and the United States Geological Survey. This
study was assigned to the writer under the immediate supervision of
D. F. Hewett, of the United States Geological Survey, who had studied
deposits of generally similar character in southern Nevada and whg
was keenly interested in the structural and mineralogic features in-
volved. Mr. Hewett spent several days in the Virginia area with the
writer in October, 1930, to start the work, and also made a brief visit
to the field in April, 1931. In addition, he and the writer spent three
weeks in eastern Tennessee visiting and studying several mines and
prospects. He was also available for consultation during the office
work on the report.' Charles Butts, of the United States Geological
Survey, who is thoroughly informed on the general stratigraphy of
the region, was also very helpful in pointing out typical features and
limits of stratigraphic units at the beginning of the field work and again
in April, 1931. The State Geologist has facilitated the work in many
ways during its progress. The writer is also indebted to Mr. Charles
Huddle, of Ivanhoe, resident engineer of the Ivanhoe Mining & Smelt-
ing Corporation, who has made available valuable data relating to the
Austinville-Ivanhoe area.

The field work in the area mapped was done during a month and
a half in October and November, 1930, and three and a half months
in the spring and summer of 1931. During the field season of 1931

the writer was capably assisted by H. E. Thomas.
In the spring ol t934, the writer directed a brief program of addi-

tional field work in the area under the auspices of the Public Works
Administration. The field work at this time was done by Messrs.
Benjamin Gildersleeve and Robert A. Laurence. Mr. Gildersleeve car-
ried the mapping westerly from the west ends of Rich and Short moun-
tains, and also investigated the broader structural relation of the
Brushy mountain area, carrying the traverse along the north side of

3
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this ridge easterly and southerly to the vicinity of Cedar Springs. Mr.
Laurence traversed the west, north, and east sides of LicL Mountain.
The klippe character of these ridges was demonstrated by this work,
although time available did not permit a complete detailed mapping of
the local areas involved.

Mr. Gildersleeve mapped also the local area of Hampton shale at
New Castleton School.

oBJECT OF REPORT

The purpose of this preliminary report is to describe the major
features of the stratigraphy and structural geology of the southwestern
Virginia zinc-lead area in their mutual and. regional relations, as an
aid to persons who are engaged in mining or prospecting or are antici-
pating such activities and to others who are interested in the scientific
aspects of Appalachian metalliferous regions. Limitations of time and
denial of access to the most important underground workings have pre-
vented the presentation of a more complete report at this time.

AREA COVERED BY REPORT

The area covered by geologic mapping in preparation for this re-
potr is about 55 miles long and from 2 to 7 miles wide. It extends
from the eastern border of the Max Meadows quadrangle, in longitude
801 45', to a point about 12 miles southwest of Marion, in the Abing-
don quadrangle, at approximately longitude 81" 40,. It follows the
lines oJ outcrop of the Shady dolomite in the part of the Valtey of
Virginia bordering and immediately north of thi southwestern exten-
sicrn of the Blue Ridge, within the latitudes 36o 42, and 36o 50,. The
strip so mapped is not of uniform width, as it was found desirable
to examine areas of the Shady dolomite that include known prospects.
The area is shown on the index map, Plate 3.: The eastern half of the area is-included in the Max Meadows and
Speedwell quadrangles, topographic contour maps of which have been
surveyed by the State of Virginia in cooperation rvith the United States
Geological Survey. The western half is included in the uncompleted.
maps of the Rural Retreat and lVlarion quadrangles, and for thii part
of the area surveJed maps of only the, roads and streams of the quad-
rangles were available, so that the geologic mapping of this part of
the area was necessarily less detailed than would hive been the case
ha{. complete contour maps been available.

HISTORY

Zinc deposits have long been known to exist at many places in
western and southwestern Virginia. With only a few exceptions the
reported occurrences are confined to the Appalachian Valley and Ridge
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province, known also as the Great Valley, where the underlying lime-
stones and dolomites apparently favored localization of zinc and lead
minerals. At comparatively few points are these minerals known to
be sufficiently concentrated 1o warrant exploitation. Indeed, systematic
a-nd continuous mining has been carried on only in the vicinity of
Austinville, on New River, where the mine of the Bertha Mineral Co.
is located. At lvanhoe, about 2f miles west of this point, the Ivanhoe
Mining & Smelting Corporation is obtaining zinc ores from small shal-
low workings in the clay overburden, with the expectancy of deeper
mining at sorne future time. Considerable prospecting has been done
by pits and drill holes in the Austinville-Ivanhoe district. At numerous
more remote points, all included within the Valley from Bonsacks, 6
rniles east of Roanoke, nearly to Holston Mill, 6 miles southwest of
Marion, some prospecting has been done, partly by drilling but mostly by
pits and shallow shafts.

Oxidized zinc ores of high quality were mined for several years
at Bertha, 7 miles northeast of Austinville, where systematic zinc min-
ing in Virginia is reported to have begun. At Cedar Springs, 14 miles
southwest of Wytheville, zinc blende ores were mined for a short time,
and at Sugar Grove several shafts were sunk on a lead vein from
which, it is reported, 30 carlgads of ore were shipped. The index map
of southwestern Virginia. (Pl. 3) shows location of mines, prospects,
and reported occurrences ol zinc and lead minerals.

Lead mining in Virginia probably began about 1750, when Colonel
Chiswell, a British officer, commenced operations at Austinville, in
Wythe County. He has, indeed, been credited with the original dis-
covery at the point between Austinville and Ivanhoe where New River
crosses an anticline in the Shady (Lower Cambrian) dolomite and
has exposed this formation in a high bluff (PI. 4, A) that clearly dis-
plays the structure at close range. At this place sulphides of lead,
zinc, and iron, with associated white coarse gangue dolomite, are
rather abundantly disseminated in the lower "ribborr1," dark dolomite
member of the Shady dolomite. Here Chiswell started a tunnel a
few feet above the river level, but apparently this operation was aban.
doned after he had penetrated the rock for about 25 feet. He con-
tinued production of lead ore at Austinville through a period of 25
years, until the beginning of the Revolutionary War, when, being an
ardent Tory, he became involved in political difficulties. His property-
if, indeed, he ever held title-reverted to the State of Virginia. It is
reported that between 1776 and 1780 General Washington detailed
nen to work this mine to provide lead for the use of his armies. Some
time between ITBO and 1800 the lands were bought by Stephen and
Moses Austin, who later rented the property to Captain Newel. Newel
was probably the first to work the carbonate of lead, which was then
abundant.
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James Mease,l writing in 1807, refers to these mines as belonging
to the American Lead Mine Co., and makes the following interesting
statement:

"The lead ore is dug from the mines, smelted into pigs, and
manufactured into shot and sheet lead on the same spot, a circum-
stance which is not to be met with in any other part of the world.

. The company have employed a number of the most ex-
perienced English workmen, all of whom agree that these mines ap-
p€ar to have an inexhaustible quantity of ore; for having as yet dug
about 100 feet from the surface of the earth, they find the ore, as they
go deeper, increases both in quantity and purity. This induces a belief
that if they could go from 2OA to 300 feet, the ore would be found in
much greater abundance, and superior quality."

In 1805 the property reverted to the State and was sold at public
auction. Frorn then until 1838 little mining was done.

In 1838 the Wythe Lead \{ines Co. was formed, acquired the
property, and began systematic development. A crosscut adit from
the bluff to the ore body was started in 1839 and completed to a length
of. 1,527 feet in 1851. From 1838 to 1848, 6,5LL,45A pounds of lead
was produced. In 1848 a new company, the Wythe Union Lead Mine,
was formed, and during the period 184&1858 it produced 7,613,634
pounds of lead. The Union Lead Mine Co. was incorporated about
1860, and it is said that until 1864, when the plant was destroyed by
Federal troops, this company furnished most of the lead used by Con-
federate armies east of Mississippi River. The estimated production
from 1B5B to December 17, 1864 (the date of destruction) was
5,750,000 pounds. In 1864 also zinc ores were sent to Petersburg, Va.,
for trial smelting, and shortly after the war definite shipments of
oxidized zinc ores were made. In October, 1865, the production of lead
ores was resumed. The Wythe Lead & Zinc Mining Co. acquired
the property about LB74 and sold it in L9A2 to the Bertha Mineral
Co., which has since become a subsidiary of the New Jersey Zinc Co.

Oxidized zinc ores were discovered in the Bertha territory, 6 to
8 miles northeast of Austinville, as early as 1866, by David S. Forney,
and the Bertha open-cut mines were first opened ln 1879. Chief among
the properties operated in the following two decades were those of the
Bertha Zinc & Mineral Co., Manning & Squiers, and the Falling Cliff
tract. Production from the area continued to 1898, when the Pulaski
Iron Co. leased the properties for the mining of limonite iron ores,
rvith which the zinc ores are associated. During the progress of iron
mining some zinc was produced, and in later years there was some re-
rvorking of tailings. In 1902 the Bertha Mineral Co. opened a surface
cut in the "soft" ores near Delton, and produced oxidized ores for
about a year and a half.

1 Mease, Janes, A gological account of the United States, p. 419, Philadelphia, 180?.
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At Ivanhoe the last decade has seen considerable prospecting and
some development. Mining on the iron properties of the New River
Mineral Co., just west of lvanhoe, dates from the early seventies, and
it is reported that in the course of operation much oxidized zinc ore
was shipped. Lately these properties have come under the- ownership
of the Ivanhoe Nlining & Smelting Corporation, which is producing
oxidized zinc ores from shallow workings at lvanhoe. An S0-foot
shaft was sunk into sulphide ore but is not now worked. Since 1925

others have prospected, chiefly by drilling, in the Ivanhoe area.
The valley from Cedar Springs nearly to Adwolf, more especially

at Cedar Springs and Sugar Grove, has, in past years, been the scene

of prospecting and some mining. There was a brief period of shallow
mining'at each of these localities, chiefly within the decade 1897-1907.
The operations at Sugar Grove were for the mining of lead ore (galena),
and it is reported that 30 carloads were shipped. Later a rather elab-
orate concentrating plant was erected, but it appears that little mining
was done at this time, and the mine has since been abandoned.

At present the only shaft mining for lead or zinc in Virginia is
that done by the Bertha Mineral Co., at Austinville.
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GEOGRAPHY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY

The area mapped comprises parts of Dublin and Rye valleys, divi-
sions of the Valley of Virginia, and extends from Reed Junction, on
the eastern edge of the Max Meadows quadrangle, southwesterly and
westerly across the Speedwell and Rural Retreat quadrangles nearly to
Adwolf, about 12 miles southwest of Marion, in the Abingdon quad-
rangle. This strip is about 55 rniles long and averages about 4f miles
in width, covering a total area of approximately 250 square miles.

Essentially it is an area within which the Lower Cambrian (Shady)
dolomite is exposed, this formation appearing in several generally
parallel strips along the valley. The .area is limited on the south by
Dry Pond, Poplar Camp, and Iron mountains, or their associated ridges,
which are the southwestern extensions of the Blue Ridge. Within the
area are several ridges fuom 2 to 10 miles long, chiefly among which
are Foster Falls, Lick, Henley, Sand, and Brushy mountains. All these
mountain ridges are composed of Lower Cambrian quartzites and quartz-
itic shales, rocks of superior resistance to erosion in this region, as
shorvn in Pl. 18, A. The ridges are steep-sided and narrow-crested
and rise generally to altitudes of. 2,7@ to 3,500 feet. The intervening
valleys are comparatively broad, more uniform in altitude, and under-
lain by the much less resistant dolomites, limestones, and shales of the
Shady and Rome formations. The area underlain by the Rorne forma-
tion commonly has characteristic low, short ridges with rounded crests,
such as Sanders, Raper, and Chestnut ridges, near Laswell, or the
groups of still shorter ridges on the north side of New River between
Allison and Reed Junction and on the north side of Cripple Creek from
Gleaves Knob to Cedar Springs. Gleaves Knob (P1. 5, A) is capped
with Erwin (Lower Cambrian) quartzite. The lower and flatter por'-
tions of the valley floor are consistently underlain by the soluble lime-
stones and dolomites of the Shady formation, and it is in these parts
of the valley that the known deposits of zinc and lead occur.

New River enters the area from the south through a deep gap cut
across the quartzite ridge just above lvanhoe. Its course at this point
is northwestward, which is at right angles to the general regional trend
of the rocks but within the valley it has adapted its course to the
regional trend, about N. 55"-60'E., and flows in this direction through
the eastern part of the area. Along this course the channel has rather
broad meanders, probably an inheritance, in part at least, from an earlier
stage when the stream flowed sinuously over a flood plain that is now
represented by a gravel-covered terrace level above the present valley
floor. Regional uplift of this earlier valley level doubtless caused a
quickening of the current and hence increased its vertical erosive power,
allowing it to entrench its somewhat meandering course in bedrock.
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The bends may not be entirely of such derivation; the position of some
of thern may have been due in part to zones of crossfaulting or shear-
ing, as is suggested by condifions at the bends between Foster F'alls
and Reed Junction.

Near Jackson Ferry, at Foster Falls, and at Barren Springs Ferry
the river has developed rapids on the harder rocks in the channel. At
Jackson Ferry and Foster Falls the river florvs across a prominent anti-
cline and has cut through its structure exposing a core of hard Erwin
quartzite. At Barren Springs Ferry the sarne quartzite, brought to its
position by faulting, is exposed in the rapids.

The chief tributaries of New River are Little Reed Island Creek,
v"hich enters the area from the south across the quartzite ridges of
Poplar Camp and Dry Pond mountains and joins the river at Reed
Junction; Reed Island Creek, which also flows across the regionai trend
of the formations and joins the river on its north side about 5 miles
west of Reed Junction; and Cripple Creek, which extends eastward
f.or 24 miles from its source, about 3 miles east of Sugar Grove, ancl
joins New River near Ivanhoe. A narrow, low saddle forms the divide
between Cripple Creek on the east and the South Fork of Holston
River on the west. Thus, from a point about 3 miles east of Sugar
Grove the regional drainage flows eastward by way of Cripple Creek,
New River, and Kanawha River to the Ohio and westward by way of
the Holston and Tennessee rivers, also to the Ohio. New River, Little
Reed Island Creek, and Cripple Creek are of great importance to the
industrial development of the area, as the Radford Division of the
Norfolk & Western Railway follows New River across the area, with
branches to Sylvatus and Speedwell along Little Reed Island Creek and
Cripple Creek, respectively. That part of the area west of Speedwell
is without railroad transportation. The main roads are good through-
out the region.

The valley floor, as represented by the summits of the lower knobs
and ridges, has an altitude of 2,200 to 23N feet in the eastern Dart of
the area and rises to 2,4@ or 2,500 feet in the general vicinity of
Speedwell; farther west it rises more abruptly and attains 3,000 feet
in the Sugar Grove region. These altitudes are marked in part by a
series of discontinuous terrace levels. This valley-floor level is not to
be confused with the lower benches and flood plains of the present
river systems. The present streams have for a long time been cutting
into and lowering the earlier valley floor, as represented by the featur-es
just cited, and have entrenched themselves into the floor. In olaces this
entrenchment is deep, as in the Barren Springs region, where the present
flood-plain level of New River is more than 300 feet below the varley
floor. rn general, the valley-floor le'el represents the highest outcrop
for the weaker rocks of the valley-the Shady and Rome lormations-
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and as these formations are everywhere beveled by it, this level may

be considered a partial peneplain. Stosez has called this the Valley-
floor peneplain. In general it is, perhaps, less marked, less uniform,
and less extensive than many peneplains because of interruption rather
early in its development by the regional uplift that activated the en-

trenchment of the present streams. Other peneplain levels are defined
by Stose,s but they have no direct bearing on the purpose of this
report and are not discussed. The reader is referred to Stose's report
for a more detailed discussion of the geomorphology of the entire Val-
1ey and Ridge province.

2 Stose, G. W., and Miser, H. D., Manganese deposits of westem Virginia: Virginia
Geol. Survey Bull. 23, p. 25, 7922.

3ldem, pp. 19-22.



STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY

rhe rormati"', ":',:il::.:T;il::Tat are exposecl in the
zinc-lead area belong to the Lo*er and Middle cambrian series. De-
tailed work in this area has disclosed a greater degree of locar varia-
bility in lithology and thickness of the Rome (tWatauga) formation
and Shady dolomite than has hitherto been recorded for the region.
The foliowing is a somewhat generalized. cotrumnar section for the
area covered by this report.a

Generalized geologic section Jor the zinc and lead. section of southwestern virgin'ia

Srnerrcneprrrc Gporocy

General Character

Largely light-gray to white fine crystal-
Iln€ or dcnse, masslve dolomrtes, wlth some
thin beds of limestone. and an occasional
Iine or de ive dolomites, with-some

11

Series

Ei

O

Formation

Elbrook dolomite

Rome (tWatauga)

thin red -shaly bed, especially near the base.
Lxcept lor some even-bedded plary dolo-
mite and limestone beds near the bise. the
formation is characterized chieflv bv rather

Thickness
Feet

1,200+

2,000 - 2,500

0-550

0800 - 1,150

700+

massive, pure dolomites.
racterized_by.red shales, prominently

sun-cracked and ripple ma and red
quartzitic- sandstones; a considerable pro-
portion of interbedded dolomites; subordi-
nate thin limestones,

. Local' dense, massive limestone, includ-
ing subordinate dolomite beds: and'few thin
red-shaiy or sandy partings; in Austinville
basin_(see p. 36) piobablj''represented in
part by a 

-series of fossiliferous limestone
beds alternating with crystalline dolomires.
Grades at basJinto saicharoidal member.

o
o'o
X-o

a

Ivanhoe
limestone
member

Saccharoidal
dolomite
member

Patterson
limestone
member

and white dense and ciystalline dolotr.it".,
generally thick-bedded'but locally platf
and .shaly; the most distinctive viriety is
nearly white and of saccharoidal texture:
thin. limestone beds present in places. I;
southern part of Austinville basin the upper
p.art is probably represented by a series con-
sisting Iarge)y of sandy dolomite, calcare-
ous sandstone. .limestone, breccias and
crystalltne dolomltes.
^'-Lhlefiy dark-gray dense limestone and

dolomire, both ;irh a characterisric tvDe
of "ribbon" structure: ribbon limesttne
and dolomite mutually eradational in all
directions, and eradatio;al into overlvine
saccharoidal meirber. At base transitioi
beds of dark-gray sandy dolomite or of
hght-gray crystalline dolomite (Sugar Crove
afea,.

l^du"*"". ('i).preceding a seologic nane indicates that the name has b"., "burllirJ.@ uoes not rnctude estimate of thickness of upper Shady in Austinville Basin, for whichsee text and Plate 9.
e For definition of terms denoting lithologic characteristics used in description of rocks,see Appendix.
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Generalized geologic section for

Series Formation

Erwin quartzite

Hampton shale

RecroN oF SouTHwESTERN VrncrNre

the zinc and lead' section of southuestern llirginia-Con'd

General Character
Thickness

Feet

6'd
B-o

O

Mostly thick-bedded blocky..white.or
grav quartzltel contalns some thin-bedded
ind shalv material, especially near the top;
in placei the quartziie is dark gray and
highiy ferrugin6us, weathering to a deep-
brown color. Locally, at the top, gray
dolomitic sandstone beds transitional with
overlying formation.

500 - 800
(estimated)

Ndt
determined

Grav. more or less slaty and in places
schistose shale, with very subordinate in-
tercalated bedi of quartzitic sandstone.

Unicoi formation Chiefly quartzite and conglomeratic
quarxzlte.

LOWER CAMBRTAN QUARTZTTE SERTES

The Lower Cambrian quartzite series of southwestefn virginia is

divisible into the following formations named in descending order:
Erwin qtTartzite, Hampton shale, and Unicoi formation. The Unicoi
formation and, except at Castleton school, the Hampton shale have not

been stuclied or mapped separately for this report. In places where

the lower tlvo formations are absent, the Erwin has been mapped

separately, but elsewhere all three formations are included in a map

.tnit, d.iigt-rated as "Lower Cambrian qvartzite." (See Pl. 1.) In
general the unicoi formation r,vill be found only in the large ovefthfust
*utt.t of the Iron and Poplar Camp mountain ridges which form the

southern boundary of the area.

IJNrcor Fonrterrox

The Unicoi is the lowest Paleozoic formation of southwestern Vir-
ginia and directly overlies the pre-Cambrian crystalline complex. Cuts

along the highways through gaps in the Iron Mountain and Poplar

Camp ridges expose all formations from Erwin qLtaftzite to pre-Cam-

brian crystalline schists. The schists afe too femote from the zinc re'
gion to be considered in this report. The Unicoi beds are closely

folded with Hampton shale and Erwin quaftzite in the ridges along the

southefn boundary of the afea but have no distinctive relation to the

zinc deposits and were, there{ore, not mapped separately during this
investigation.

The Unicoi formation is cornposed of gray and brown (ferru-
ginous) quaftzite, quartzitic conglomerate, sandstone, slaty (argilla-
ceous) sandstone, and arkose and in piaces shows interbedded amyg-
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daloidal lavas. The thickness of the formation is stated to be 1,750
to 2,000 feet.5

About 5 miles south of Speedwell, along the highway, and about
half a miie south of the crest of Iron n{ountain, an exposure shows
amygdaloidal lava beds within Unicoi conglomerate and quartzite.

Hauprox Snalp
The Unicoi formation is overlain by the Hampton shale. Although

for the most part the Hampton is composed of shale, it contains some
intercalated beds of quartzite, more abundantly near the top, which
resemble some beds found in the overlying Erwin quartzite. Indeed,
there seems to be no persistent and sharp limit between the two fortna-
tions, and it is probable that the ,rpp.. rhn1" layers would be found to
grade 1ateral1y into beds assignable to the lower Erwin. In general,
however, the marked predominance of thin-bedded material, chiefly
shale, distinguishes the formation, especialll' where it underiies a con-
siderable thickness of fairly massive quartzite beds. There are shal1'
zones near the top of the Erwin quartzite, but so far as observed they
are nowhere of great thickness. Plate 5, B shows some massive beds
interstratified with predominant shale.

Although the rocks are dominantiy medium to dark gray and argil-
laceous, weathered exposures show yellow, brown, and even reddish
colors, due to oxidation of the iron content. Doubtless the more sandy,
thicker bedded layers show this to a greater degree than the rest. In
places the shale is slightly schistose and displays fine mica plates.

ft was impracticable to map the Hampton shale as a separate unit,
because of the time neecled and the lack of significance in relation to
the area ai a zinc- and lead-bearing region. Where it appears, it has
been mapped with the Erwin quartzite and Unicoi formation.

Exposures of the Hampton are generally to be found in the road
cuts well within the gaps across the mountain ridges along the southern
border of the area. It is exposed, for example, in the gap made by New
River about 2 miles south of the ferry at Ivanhoe, just within the gap
at Poplar Camp, and in the gap made by Dry Run about 2fu miles
south of Speedwell. Exposures also appear about 2 miles north of
Sugar Grove along the highway that crosses Brushy Mountain, be-
tween Sugar Grove and Marion. Gray sandy shaies, slightly schistose,
weathering yellow, red, and brown, exposed between New Castleton
School and the base of Poplar Camp Mountain, apparently belong to
this formation, for they are similar to shale beds found in the quartzite
ridges to the south and southeast, and to shale beds exposed berween
quartzite beds on the north side of Lick Mountain, but the correlation
is not certain.

-_- 
6,Stose, G. W., and others, Manganese deposits of the west foot of the Blue Ridge,

Virginia: Virginia Geol; Survey Bult. 1?, p. 14,.1919.

IJ
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No attempt was made to determine the thickness of the formation
in this area. Others record the thickness as varying from 400 to more
than 600 feet, but because of the relative weakness of the beds and
the ease with which they are repeated by folding, as well as the prob-
able lateral gradation into massive quartzite, it is difficult to obtain an
accurate measure of the thickness.

EnwrN Quanrzrra

The Erwin quartzite is the formation next above the Hampton
shale. In part it has been mapped with the underlying Cambrian rocks,
but in places, whele a discrimination added to the loca1 structural inter-
pretation, it has been mapped as a separate unit.

The most characteristic feature of the Erwin is the presence oI
dominant thick-bedded and massive qtartzite. Although characteristic-
ally the formation is a clear white quartzite, in this area it is com-
monly datk colored. It appears brown on weathered surfaces. Locally
the freshly broken rock may be dark reddish brown owing to oxida-
tion of its high iron content, as may be seen at the bend of the high-
way to Jackson Ferry half a mile southeast of Galena. Here the top
beds of the Errvin are exposed in conformable contact with the Shady
dolomite. About 20 f.eet of transition beds separate the two forma-
tions. The dark, "warty" (nodular), and "ribbony" Shady dolomite
contains an abundance of pyrite. Iron ores were mined on top of the
ridge practically at the Shady-Erwin contact. Along the road section
the shaly to blocky Erwin quartzite (P1. 6, A) is highly ferruginous
with limonite and also contains pyrite. In part the fresh rock is dark
gray. A section of the exposure at this point is as follows:

Geotogi,c section 7.-section of Erwin clwartzite and transi,tion beds in
Iozuer part of Shad,y d'olomite at bend' of highway half a ruile

sowtkeast of Galena, Va.
Shady dolomite:

Dolomite, dark gray, "warty" ; imperfect ribbon structure.
Concealed interval

Feet
+
5

5

4
6
8

_tJ

3

15

Dolomite, dark gray, slightly "warty"
Dolomite, gray, very fine'crystalline
Dolomite, light gray, fine crystalline
Dolomite, dark gray, slightly sandy .

Dolomite, light gray, sandy
Sandstone, gray dolomitic . . .

Erwin quartzite:
Shaly quartzite, ferruginous; glauconitic streaks at top, . . .

Quartzite, dark gray in part, highly ferruginous with limonite
and pyrite
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In this area thin-bedded, platy to shaly sandstones are abundant.
Generally the shaly portions are of distinctly arenaceous character, but
thin beds of argillaceous quality are not wanting. The thick-bedded
white quartzitic portions are in part conglomeratic with a content of
very smal1, well-rounded pebbles. Plate 7, A shows both massive and
shaly beds in an exposure at the west end of Heniey Mountain.

The formation is generally nonfossiliferous in this region. Rarely
scolithus tubes are found.

The Erwin qtartzite is everywhere highly resistant to weather-
ing and erosion and makes up most of the higher ridges of the area.
The ridges thus formed stand prominently above the adjoining val1ey
areas and have comparatively steep sides of fairly uniform gradient,
and narrow crests. Commonly they rise 400 to 1,000 feet above the
general valley level. This formation largely forms Dry Pond, Foster
Falls, Ewing, Lick, Sand, Henley, Bowling Green, Chestnut Ridge,
Pond, Rich, and Brushy mountains and part of the Iron Mountain and
Poplar Camp Mountain range along the southern border of the area.
Gleaves Knob is capped by the formation. Along the slopes of all these
ridges exposures are rare, except in the transecting gaps or well up
on the mountain sides and near the crests, because the apron of talus
and slope wash along the flanks is so thick, broad, and extensive. fn
places this apron extends for 2,000 feet or more from the steep slope
of the ridge. This condition has made it impossible to observe the
contact with younger formations for many miles along the southem
border of the valley. Some of the more easily accessible points where
the formation may be seen in good exposures are at the east end of
Foster Falls Mountain in the gap made by Periwinkle Branch; half
a mile southeast of Galena (Geologic section 1); along the road in the
gap about 1l miles south of lvanhoe; at Eagle Cliff on Cripple Creek,
between lvanhoe and Cripple Creek; in the road cut at the west end
of Henley Mountain (P1. 7, A); at the gap south of Sugar Grove;
and along the highway transecting the ridges 4 to 5 miles southeast of
Adwolf, near the western limit of the area. At all these points the
exposure is at or near the contact with the overlying formation. The
following section appears at the last mentioned localitv:

15
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Geologi,c section Z.-Section of Erwin qwartzite along highway
nciles southeast of Adwolf

Shady dolomite.

Erwin quartzite:
F'eet

Quartzite, white, massive,

Quartzite, gray, platy to
coarse grained.
thick biocky. . .

10
29

aConcealed interval
Quartzite, gray, platy to thick blocky
Quaftzite, gray, thin platy
Quartzite, gray, platy to massive.
Concealed interval
Quartzite, white, chiefly massive
Concealed interval
Shale, quartzitic, slaty, dark gray
Quartzite, white, weathering light brown, massive

Quartzite, gray, shaly

Quartzite, light gray, chiefly blocky and massive; some shaly
partings 70+

SHADY DOLOMITE (LOWER CAMBRIAN)

GrNEner FrerunEs

The Shady dolomite overlies the Erwin qaartzite conformably.
Transitionai sandy dolomite beds, varying in thickness and lithologic
character, are here included with the Shady.

The Shady is divisible into three members on the basis of persistent
lithologic characteristics and sequence. The lower, the Patterson lime-
stone member, was named by Charles Butts6 from the extensive ex-
posure at Patterson. The middle member, which alone is persistent
throughout the area, is composed of crystalline dolomite, in part of
characteristic saccharoidal appearance, and is referred to as the saccha-
roidal dolomite member. It is probably the only persistent representa-
tive of the Shady throughout the Great Valley region. The upper
membet, here named the lvanhoe limestone member, is restricted as

a recognizable unit to the general synclinal basin extending from Hud-
dle, about 3l miles west of lvanhoe, to Bertha, about 6 miles north-
east of Austinville. As a mappable uhit, however, it is lirnited to the
area between Huddle and Galena.

Deep secular decay is characteristic of the Shady formation, especi-
a1ly below the Valley-floor peneplain. The resulting extensive, thick
ciay mantle has caused a paucity of exposures over large areas. The
effect of weathering and leaching is illustrated in Piate 6, B.

28

30
29
AA

o Unpublished data.
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A. Gleaves Knob. 'Ihe cap consists o{ resistant Erwin quartzite, the base
of Rome beds, and the intermediate portion oI the Patterson limestone member
of the Shady dolomite. 'Ihe abrupt change in slope near the top marks the
approximate position o the higher of two thrusts that crop out in the north
(right) side oI the knob.

B. Hampton shale with massive beds of quartzite. On the highrvay in the
gap through Iron Mountain south of SpeeCrvell. Some of the quartzite beds
are similar to parts of the Erwin quartzite.
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A. Gleaves Knob. 'Ihe cap consists of rcsistarrt Erwin quartzite, the base
of Romc becls, ar.rd the intermediate portion oI the Patterson limestone member
of the Shadt' dolomite. 'I-he abrupt chargc in slope near thc top marks the
approximate position of the l-righe r of ts o thrusts that crop out in the north
(richt) sidc of the knob

B. Hamptor-r shalc rvith
gap through Ir, 'rr Xlnurrtairr
^-^ -:*:1^- +^ --^-+^ -I .1.are Slmllar 1O llarlS r,l tl:e

massr've becls of quartzite. On the highrvay in the
soutl-r oi Spcec'hle11. S, 'rne o{ the quartzite bcds

Errvin cluartzite.
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A. Erwin quartzite half a mile southeast of Galena; shaly material at the top
grades into a thir-r blocky quartzite at the base.

B. Old iron pit half a mile south of Ivanhoe. The overburden is red clay
derived from Shady dolomite. The rim 1evel is the Valley-floor peneplain. Note
the depth and degree of weathering and leaching as indicated by the sparseness
of the 1ow pinnacles.
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A. Erwin quartzite half a mile southeast of Galena; shal1. material at the top
gracles into a thin blocky quartzite at the base.

B. Old iron pit half a mile south oi Ivanhoe. The overburden is red clay
derived from Shady dolomite. The rim level is the Valley-floor peneplain. Note
the depth and degree of rveatheriug and leaching as indicated by the sparsencss
of the lorv pinnacles.



South of Austinville, in the area between the Austinville anticline
and Poplar camp Mountain, herein. referred.to as the Austinville Basin,
a large part of the formation sodth of Buddle Branch presents un-
usual aspects, not comparable in most respects with the intire Shady
section elsewhere. These beds are in part of somewhat doubtful cor-
relation. Justification for their inclusion in the Shady is discussed
below.

The characteristics and distribution of the several divisions of the
formation are described separately in succeeding paragraphs. The
formation as a whole, however, should be viewed chiefly as a doromite
unit comprising the areas of lowest relief in the valliy floor. (See
Pls. 4, B and 8, A).

The geologic map (Pl. 1) shows that the formation crops out in
several roughly parallel strips that extend along the valley in the gen.
eral direction of the regional trend, or'strike, of the rocks. In places
these strips converge and join, forming elongated synclinar basins or
anticlinal domes. There are, however, two rather completery separated
belts, each of which comprises several of the paraliel sirips. The
northern belt has been mapped westerly or southwesterly from- Swecker
Mountain to the vicinity of Adwolf. The southern telt follows the
entire extent of the mapped area. These two belts present difierent
aspects of the formation, in that the Patterson and rvanhoe members
are apparently limited to the southern belt. The northern belt is com-
posed entirely of gray and white crystalline dolomites, such as make
up the saccharoidal member. It lacks, also, the clastic facies found in
portions of the saccharoidal member, more particularly in the Austin-
ville Basin. At several places west of Sugar Grove a iew {eet of clark
"ribbony," "wartyl' or nodular dolomite, similar to the patteison, ap-
peafs near the base and is probably correlative with the patterson
elsewhere. on the whole, however, there is a marked difference be-
tween the northern and southern belt as regards rithorogic variability.
_ fn stratigraphic thickness, also, the twb belts present contrasts. At
but two places; however, could a reasonably accurate measurdment of
the thickness of the shady in the northern belt be made, becbuse for
the most part one of the boundaries is a fault surface where either the
shady has been thrust over the Rome, or the Erwin has been thrust
over the Shady, with a consequent reduction in thickness of the Shady
outcrop. Three to'four miles west by south of Teas, where a se.
quence from Erwin to Rome is exposed, the thickness of the shady
is close to 1,100 feet. Near Sugar Grou" u less accurate rneasuiement
gives 2,000 feet. Itrere, however, there is: a probability of some repeti-
tion by faulting'or folding. It is protrable that the northern belt has
a stratigraphic thickness o{ the order of 1,000 to 1;500 feet, becoming
progressively thinner toward the west.
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The thickness of the Shady in the southern belt has been measured

or closely estimated at several points. In the Austinville Basin a facies

of the Shady appears locally that is not comparable in lithology or
thickness with the formation elsewhere, and its features will be treated

separately. Exclusive of this facies the measured total thickness of
ttre formation ranges from about 1,650 feet to 2,300 feet. Between

Cedar Springt and Sugar Grove the thickness is about 1,650 feet'

About 2tl nules southeast of Cedar Springs, between 2,LN and 2,150

feet is probably present between the Erwin quattzite and the approxi-
mated base of the Rome. This estimate may' however, be too great

by 150 to 2N feet, owing to necessary lack of precision in determining
the exact locations of upper and lower contacts. In the section at Hud-
dle about 1,700 feet of strata is exposed between the Rome normal
contact at the top and the Rome fault contact at the base, where the

base of the Shady is missing. From the lithologic selluence, however,

it is probable that not more than 200 feet, and perhaps not more than

100 feet, of the Shady is missing here, as a result of thrust faulting;
consequently the measured thickness of the Shady in this vicinity would

closely approximate that stated for the section 2l miles southeast of
Cedar Springs. At Porter and at Laswell 1,660 feet and 1,550 feet,

respectivlly, are exposed between the fault at the north ends of the

r""liottr and the normal Shady-Rome contacts at the south ends. It is

believed that in these places, as in the Huddle section, not more than
100 to 200 feet of the basal Shady is missing. Consequently it would

appear that the formation thickens toward the west.
Along the railroad east of Ivanhoe station the section from the top

of the Ivanhoe member to a point just above the top of the Patterson
member is almost entirely exposed. The Patterson is not exposed here,

but its presence near water level is apparent from a study of the im-
mediate vicinity. Exclusive of the Patterson member, the section dis-
plays 1,550 to 1,600 feet of the Shady. The Patterson member is
probably close to 700 feet thick in this locality, so that the total thick-
ness of the Shady here is believed to be not far from 2,300 feet. In
this section the Ivanhoe limestone member displays its greatest thick-
ness, amounting to 525 to 550 feet. In the previously cited sections it
is of inconsiderable thickness, probably not more than 50 feet and gen-

erally much less, so that the greater local thickness of the Shady in the

Ivanhoe section is to be explained by the locally thick development of
the Ivanhoe limestone member.

The thickness o{ the Shady in the two belts differs in general by
approximately the thickness of the Patterson member, which appears

only in the southern belt, at least as a recognizable and mappable unit.
It thus appears that the formation as a whole increases in thickness

considerably toward the southeast, or, in other words, across the elon-
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gated original basin of deposition, and, moreover, that there is a very
marked increase in the amount of clastic material in the same direction.
Not only does the Austinville development of the Shady show a con-
siderable clastic content, but the Patterson member itself seems to
owe its rather thin-bedded, wavy "ribbon" structure to very thin
argillaceous and carbonaceous partings. These conditions suggest that
for a time at least the source of clastic sediments during Shady time
was south or southeast of the area. The shore was of course consider-
ably removed from the present exposed southern and southeastern bor-
der of the Shady deposits, for there has been considerable shortening
by folding and thrust faulting, as well as considerable overriding of
the Shady by the great southern block of Lower Cambrian quartzites.

TnewsrrroN Brns

Geologic section L shows the transition from Erwin quartzite to
Shady dolomite. The beds partake of the lithologic characters of both
formations, as they contain dolomitic sandstone or sandy dolomite. A
much thicker transition zone uppears in the following section.

Geologic sect'ion 3.-Secti,on 2l noiles south by zaest of Austi,nville,
in the vicinity of Gray's Sckool

Transitional beds

Feet

300+
50+-

Dolomite, ribbon structure .tffi-210
Sandy dolomite, dark gray, fine granular. . . . . 80

Erwin quartzite

South of Sugar Grove a few feet of light-gray fine crystalline dolo-
mite, somewhat sandy, constitutes the transition zone at the base of
the Patterson. It appears in an exposure about half a mile south of
the village, along the railroad, where B feet of the dolomite rests con-
formably upon Erwin quartzite. This material is similar to basal beds
{arther west, between Quebec and Adwolf. A similar situation exists
in an exposure at Eagle Cliff, about 1 mile southwest of Huddle, and
also along the highway 4 miles west of Speedwell, where a few feet
of light-gray crystalline dolomite, lacking ribbon structure, is inter-
posed between the Erwin quartzite and the dark-gray ribbon dolomite
of the Patterson member. Finally, at a quarry 1 mile south of Ivanhoe,
12 to t5 feet of light-gray crystalline dolomite is exposed below dark-
gray Patterson limestone; the base of the dolomite is not exposed, but
a regional study indicates that the exposure is probably very near the

Patterson limestone member:
Limestone. ribbon structure
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Erwin contact. Consideration of these facts leads to the conclusion
that at the base of the Patterson member or within its lower dolomite
there exists a discontinuous light-gray crystalline dolomite bed of
variable thickness but generally thin, which may, indeed, represent a

local recrystallization of Patterson material.
The record of a diamond-drill hole in the Ivanhoe area reaching

the Erwin quartzite shows a marked increase of silica in the basal

dolomite, particularly through a thickness ol 12 teet, the lower 4 feet
of which contains more than 75 per cent of silica. Obviously the beds

so recorded are the transition series, and the contact between Shady
and Erwin is not sharp. Generalized columnar sections illustrating the
variations in lithology and thickness of the Shady dolomite from north-
west to southeast across both northern and southern belts are given in
Plate 9.

ParrBnsoN LrrrBsroNp MsMsBn
'The 

Patterson limestone was named by ButtsT from the settlement
of Patterson, at the east end of the area. Ilere a bluff on the west side
of Little Reed Island Creek displays about 100 feet of the rock. Because

of generally low dips the limestone crops out through a considerable
<iistance across the strike of the beds between this point and Reed Junc-
tion, on New River. It obviously occupies a position near the base

of the Shady. Elsewhere exposures of limestone that are exactly simi-
lar in texture, structure, and stratigraphic position were correlated with
that at Patterson, although there is no paleontologic evidence to sup-
port the correlation. There is, however, very little doubt as to the strati-
graphic position of this member, for at several places throughout the
area the Patterson member is found in conformable contact with the
Erwin quartzite, and indeed the bed can be traced almost'continuousiy
over most of the area.

At first it was expected that the Patterson could be mapped as a
limestone bed within the lower Shady, being separated above and below
by beds of Shady dolomite. It was {ound, however, that the limestone
showed gradational relations, above, below, and laterally, with a dark
"ribbon" dolomite of similar lithologic composition. It became apparent
also that the limestone had been subjected to incomplete dolomitization,
without loss of its structural features, and that a large irregular body
of limestone, from Zffi to 400 feet thick, remained undolomitized. Con-
sequently it was found more practicable to map the limestone and its
dolomitic equivalent as a unit. This constitutes the Patterson lime-

. ? Unpublished manuscript on "Geology of the Appalachian Valley in Virginia."
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stone member as recognized in this report. Locally the member is
known as "ribbon rock," on account of its most persistent structure.

The Patterson member consists, in general, of a few {eet of basal
gray sandy dolomite, transitional from the Erwin quartzite; a dark-gray
nodular dolomite showing irregular ribbon structure, generally between
50 and 200 feet thick; a dark-gray dense limestone showing ribbon
structure, commonly between 200 and 400 feet thick; and, at the top,
a medium- to dark-gray dolomite, also displaying ribbon structure, but
less nodular and of somewhat tighter color than the lower dolomite.
Together these facies comprise, on the average, about 700 feet of strata.
The transition to the succeeding member of the Shady is not sharp
nor stratigraphically uniform. The thickness of the transition zone is
probably about 100 feet.

The ribbon appearance of the rock is due to very thin, wavy car-
bonaceous partings about half an inch apart, along which the rock
splits readily. Surfaces of the rock broken across the bedding show
a series of thin wavy bands parallel to the bedding, especiaily marked
upon weathered exposures. (See Pls. 8, B and 10, A.) The ribbon
Iimestone is of dark-gray color and dense texture. rn a thin section
the partings, though distinct, are seen to be less sharply defined. There
are numerous clastic grains of quartz and feldspar which appear to be
well sized but not well rounded.

cornmonly in the Patterson short streaks and small lenses or "eyes"
of coarsely crystalline white dolomite appear, oriented parallel to the
banding. These are much more abundant in the rower 200 feet, berow
the limestone, and in many places they tend to obliterate the ribbon
structure and give the rock a nodular or "warty" structure. Dissemi-
nated pyrite is common in both the dolomite and the limestone portions,
but in places it is especially abundant in the basal or ,,warty,' portion.

In spite of its characteristic ribbon structure the patterson mem-
ber may display massive structure in fresh or slightly weathered ex-
posures, as shown in Plate 10, B.

At a number of places ribbon limestone is found to pass laterally
into ribbon dolomite. The transition is gradationar, and bands of dolo-
mite and limestone dovetail. Moreover, the proportion of ribbon dolo-
mite to ribbon limestone varies greatly from prace to place. These con-
ditions suggest that dolomitization of the patterson limestone was in-
complete and may have been related to a progressive process subse-
quent to lithification of the original sediment.

The thickness of the Patterson member, including transition beds
at the base, is in general about 700 to 800 feet. Drilling records near
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Ivanhoe suggest thicknesses from 850 to 950 feet, but it is probable

that these figut"r include 100 to 150 feet of dark fine crystalline dolo-

mites that have not elsewhere been included in the Patterson by the

writer. The Huddle section exposes 690 feet, and the Porter section

585 {eet, but at each locality the section is incomplete, the Patterson

being faulted upon Rome shales. It is probable that 100 to 2N feet of

the section is thus cut ofi. About 2r/a miles south by west of Austin-

ville, west of Gray's School, a thickness of 590 feet is exposed, includ-

ing B0 feet of sandy dolomite at the base; the top is not exposed in
continuous section, so that the total thickness is in excess of this figure.

At a point 2l miles southeast of Cedar Springs between 750 and 800

feet of strata are assignable to the Patterson member. Farther west

it becomes thinner, so that just east of Sugar Grove its thickness is

between 575 and 600 ieet.

Seccrranoroer. Dor,orrrtB MeMssn

The main body of the Shady dolomite is characterized by light-
gray to creamy-white beds of saccharoidal texture. This is the most

persistent feature throughout the Great Valley from Pennsylvania to

Alabama. In the southwestern Virginia zinc belt, however, associated

with the light saccharoidal beds are others of dense to coarse crystalline

texture and medium- to dark-gray or even black in color. Indeed, the

dark beds are predorninant in many places. Except in the Austinville
Basin only a vefy slight amount of clastic material appeafs with these

beds as interbedded shale, sandy limestone, and calcareous sandstone.

Beds of relatively pure dense limestone are found in places. Together

these strata are herein referred to as the saccharoidal dolomite membef,

the lithologic term being one of convenience for the purpose of this

report. This division of the Shady is the only persistent facies of the

{ormation throughout the area and according to Butts it is nowhere

else so pronounced in its development as in southwestern Virginia and

eastern Tennessee. Apparently it constitutes the entire Shady section

of the northern belt. For the most part the saccharoidal beds are mas-

sive, but in many places, because of their relatively great brittleness,

they have been much fractured. (See Pls. 11, A and 19, B.)
Good sections are exposed in the bluffs and railroad cuts along

New River between Ivanhoe (P1.7, B) and Carter Ferry, and also in
the highway cut south of Porter crossroads, 2 miles northwest of Ivan-

hoe. The variations of the beds are best described by means of typical

sections. The following section at Porter exemplifies this portion of
the Shady:
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Geologic secti,on 4.-section of sacchoroid,al mernber of Shad,y dolomi,te
along highzuay south frow, Porter crossroad,s to Cri,pple Creek

Rome formation (red shale, dolomite, limestone)

Shady dolomite:
Ivanhoe limestone member

Saccharoidal dolornite member :

Dolomite, with subordinate thin limestone beds and very
thin shaly partings

Dolomite, very light gray to white, dense to fine crystal-
line . .

Dolomite, gray, in
white dolomite

part streaky, with coarsely crystalline

Limestone, dark gray, dense .

Dolomite, gray, of variable texture
Chert and limestone

Feet

52

Interval
Limestone, dense, gr"y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Dolomite, medium to dark gray, variably crystalline. . . .

Dolomite, light gray to white; texture chiefly saccharoidal
but somewhat variable

Dolomite, medium to dark bluish gray, crystalline
Dolomite, medium to light gray, of saccharoidal texture. .

Dolomite, light gray, dense .

Dolomite, very light gray, of coarse saccharoidal texture.
Dolomite, medium to very dark gray, crystalline, mottled
Dolomite, light gray, of saccharoidal texture.
Dolomite, medium gray, crystalline, brecciated; streaks of

coarse white dolomite . . .

Dolomite, light to medium gray, dense; white streaks. .

Dolomite, nearly white, of saccharoidal texture, grading
to dense at top .

Dolomite, medium to light gray, dense to fine crystalline.
Dolomite, medium to dark gray, fine crystalline
Dolomitg nearly white, dense
Dolomite, medium to dark gray, very fine crystalline to

dense
Dolomite, light gray to light buff, fine saccharoidal
Dolomite, medium gray, dense and fine crystalline. . .

Patterson limestone member

36

47

37
L4
8
1

7
1

36

123
11

2t
8

11

11

17.

T2

33

38
44
G

115

178
28

145

1,098
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Along the railroad half a mile northeast of Ivanhoe station lime-

stone and-oolitic dolomite beds appear midway in the saccharoidal dolo-

mite section, the total thickness of which is close to 1,000 feet.

Geotogi,c section 5.-condensed secti,on of Shad,y dolowite along rai'l-

road, half a tni,le northeust of lztanhoe
Feet

Ivanhoe limestone member

Saccharoidal dolomite member :

Dolomite, variable gray, dense to fairly coarse crystal-- .^
line.. """ "'140'150

Oolitic dolomite; three beds alternating with gray crystal-
25linedolomite....

Dolomite, gray, generally crystalline . ' '

Limestone, d.ove-gray, dense, variably dolomitized; me-

dium thickness ..

160

45
80

q

2
a
J
a
J

3

Dolomite, as above
Limestone, as above
Dolomite, variable, in part saccharoidal, in places highly

fractured and coarsely crystallized
Interval

Patterson limestone member

The limestone beds of the above section are partly dolomitized and

may be entirely dolomitized along the bedding' The oolitic beds have

not been identified els'ewhere.
At Huddle the saccharoidal member shows some clastic material,

which may represent a similar but much more greatly developed facies

in the Austinville Basin.

Geologic section 6.-Section of upper part of Sha.d,y dolorni,te at Huddl'e,

frow "three corners" southeastward' toward' Catron

Feet

fnterval (probably Ivanhoe limestone member)

Saccharoidal dolomite member :

Sandy limestone, graY, thin blockY
Sandy shale, thin Platy .

Dolomite, light gray, fine crystalline . . .

Interval
Dolomite, olive-green, shalY .

Calcareous sandstone or sandy limestone, medium to dark

gray, thin blockY to PlatY

B

540
100r-
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A. Topography of area underlain by Shady dolomite. From 1 point near
the road b6t*een Poplar Camp and Bethany. The ridge in the background,
Foster Falls Mountain, is composed of the highly resistant Erwin quartzite.

B. Pinnacles of Patterson limestone, showing typical ribbon banding. L] an o1d- ito" pit 1 mile southwest of Patterson, noith of Periwinkle Branch'
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A. Topography of area underlain by Shady dolomite. From a point uear
the road between Poplar Camp and Bethany. The ridge in the background,
Foster Falls Mountain, is composed of the highly resistant Erwin quartzite.

B. Pinnacles of Patterson limestone, showing typical ribbon banding. In an old
iron pit 1 mile southwest of Pattersou, north of Periwinkle Branch'

Bur,r,orrN 43
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Shale, black
Dolomite, light gray to white, dense to fine crystalline,

blocky to massive
Interval
Dolornite, saccharoidal
Dolornite, gray, finely crystalline, platy
Dolomite, light gray, dense to crystalline, massive. . . . . .

Dolomite, gray to nearly white, saccharoidal to coarse
crystalline, massive

Dolomite, very dark gray, crystalline, blocky
Interval
Dolomite, same as above .

Dolomite, chiefly gray to white, saccharoidal, massive. . . .

Dolomite, chiefly dark gray, crystalline, massirre.
Dolomite, gray, fine crystalline, laminated.
Interval
Dolomite, gran dense, massive, showing laminations. . . .

Interval
Dolomite, light bluish gray, thin platy, in part sandy. . . .

Dolomite, chiefly light gray, nearly white, dense massive.
fnterval
Dolomite, gray, dense, massive
Dolomite, dark gray, crystalline
fnterval
Dolomite, light gray, dense to saccharoidal, massive. . . .

Dolomite, variable, gray, chiefly crystalline
Interval
Dolomite, gran platy

25

Feet

%

r6
3
4
3
B%

r0%
4
J

4
18

t7
4
2

3

6
t9
20
13

2%
2

t7
24

6

The total thickness of the Shady section for this locality is about
1,9@ feet, of which about 1,100 feet is assignable to the saccharoidal
member. The top of the section given above is about 300 feet belorv
the Rome contact. The interval displays scattered exposures of upper
Shady dolomite and limestone (probably Ivanhoe).

Southeast of Cedar Springs the following section of the Shady
above the Patterson member is exposed along the road southward from
the "three corners":
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Geotogi,csectionT.-Secti,onofshad'yd'olovniteaboztethePatterson
mewber, 2f w"ites sowtheast of Cedar Springs 

Feet

Rome formation

Interval

Shady dolomite:
Saccharoidal dolomite member :

52f.-5n

Dolomite, saccharoidal
Dolomite, dark gray, crYstalline

Dolomite, saccharoidal
Dolomite, medium to light gray, showing distinct

ribbon structure and lenticular nodules or "eyes"

of coarse white dolomite at toP

Dolomite, light gray, saccharoidal

Dolomite, gray, dense

Dolornite, distinctly ribboned, as above.

Dolomite, gray, fine crystalline to dense, faintly
ribboned

Dolomite, gray, dense

Dolomite, light gray to white, saccharoidal .' .''' :'
Dolomite, medium to light gray, dense to fine crys-

talline
Interval

Patterson limestone member

Erwin quartzite

The above section is of particular interest in showing the appear-

ance of ribbon dolomite about 650 to 675 feet above the Patterson

member. This material may be the approximate correlative of similar

beds exposed just south of the "three corners," about hal{ a mile south

of Austinville School, and demonstrates the danger of depending upon

lithologic characteristics for correlation of beds. Correlation of this

ribbon rock with the Patterson member might be suggested on litho-

logic grounds, but the section lacks the necessary sequence of beds for
r*t "" interpretation. Moreover, closer examination discloses that

the Patterson member is in general thinner bedded and much more caf-

bonaceous, and that the bands themselves are correspondingly thinner

and darker.

37
10

2

t7
22

7
9

31

27
131

138

375
800-F
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The probabie thickening of the Shady section and the appearance
of much more arenaceous material iir the beds of the southern part of
tlre Austinville Basin that are considered the time equivalent of the
saccharoidal and Ivanhoe members are commented upon in the section
devoted to the Austinville development of the formation (pp. 30-35).
Here it will suffice to state that apparently the saccharoidal member
shows increasing lithologic variability, marked by an increase in amount
of clastic siliceous materials, southeastward across the valley.

Finally, it appears that, although white saccharoidal beds are char-
acteristic of the persistent facies of the Shady throughout the region,
they nevertheiess constitute a subordinate percentage of the mass, ex-
cept possibly in the most northern belt of outcrop. Moreover, beds
of similar color and texture appear in moderate abundance in the Rome
and Elbrook formations, a f.act which leads to confusion when cor-
relations of such beds by lithologic features are attempted. Again it
must be stressed that sequence is of prime consideration.

Beds of the saccharoidal member contain the ore bodies at Austin-
ville and Ivanhoe. The ores are not, however, limited to particular
beds or even to this member, for drilling and other prospecting have
disclosed zinc blende in the underlying Patterson member.

IveNnos Lrrrpsromn MnunBn

The section of the saccharoidal dolomite member of the Shady
given in geologic section 5 is succeeded by a thick body of limestone
of apparently local development which increases the average Shady
thickness by more than 500 feet. Above it are the Rome beds, marked
by distinctive red shales. The limestone is apparently a lenticular bed
traceable for not more than 9 miles east and west through the Ivanhoe
exposure. In this report it is designated the Ivanhoe limestone mem-
ber of the Shady dolomite. Locally it is referred to as the "carbide"
limestone, or "carbide quarry" limestone, from the quarry of the Na-
tional Carbide Co., located in it, half a mile norlheast of the railroad
station at fvanhoe. (See Pl. 11, B.))

The Ivanhoe limestone member is cornposed of thick, massive beds
of dense gray limestone containing a few relatively thin beds of light-
gray to white dolomite, saccharoidal in part, and very thin reddish sandy
and argiilaceous partings. The following section was made in the
vicinity of the quarry and continues the Shady column given in geologic
section 5.

27
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Geologi,c section B.-section of lvanhoe litnestone ynetnber of Shady

d,olomite q.t at'Id, oboae tke Quarry half a wile northeast of
railroad stcttion at lztankoe

Feet

Rome formation

Shady dolomite:
Ivanhoe limestone member :

Limestone, white to light dove-gray, dense

Dolomite, nearly white, fine crystalline
Limestone, dove-gray, dense and fine crystalline ' ' '
Interval
Limestone, light gray, dense and slightly crystal-

line, eveily lamlnated; shows thin 6recciated

beds
Dolomite, light gray, fine crystalline, slightly sandy '

Sandstone, dolomitic, thin bedded, platy '

Interval
Dolomite, saccharoidal
Limestone, dove-gray, dense to fine crystalline, mas-

sive ..
Dolomite, light gray, fine grained; apparently a lens

derived from limestone by dolomitization ' ' ' '

Limestone, dove-giay, dense and slightly crystal-
line....

Interval
Dolomite,
Interval
Limestone,
Interval

as above

Limestone, as above
Interval

dense, dove-gray, grading into underly-

6
+

1a
LL

8

6
1r/L72

r,/
72

6%

4

2yt
5

At
AT
?.IA
1a/L72

6

IJ

very light gray, fine crystalline.

gray, crystalline, partly calcareous

dark gray, fine grained

6
8

t2
Limestone,

ing bed
Dolomite, very dark gray, crystalline. . '

Interval
Do omite, light
Dolomite, very
Interval
Limestone, dove-gray, dense, massive

Interval
Limestone. as above
Interval

t9
10
87
10
40Limestone, nearly rvhite, dense
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Feet
Interval (includes near top several {eet of dark-gray

brecciated dolomite, bearing streaks of coarse
white dolomite and sphalerite-zinc prospect) . . 65

Dolomite, sandy and argillaceous 2
Interval 6
Limestone, dove-gray, dense to fine crystalline, mas-

slve
Interval
Dolomite, light gray, crystailine
Interval 9
Limestone, chiefly dove-gray and medium gray,

dense, massive; includes very thin reddish
sandy and shaly partings; dolomitized and
streaked with coarse white dolomite at base . . . .125-130

Saccharoidal dolomite member

The total thickness of the beds assigned to the Ivanhoe member
in this section is between 525 and 550 feet. From this thickness the
member becomes thinner in both directions along the strike. At a
quarry in the ravine 1 mile east of Austinville Ferry and about a quar-
ter of a mile from the road a thickness of 225 feet is exposed. Excel-
lent exposures are to be seen within the village at lvanhoe, crossing the
railroad just east of the school. At the school the limestone is abruptly
terminated by a cross fault which carries the westward extension of
the outcrop about 1,100 feet to the north where it may be seen in ex-
cellent exposures along the highway. From this point it is traceable
intermittently and with decreasing thickness westward for about LrTi

miles, where the belt of outcrop turns north and northeast, following
the bend of a pitching synclinal basin, to a point southeast of Pierce
Mill, where it appears to be cut off by a thrust fau1t. About 2 miles
west of this point, near Huddle, a similar limestone in similar strati-
graphic position is exposed on the north side of the same fault and
probably is the Ivanhoe member. From this point the limestone is
traceable intermittently northeast'r,vard to Porter. In the Porter sec-
tion it is less than 50 feet thick and appears in the roadside quarty a
quarter of a mile south of Porter crossroads. East of this locality it
disappears as a mappable unit and, if present, is represented only by two
or three thin limestones interbedded with dolomites at the top of the
Shady, as at Laswell.

The limestone is exceptionally pure and is reported to average
more than 98 per cent CaCOs in the more massive beds. In quarrying,
an admixture of siliceous and clayey materials, present as partings, and
dolomitized portions of the limestone lorver the grade. In places, espe-

l3
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cially near the base, streaks of dolomitic material extend irregularly
into and along the bedding of the dense limestone beds.

South of New River at Austinville the saccharoidal member is suc-

ceeded by a series of massive, dense limestone beds and gray crystai-
line dolomites, the whole having a thickness of about 500 feet. In
position, lithologic characteristics, and association with interbedded

crystalline dolomites, these beds much resemble the beds at lvanhoe.
There is justification f or a tentative correlation of these beds with.the
Ivanhoe limestone member on the opposite side of the anticlinal axis.

At Austinville several beds have yielded fossils that indicate that they

should be correlated with the Shady formation' The best exposures

near Austinville are to be seen along Clear Branch from half to three

quarters of a mile from its jrrnction with New River. Exposures aiso

appear on the hill slope west of the highway leading south from Austin-
vil1e and south of the schoolhouse. At this locality excellent fossils
are found in the decaicified siliceous residue ("tripoli") of the lime-
stone, exposed in the road bank.

Snaov Dor,omrrr Sourn oF AusrrNVrLLE

Near Austinville, {rom New River to the vicinity of the road
junction 0.4 miie south of the Austinviile Schooi, the general succession

of the Shady seems to conform to that elsewhere in the southern belt-
that is, the three members are present with essentially the same litho-
logic characteristics and thickness. On this basis it is assumed that
the thick fossiliferous limestone series is to be correlated with the

Ivanhoe member north of the river, reasons for which are stated below.

Farther south, holvever, the Shady presents a contrasting lithology,
unlike that of the formation at any other iocality. Fossils indicate a
correlation with the Tomstown dolomite of Pennsylvania, hence the
interpretation that this facies represents the Shady. As the dips are

homoclinal throughout and to the south, the situation can be satisfac-
torily explained oniy by thrust faulting, which brought the more clastis
southern deveioprnent o{ the saccharoidal member upon the limestones
of the uppermost Shady. One prominent fault of considerable strati-
graphic dispiacement is clearly traceable southeast of the highway lead-
ing from the above-mentioned road junction to Sheeptown, where basai

Patterson has been thmst upon upper Shady. In this overriding block
the succession is exemplified by section 5 of Plate 9, in which the
major part of the saccharoidal member and the Ivanhoe member are
replaced by sandy dolomite or limestone, shale, and limestone breccia.

A detailed study of the beds in the southernmost block-the Austin-
ville development-discloses frorn 1,350 to 1,400 feet of strata frorn
the top of the sandy dolomite in the section just cited. In this series
the homoclinal attitude with southeasterly dip is continued through-
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out. The lithology is varied, and no repetition by thrust faulting can
be certainly determined, as distinctive beds or sequences can not be

identified with assurance. At least 39 beds, which show successive
differences in lithology, make up the series. Continued in the line of
strike, as given by scattered exposure along the 1ine, the top of the
series should appear just north of exposures of similar material at
Poplar Camp, in a position occupied by highly fractured, nonarena-
ceous crystalline dolomites of entirely different lithologic aspect and
indeed similar in general to the more common types of the saccharoidal
member. Consequently there is probability of repetition by faulting,
though the positions and characteristics of the faults are not disclosed
by the sparse exposures, which are not discriminative as to different
beds.

Certain beds within this series are worthy of record because they
present aspects so far unrecorded for the Shady formation elsewhere
in the Great Valley region. The following column is a composite sec-

tion from a plane-tab1e traverse covering the many small scattered
exposures from a point about three-quarters of a mile southeast of
Austinville schoolhouse nearlv to Bethanv:

a1JI

Geologic secti,on 9.-Composite secti,on of Shady dolonoite
sandy doloruite, between Austi,nztille and Bethany

Limestone breccia
Interval
Dolomite breccia, gray
Calcareous sandstone
Oolitic limestone
Interval
Dolomite, gray, massive, fine crystalline
Limestone, largely oolitic .

Interval
Limestone breccia ..(maximum)
Dolomite, light gray, fine crystalline
Interval (probably inciudes B feet of
Dolomite, gray, crystalline, brecciated
Limestone and dolornite. interbedded

oolitic limestone)

Dolomite, light gray, somewhat clastic
fnterval
Dolomite, gray, brecciated
Sandstone , calcareous
Interval
Dolomite, gray, brecciated .

Dolomite, medium and light gray, fine crystalline and some-
what clastic

aboae the

Feet

15-F
A+

2+
3+

175-+
1

20
/J

30-35
30-35

7-8
L-2
54
45-r

q

3-J-

20-r
J

6-+-
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Interval
Dolomite,
Dolomite,
Interval
Dolomite,

Feet

2V30
10
10
qn-+-

5

90-100
1
/T
1

I
AT

J

251'
12L
25
25

1

15-f
15-r-

1

25-30
?I

65-70
10-t-

35-40
4

15

na-vs
25-30

10

10
70-12

t20-t25
5

as preceding
light gray, crystalline

as preceding
Interval
Dolomite, gray, thin-bedded
Dolomite breccia, massive
Interval
Dolomite,
Interval
Dolomite, light gray, dense, massive

Jnterval
Limestone breccia
Dolomite, light graY, crYstalline
Interval
Limestone and dolomite, interbanded . ' '
Dolomite, gray, crYstalline ....
Interval
Interval (estimated) 90-100

Dolomite, gray, somewhat clastic
Interval
Limestone
Dolomite. somewhat clastic
Interval
Dolomite and limestone, interbanded
Dolomite, light gray, coarse crystalline
Interval
Limestone breccia

light gray, platy .

I
50
2

JU
5

5

Dolomite, gray, crystalline, somewhat
Sandstone, calcareous, light gray .. . '

Interval

ciastic and brecciated.

Dolomite,
Interval

gray, crystalline, platy

oart brecciated and oolitic.
tossllllerous Deo. . .

Limestone and limestone breccia, fossiliferous '

Dolomite, platy
Sandstone, calcareous, very dark
Dolomite, gray, crystalline
Dolomite, sandy

Dolomite, gray, crystaliine, in
Limestone breccia, containing
Shale, olive-green
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A. Weathered exposure of Patterson limestone showing characteristic ribbon
structure. About 1 mile east by north o{ Olive Blanch Church.

B. Massive structure in the Patterson member on Little Reed Island creek.About three-{ourths of a mile south by west of Kayoulah, 
"i u L"i"a.i *i-r.."

the stream leaves the surface channel. 
-
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A. Weathered exposure of Patterson limestone showing characteristic ribbon
structure. About 1 mile east by north of Olive Branch Church.

B. \fassive structure in the Patterson member or-r Little Reed Island creek.
About three-fourths of a mile south by west of Kayoulah, at a meander ivhere
the stream leaves the surface channel.
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A. Shady dolomite in a road exposure between Jackson Ferry and Poplar
Camp, showing characteristic massiveness. The dip is toward the southeast (1eft) ;
a clay-fi11ed bedding slip plane appears centrally in the view. Below this plane
the dolomite is a compactly cemented breccia. (See Pl. 19, B.)

B. Face of Ivanhoe member in quarry of the National Carbide Corporation
half a mile northeast of Ivanhoe staiion. About 125 feet of the lower part of
the Ivar-rhoe limestone is exposed, dipping 50"NW. This view shows a dip sec-
tion at the widest oortion.
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A. Shady dolomite in a road exposure between Jackson Ferry and Poplar
Camp, show-ing characteristic massiveness. The dip is toward the southeast (left);
a clay-filled bedding slip plane appears centrally in the view. Below this plane
the dolomite is a compactly cemented breccia. (See Pl. 19, B.)

B. Face of Ivar.rhoe member in quarry of the National Carbide Corporatron
half a mile northeast of Ivanhoe station. About 125 feet o{ the lower part of
the Ivarhoe limestone is exposed, dipping 50'NW. This vierv shows a dip sec-
tion at the rvidest portion.



STRATIGRAPHIC bEOLOGY

The foregoing section demonstrates the presence of abundant clastic
beds, in part calcareous, in part arenaceous, and in part dolomitic. Note-
worthy also are the several nonclastic and fossiliferous limestones, in
part oolitic. The members of the column may be readily grouped as
follows:

Feet
4. Chiefly calcareous beds, partly oolitic limestone

and limestone breccia 300-F

3. Chiefly more or less crystalline dolomite, in part
clastic 400-+-

2. Dolomites, partly ciastic, and calcareous beds, in
part clastic, interbedded 580-600

1. Chiefly calcareous beds, partly limestone and lime-
stone breccia, and partly calcareous sandstone. . . 19V200

1.,47Ur,500

The fossiliterous beds appear in the lower 200 feet. The dolo-
mites of groups 2 and 3 are lithologically closely similar to some beds
of the saccharoidal member and are not distinctive. The sequence in-
volved in groups 3 and 4 is in general similar to that shown by the
treds at Poplar Camp, east of the State highway and south of the
highway leading eastward to Rackettown, where the following sec-
tion 'r,vas measured.

Geologi,c secti,on 10.-Section of Skad,y dolowite east of Skorts Creek
at Poplar Cawp

Feet
Fault contact rvith Lower Cambrian quartzite series
Interval
Calcareous sandstone and sandy lirnestone 50-60

12fnterval
Dolomite, somewhat clastic
Interval
Limestone, gray, brecciated

33

75

Limestone, gray, dense, massive
Interval
Limestone,
Limestone

crystalline and oolitic

Interval
Limestone, dense, massive, iight gray .

Interval

breccia

15

T4
25-30

2
12
2

t2
15

2Limestone breccia
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Feet

Limestone, dense, massive, dove-gray 8

Interval 8

Limestone breccia 15

Interval tz-Ls
Sandstone, calcareous, containing a lens of limestone breccia.
T-r^-*,-1I]ILEI VdI

r510
L2

10Sandstone, calcareous, somewhat slaty
Limestone breccia
Limestone, gray, massiv" . . ... .....
Dolomite and limestone, interbanded . . . .

Limestone
Interval
Dolomite beds, variable, gray, fine crystailine, in part some-

whatclasticandbrecciated... ...140-150

This sequence obviously constitutes a group of dolomites (140-150
{eet) succeeded by a group of limestones and calcareous clastic rocks
(350-360 feet), the latter lithologically similar to the calcareous beds

of the',r\ustinville-Bethany section.
The local lithologic peculiarities of the Shady beds in the Austin-

vi1le Basin about halfway between Austinville and Bethany and at
Poplar Camp are worthy of further consideration. Stratigraphic de-

tails are given in geologic section 9. Of particular interest are the
sandy dolomite, calcareous sandstone, sandy iimestone, and limestone
breccia beds, r,vhich appear chiefly at the base of the Austinville-Bethany
section.

The limestone breccia beds, which apparently occur at several
horizons, consist of fragments and blocks of rather pure limestone,
some of which are oolitic, in a matrix of rather fine-textured and
somewhat porous dolomite. The limestone flagments show great range
in size and shape. Of anguiar outline in large part, they consist of
variously shaped blocks and elongated slabs without orderly arrange-
ment. The textute is shown rn Plate 12. Their variations in texture
and lithologic composition indicate their derivation from different beds.
The mode of occurrence suggests intraformational breccia beds result-
ing from a 1ocal accumulation of limestone blocks in a dolomitic mud.
At one locality a fatily dense unbrecciated limestone bed interstratified
with breccia beds yielded fossils.

The calcareous sandstone and sandy limestone are thin bedded,
evenly laminated, and generally very dark colored, though the lime-
stone is, as a rule, lighter than the sandstone. Hand specimens indi-
cate an obviously high but variable content of clastic quartz sand grains.

J

6

20
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Under the microscope thin sections show a prominent content of. quartz
and feldspar grains, subrounded and uniformly sized. Sand grains are
dominant in some of the laminations, nonciastic calcareous matter in
others. Organic matter is present. The material is in places interbedded
u'ith thin bands of dolomite, likewise apparently of sandy character.
By w-eathering the calcareous matter is leached irom the rtck, leaving
a soft ye1low sandy residue, weli laminated and of somewhat shaly
appearance,

Below these calcareous beds is a consiclerable thickness of rather
thin bedded sandy and argillaceous dolomite. This is tentatively cor-
related r,vith the upper part of the saccharoidal member of the Shady,
as shown in columnar section 5, Plate 9. The dolomite weathers to
a yellow soft gritty mass of somewhat shaly appearance.

Beds similar in character to the sandy beds described above ar-e

found at a few other points but in very subordinate amount. The most
noteworthy occurrence of such beds is found at about the middle of the
saccharoidal member at Huddle. (See geologic section 6.)

The increase in content of clastic material in the Austinville Basin,
the breccia beds, and the heterogeneity of the section suggest near-
shore conditions of sedimentation. It may be that these beds constitute
a block of sediments belonging to an area of deposition nearer shore
and at some distance from their present position, and that they were
brought over the more common Shad;' beds into their present position
by thrust faulting from the south or southeast. They may, indeed,
have been closely allied to a connecting waterway between the Shady
trough of southwestern Virginia and the York-Lancaster Basin of
Pennsylvania, whence came the fauna now found in the Shady of the
Austinville Basin.

ConnBr,e:rroN

In early reports the limestone-dolomite formation of the Great
Valley was designated Shenandoah limestone, a name first proposed
by Darton8 for the limestone underlying the Shenandoah Valley of
northern Virginia. Apparently similar formations in southwestern Vir-
ginia and eastern Tennessee were included in the Shenandoah by later'
writers, but it was subsequently cl.iscovered that some of the beds so
included belonged to the Lower Cambrian, some probably to the Middle
Cambrian, and some to the Upper Cambrian and Ordovician. The
formations thus included in the Shenandoah have been seoarated as
foliows:

8 Darton, N. II., Notes on the stratigraphy of a portion of central Appalachian Yir-
ginia: American Geologist, vol. 10, no. 1, p. 13, 1892.



Lower Ordovician
and

Upper Cambrian

Upper Cambrian

Middle Cambrian
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Teglr 1.-.Formations repreretuted. in the Shenandoah limestane of earlier reports

Knox dolomite

Post-Nittany strata
Nittanv dolomite
Coppei Ridge dolomite and Conoco-

cheaeue limestone

Maryville limestone Elbrook limestone
Honaker limestone

Rogersville shale

Rutledge limestone

Rome formation (fRussell; fWatauga)

urL4sJ svrvrr^r!v

The Shady dolomite has been identified and traced as a distinct

formation at intervals from Alabama into Virginia, whefe it occurs

along the Shenandoah River, and on paleontologic evidence it is cor-

related with the Tornstown dolomite of Pennsylvania. The term Shady

was first proposed by Arthur Keith for exposures at shady valley,

northeastern Tennessee.e

Fossi/s of tke Awstimtille Basi,n.-:The thick limestone member at

the top of the Shady south and east of Austinville and limestone beds

associated with the sandy limestone and limestone breccia between Aus-

tinville and Bethany have yielded fossils at several localities' The

presence of fossils tvas first discovered by W. H. Brown, geologist of

ihe Bertha Mineral Co. A preliminary examination of the collections

in comparison with faunas from the Tomstown of Pennsylvania has

been made by c. E. Resser, of the united States National Museum.

He reports that the fauna of the Austinville area is closely similar to

those of L'Anse au Loup, Labrador; Bic Harbor, Quebec; the "sand

rock" above the "Olenellus sha7e," Georgia, Vermont; east of Troy,

New York; and the York and Lancaster basins, Pennsylvania, where

the fauna is referred. by Stose and Jonaslo to the middle member of the

Tornstown dolomite, which is correlated with the Tomstown at the type

locality in Pennsylvania. According to Charles Butts, the Tomstown

is continuous with the Shady. Mr. Resser further states that the "forms

are similar, if not identical" rvith these fossils:
sKeith, Arthur, U. S. Geol. Survey Geol' Atlas, Cranberrv folio (No. 9-0)'^p'-5, 1903'
loJora*, A. I., anil St""", C. {I., Lancaster quadrangle: Top' and GeoI. Atlas of

1>""""Vi""";, No. ieg, penr"vivari" Geol. Survey, p. 32, 1930; and Middletown quadrangle,
U. S. Geol. SurYev Bull. 840, pp. 25-26, 1933.
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Kutorgina singulata (Billings)
Nisusia festinatus (Billings)
Paterina bella (Billings)
Bonnia senectus (Billings)
Olenellus logani (Walcott)
Botsfordia caelata (Hal1)
Dorypyge e1lsi (Walcott)
Dorypyge marcoui (Whitfield)
Wanneria sp.
Zacanthoides eatoni (Walcott)

. Stenotheca sp.

The chief localities at which fossils were found in the Austinville
area include (o) several points in the limestone exposure along Clear
Creek, near the junction with its largest tribatary, about 1 mile east
of Austinville station; (b) the south wall of a ravine tributary to Clear
Creek, about Ifu miles east (slightly north) of Austinville station;
(c) limestone exposurei about a quarter of a mile south of Austinville
School, especially in the ieached exposure along the highway; (d) lime-
stone exposures in ravines on the west side of the road to Sheeptown,
about one-quarter and three-quarters of a mile from "three corners,"
south of Austinville School; (e) exposures near spring house on Jack-
son farm, near head of Clear Creek, about 1 mile west of Bethany,
and (/) in limestone breccia on the south side of the highway at this
locality. Fossiis were also found in limestone exposed in the low escarp-
ment about half a mile east of Jackson Ferry. A11 the collections indi-
cate a correlation with the equivalent to the middle Tomstown Kinzers
fauna of Pennsylvania, according to the preliminary report of Mr.
Resser.

Fossils west of Swgar Groae.-Specimens collected in 191.7 by G.
W. Stose, of the United States Geological Survey, from an exposure
of the saccharoidal dolomite member 1 mile west of Teas, yielded
Archeocyathxa.r, a sponge somewhat resembiing a cup coral. According
to Mr. Resser this form marks the horizon below the Kinzers forma-
tion of Pennsylvania, and the rock is therefore to be correlated with
the Shady doiomite.

ROME (IWATAUGA) FORMATION (LOWER AND MIDDLE
CAMBRIAN)

The Rorne formation (tWatauga shale of previous reports) over-
lies the Shady dolomite conformably and is extensively exposed in the
area.

The Rome is a heterogeneous formation consisting of shale, sand-
stone, limestone, and dolomite. (See Pl. 13, B.) The most character-

37
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istic feature is an abundance of red shales and, subordinately, red sand-

stones, which in places have a quartzitic texture. These red beds serve,

indeed, us t -"rk of distinction, for no other formation of the region

contains such beds in even moderate abundance. Wherever found,

they establish the local identity of tl-re formation. On the other hand,

although the red shales are the most outstanding lithologic feature of
the foimation, there afe many exposures of Rome beds that contain

nc red shales and that can be recognized oniy from their sequential re-

lation to the Shady formation. Because of the sharp contrast between

the red beds and the associated strata, extensive exposufes oi the Rome

may appear at first to consist predominantly of red or reddish shale

ani sandston-e. Closer examination reveals, however, that the red beds

probabiy constitute much less than 50 pef cent of the formation and

ihat doiomite beds are, in many piaces, much more abundant. Yellow-
ish-green shale, in part of sericitic appearance, is common in the forma-
tionl In many places the Rome shales show prominent sun cracks and

lippie marks (P1. 13, A).
The dolomite beds of the Rome formation display no characteristic

features by which they can be certainly distinguished from commonly oc-

curring similar beds in the Shady and Elbrook formations. Very light

colored beds of saccharoidal character afe pfesent in the Rome in places

and, unless interbedded with typical red shales, are easily confused with
similar dolomites in the Shady. Probably the most abundant doiomite

beds in the Rome, however, are of two varieties that are present in

greater abundance than in the lower formation. These are a thin-

6edded, shaly to thin-platy gray fine-crystalline variety, weathering buff,
and a somewhat more massive medium-gray fine to medium crystalline

variety. Commonly a Rorne area will display scattered exposures of

such beds, apparently rvithout associated red shales, the latter being less

resistant and easily covered by mantle rock. The presence oi shale

beds is generally indicaied by the appearance of red shale fragments

in the soi1. Plate 14, A shows platy and blocky dolomite beds in the

Rome.
Limestone beds in the Rome are somewhat numerous but compafa-

tively thin. These becis are commonly dense textured, iather massive,

and of medium to dark-gray color. The formation also includes thin

beds of argillaceous limestone which weather to soft yellowish siliceous

material by leaching of the lime content.
It is difficult to obtain an accurate measufe of the thickness of the

Rome as exposed in this area, because of close and overturned folding

and local minor faulting. The formation is relatively very weak and

is the most incompeteni f ormation of the region. The overlyinC (E1-

brook) and undeilying (Shady) forrnations are not in general de-

formed by very close ioiding, but the Rome exposures commonly dis-
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play steep dips, close folds, and slight overturning of beds' The most

satisfactory measure of thickness was obtained south of Porter cross-

roads, where about 2,150 feet of strata are exposed between the top

of the Shady formation, about 1,000 feet north of Cripple Creek' and

the base of ihe dolomite beds on Crippie Creek assigned to the Elbrook

{ormation. Throughout this exposure the dip of the Rome beds ap-

pears to be uniforirly south, wiih no indication of repetition by fold-

ing. Probably the most uncertain factor in this determination of thick-

,r."ss is the dome-tribrook contact. The details of the lower part of

this exposure are given in the following section:

Geologic section 77.-Secti.on of loz.tter part of Rorue forwation along

hi,ghzaay south of Porter crossroad's, nortk of Cripple
Creeh brid,ge

Feet

Rome formation:
Dolomite, variable, red partings (top of section in Figure

18)
Sandstone, chiefly massive, red, in part dolomitic and

15

30shaly
Dolomite, gray, chiefly platy and blocky.
Shale, dolomitic; rveathers reddish
Dolomite, gray, blocky
Limestone, dark gray, dense .

Interval
Dolomite, gray, shaly
Limestone and dolomite beds alternating, each 2 to 4

feet thick
Sandstone, red . .

Limestone, light gray, dense .

Dolomite, light gray
Limestone, gray, platy

ing bed
Dolomite, gray, platy
Interval
Dolomite
Interval
Dolomite, gray, dense, platy to biocky
Shale, red, sandy
Sandstone, red

18
.)

)
J

Dolomite, gray, fine crystalline and dense

Limestone, gray, dense, massive
Dolomite, gray, platy
Limestone, dark bluish gray, dense, grading to underly-

T6
2

5-6
AT

2
9

+5

10
2

10

IZJ
26

a
J

4-5
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Feet
Dolomite 10_11

Shale, red, sandy

20
2

2-3
Dolomite l0
Shale, red 3
Limestone, gray, dense z
Shale, red; subordinate red sandstone and sandy dolo-

mite B
Dolornite 34

Shale, red, with shaly sandstone and dolomite partings. .

Dolomite

Limestone, dark gray, dense, chiefly massive.
Sandstone, dolomitic, thin platy
Dolornite, variable, par11y sandy
Shale, red
Dolomite
Shale, red
Dolomite, gray, dense, chiefly massive
Limestone, dark gray, dense .

Dolomite, variable; contains 6 inch bed of limestone near
fnn'"r

15

7
4
J

3
2-3

8
2-3

1,

ATSandstone and shale;
Limestone, dark gray,
Dolomite, sandy, and

weathers red
dense, massive.
dolomitic sandstone, thin platy;

weathers red . .

Dolomite, gray, dense, massive; red partings

Shady dolomite (Ivanhoe limestone member)

+/u

This section is described in detail to show the characteristic heter-
ogeneity of the formation and the thinness of the individual lithologic
units. There is, of course, no constancy to the sequence and thickness
of the beds.

rn some exposures beds of dolomite more than 100 feet thick are
found without intercalated red becls. Such beds are in oart massive
and of saccharoidal texture. Excellent exposures of ttrict< dolomites
in the Rome can be seen along the railroad about a quarter of a mile
rvest of Pierce Miil and in the vicinity of Bertha railroad. station.

Charles Butts,ll of the United States Geological Survey, reports
ptychoparian trilobites and a species (probably new) of olenittws f.rom
the Rome shales of this req.ion.

" Ural communication.

5
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A. Limestone breccia in the upper part of the Shady dolomite in ihe Austinville
Basin. About I mile west of Bethany, just south of the highrvay.

B. Detail of limestone breccia in the upper part of the Shady dolomite, just
below exposure shown in A. The arrorv indicates an interbedded fossiliferous
limestone.
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B. Detail of limestone breccia in the upper part of
below exposure shorvn in A. The arrorv indicates an
liruestone.

BULLETIN 43 Pr,lrn 12

the Shady dolomite, just
interbedded fossiliferous

A. Limestone breccia in the upper part of the Shady dolomite in ile Austinville
Basin. About I mile west of Bethany, just south of the highway'
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A. Red shales of the Rome formation
showing characteristic ripple marks and sun
cracks. Along the highway at Slade Spring
School.

Rome beds exposed at the top of the Porter section. Along the highway
half a mile south of Porter crossroads.
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A. Red shales of the Rome formation
showing characteristic ripple marks and sun
cracks. Along the highway at Slade Spring
School.

B. Rome beds exposed at the top of the Porter sectior-r. Along the highway
half a nile south of Porter crossroads.
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ELBROOK DOLOMITE (MIDDLE AND UPPER ? CAMBRIAN)

In this area the only beds that can be interpreted as belonging to
the Elbrook crop out along a strip about 9 miles long and from one-

fifth to one-half miie wide, extending from a point between Ivanhoe
and Porter crossroads northeastward to a point about half a mile west

of Bertha railroad station. Along this belt of outcrop appears a thick
series of dolomites in conformable succession rvith beds of undoubted
Rome age. Subordinate white limestone beds are present, especially
near the base. A quarry beside the highway at Galena and another

near the highway between Austinville Ferry and Porter crossroads are

believed to be in the base of this formation. Just below the beds of
these quarries red shales of the Rome are exposed prominently, bui
above them there appears to be a succession of dolomites lacking red
beds, except for a thin reddish shale or shaly parting here and there
near the base. At the Galena quarry the basal beds are characteristically
dark even-bedded platy dolomites, breaking in smooth-surfaced thin
slabs. Above the quarry are several thin beds of dolomite and of white
limestone, the latter of rather distinctive Elbrook type.

The base of the quarry between Austinville Ferry and Potter, 2

miles due east of Porter crossroads, is about 100 ieet stratigraphically
above Rome red beds. The Rome-Elbrook contact has been drawn
between the quarry beds and the nbarest exposed red shaie. The quarry
cut shows the follorving section of Elbrook dolomites:

Geologic secti,on 72.-Section of Elbrook dolow,ite erposed' i,n qwarry
east side of kighway, 2 nt'i,les east of Porter crossroads

Dolomite, shaly, even bedded; lveathers buff
Feet

6
10

7

5

J

Dotromite, massive, white, very fine crystalline to dense.
Dolomite, white, massive but showing even laminations. . . . . .

Dolomite, thick piaty to massive, very dark gray, very fine crys-
talline

Dolomite, blocky, dense, light gray grading to dark gray. . .

Dolomite, blocky and thick platy, rather even bedded, light gray,
dense

Same, darker gray 4
Dolomite, thin platy, gray . 10

The outstanding structural characteristics of these beds are their
smooth even-bedded character, leading to platy or blocky development.

The correiation of these beds with the Elbrook is somewhat un-
certain because paleontoiogic evidence is lacking, and the beds are not
traceable from exposures of established Elbrook identity. The fact that
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the section exposes about 1,200 feet of dolomite and iimestone beds,

without clastic argillaceous and siliceous beds such as are elsewhere so

prominent in the Rome, reasonably leads to their tentative correlation
with the trtbrook. Undoubted Elbrook beds in part of the same general
lithologic character, are expdsed just outside the area mapped, in the
vicinity of Wytheville and along U. S. Highway 11 east of Fort Chis-
well. (See Pl. 15, A.)

The Elbrook section at Wytheviile, just southwest of the corporate
limits and between the railroad and Reed Creek, shows a continuous
exposure of about 1,800 feet. The total thickness between probable
positions of upper and lower contacts is estimated to be close to 2,000
feet. Hence the Eibrook exposures in the Ivanhoe-Bertha belt are
probably in the lower half or two-thirds of the formation and for this
reason may lack the rather abundant limestones that appear in the
upper third of the Wytheville section. Certainly it appears that the
Elbrook of this belt is essentiaily a dolomite formation throughout,
rvith very subordinate thin limestones. The dolomite displays varied
textural characteristics, bttt rather dense or finely crystalline light-gray
to white, fairly massive beds seem to be most abundant. Some saccha-
roidal beds are also present, as well as coarser dark doiomites resembling
certain beds of the Rome. so that. in the lack of evidence of a con-
formable and sequential relation to Rome beds, exposures might easily
be confused 'with lower formations.
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

The area covered by this report lies within the portion of the Ap-
palachian Valley that is characterized structurally by a series of pro-
nounced folds and associated overthrusts. The general trend of these
major structural features is about N. 70oE., but there are loca1 de-
partures from this direction. Although the area is r,vithin Willis's
"district of close folding,"rz the observable variation in degree of foid-
ing and the presence of a considerable number of prominent thrust
faults suggest that the term "district of close folding" is a misnomer
as applied to this particular area. Commonlv the Rome shales show
compressed and even slightly overturned small folds, whereas the Shady
and Elbrook formations show broad, open structures. Ail the forma-
tions have been considerably faulted.

Most of the dips seen in exposures are toward the southeast, but
there are many exceptions, chiefly where more iocally circumscribed
structural features occur, or where lveaker beds, such as the Rome
shales, have been more severely deformed into a series of narrow folds.

MAJON STRUCTURAL FEATURES

GeNBner, Suurreny
The major structural features of the mapped atea are shown in

Plate 2, which is a reduced-scale map of the faults and axes of folds
that are shown in greater detail on the geoiogic map, Plate 1.

In its broadest structural aspect the larger part of the area com-
prises the frontal portions of large blocks overthrust from the south
or southeast. The edges of the blocks are now represented by the
traces of the Sugar Grove and Laswell overthrusts. These overthrusts
vaere probably parts of a single extensive thrust, later divided by ero-
sion in the area of the cripple creek anticline. Frorn the south anci
southeast other great blocks or slabs have been thrust upon the sugar
Grove-Laswell slab, and the quartzite beds of these blocks stand oui
in strong relief as the Poplar Camp X{ountain and Iron Mountain
ridoe srrsfcmq

North of the Lasrveil and Susar Grove faults 1ie Lick and
Brushy mountains. These quartzite riasses are probably erosionai out-
liers (kiippen) of the Poplar camp and Iron Mountain overthrust
sheets, respectively. The lower and narrower ridges south ancr south-
west of Lick Mountain (Sand, Henley, and Swecker mountains), and
those at the southwest end of the Brushy Mountain range (Barton
. , llTlillis, Bailey, The mechanics of Appalachian structure : U, S. Gol, Survey Thirteenth
*ll"l9p1,pt. 2,,p{: 224,229,.,t898. In th-is paper'Wi.ilis divides the Appalachian province
1i]9 :,"". structurar dis-tricts'-(1) district of open folding (Alleghenv region of penniylvania
T: wu,=t.vrrginia)' (2-) district of close folding (Appalachian Valley), (B) district of fold-
1lg ?ld taulting (southern A-p.pala-chian,region of Virginia, Tennessee, and Georgia), and(4) district of folding and schistosity (Great Smokv M6untain region).

+J
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Mountain, Long Ridge, and Short Mountain) are not included in the

klippe masses, titt.. tft.y ate not bounded on their south side by fault
.or,tu.t.. These minor ridges, on the other hand, comprise local anti-

clines whose northlvest limits only are cut by relatively steep thrust

faults.
The Sugar Grove and Laswell blocks are themselves deformed by

folding and }aulting. Deformation of the Lasrvell block is particularly
great,ind within iti area are the Austinville-Ivanhoe and Bertha min-

ing districts, as well as several outlying prospects and mineral exposures.

Inleed, the only profitabie mining has been done within this area'

Both the Liswell and the Sugar Grove fault traces indicate a subse-

quent broad synclinal warping of the fault surfaces. The distribution

of tt-t" strata ivithin these blocks indicates a series of broad synclinal

basins. These prominent basins are modified by thrusts and by local

folds and warpings.
The northern belt of Shady dolomite, as defined on page 17,

lies entirely outside the Sugar Grove and Laswell overthrust blocks,

that is, *iit-rin the footr,vall block of these faults. This belt is also

<leformed by folding and faulting. The structural features of the area

surrounding and including the west end of Lick Mountain constitute

an anticlino-rium cut by two prominent thrusts. In the vicinity of Cedar

Springs there is locai and close folding rn'ith minor faulting, and in

the ar".r betr,r,een Teas and Adwol{ several anticlines afe exposed whose

northwest limbs have been truncated by thrusts.

Leswnr,r, Ovpnrnnusr Br,ocr

The chief structurai features within the Laswell overthrust block

are the Hematite Mountain overthrust, the Gray's School thrust and

minor thrusts in the Austinville area, the Ivanhoe cross fault (flaw?)

and the Austinville anticline. Minor features include the cross faults

(possibly flaws) at carter Ferry ancl Sayer school and the New Castle-

ton fauit. The Periwinkle and Dry Pond Mountain, Poplar Camp

\{ountain, and Ewing Mountain overthrust blocks have overridden the

south and east sides of the Laswell block. Their genetic relation to

the Lasweli thrust is not clear, although the Laswell thrust may be

in the nature of a sole with respect to the subordinate Hematite Moun-

tain, Gray's Schooi, and Austinville thrusts. The pattern of -thrusts 
in

the Austinville Basin, however, does not conform closely to the general

regional trend of the strata. Here the beds are locally distorted, with
stiike directions averaging more northerly than the general strike of
N. 55o-65. E. Moreover, the axis of the Austinville anticline shows.

besides minor local deflections in trend, a marked bend at Foster Falls

and is here bounded by the Hematite Mountain thrust, rvhich is ap-
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parently pivoted at some point between this locality and Patterson.

These conditions suggest subordinate biocks within the Hematite Nloun-
tain overthrust block but reiated to a more loca11y concentrated force.
This local adjustment was attended not only by considerable thrust
faulting but also by cross shearing and local distortion of the beds, all
of which contributed to the intense shatterins and brecciation of the

beds in the Austinville Basin.

Sucan Gnovo OvBnrnnusr Br,ocr<

The Sugar Grove overthrust block shows little deformation as

compared with the Laswell block. There has been broad synclinal warp-
ing of the thrust surface, as in the Lasweil overthrust. Aithough there
lvas also local minor thrust and cross faulting within the block, as indi-
cated south of Sugar Grove and between Cedar Springs and Speed-
'we11, as well as local slight distortion of the strata, on the whole defor-
mation was generally slight, and comparatively little shattering and
brecciation of the strata rvere accomplished. Within the Sugar Grove
block there appears to have been no focus of strong loca1 adjustments.
This may indeed be a significant fact in relation to mineralization.
Prospects within the Sugar Grove and Speedwell synclinal basins, which
occupy the Sugar Grove overthrust block, are very few and apparently
..-; * ^^-+^ -+urltrrtvvr L4rtL!

SvNcr,rNer, Besrus

Three distinctly defined eiongated synclinal basins, each largely
outlined by the traces of a synclinal fault surface, occupy a large tract
that extends from the east end of the mapped area nearly to Sugar
Grove. The axes of these basins practically constitute a single syn-
clinal axis, the basins being separated only by low anticlinal arches.
In the central portions of these basins Rome and Elbrook beds are
exposed. The peripheral formation is the lower Shady, or Patterson
member, and in a few places fragments of the Erwin quartzite. Al-
though the synclinal character of these areas is obvious, this basic
structure has been modified in various ways by thrust faulting. A11

these synclines are within the southern belt of Shady exposures, as

defined on pages 17-18. Broadly considered, these basins are the domi-
nating structural features of the southern belt.

For convenience, the easternmost is ca11ed the Galena basin, from
the settlement of Galena, centraily iocated within it; the next westerly
is called the Speedwell basin, frorn the village near its east end through
which the synclinal axis passes; the westernmost is cailed the Sugar
Grove basin, from the near-by village.

+5
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Galena, basin.-The Galena synclinal area extends from the vicinity
of Reed Junction, on the east, to Gleaves Knob, near Huddle, on the
lvest. The basin as a lvho1e is part of a block thrust over the Rome
shales along the north boundary of the mapped area. The northwest
limb of the syncline has a nearly constant trend of I{. 65" E. for a

distance of about 10 miles, between Huddle and Carter Ferry. At
these points the attitudes of the beds change to form the west and
ea.st closures of the basin.

The southeast limb shows less regularity. For most of its length
it forms the marginal belt of a subordinate overthrust block, the thrust
having variably shortened the transverse dimension of the basin struc-
ture. The southeastern limb of the syncline constitutes the north-
western limit of the prominent anticline extending from Ivanhoe through
Austinville and Foster Fa11s to Patterson. Further account of the dis-
location of the Galena synclinal basin is given in the section devoted
to faults.

The east end of the Galena basin broadens into a wide area of
very low dips, at some points nearly horizontal. In this area the
rvidths of outcrop of the Patterson and saccharoidal members of the
Shady are much greater than at any other part of the mapped area,

except where there has been repetition by faulting. This area of low
dip is believed to be nearly free of such dupiication of strata. On the
other hand, it is very largely covered by surface mantle, so that critical
horizons are difficult to trace, and only a generalized interpretation of
the areal distribution of formations and members is possible. It is

significant in this connection that, in contrast with conditions elsewhere,

the exposures here show a very slight amount of fracturing of the
type that is apparently common to areas near faulted zones. It is also

significant that, although a large amount of oxidized zinc ore was mined
from the vicinity of Glenwood (Bertha and other mines), the pillars
of Shady dolomite exposed in the open cuts show a remarkable lack of
mineralization, whereas similar pillars in open cuts in the Ivanhoe-
Austinville area display considerable mineralization by sphaierite, ga-
lena, and pyrite.

The west end of the Gaiena synclinal basin, though distinctly marked
by the peripheral dips, is largely overridden by the Hematite Nloun-
tain thrust block, the fault trace passing nearly through the nose of
the syncline, which pitches northeastward at this locality. The geologic
map (P1. 1) clearly shows the stratigraphic disclocation.

Speedzuell bqsin.-Like the Galena basin, the Speedwell syncline
lies in an overthrust block overlying the Rome belt to the north. The
rocks within this syncline include those from the top of the Erwin,
which appears in a few places along the northern border, into Rome
shales, which occupy the central be1t. This basin also is well definecl
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by dips, but the base of the fault block in which it lies is at a shallower
depth than that of the Galena basin, as can be inferred from the
fault trace which nearly circumscribes the syncline. Within this basin
there are no marked dislocations by thrust faulting. The axis as traced
by the dips of the strata is almost centraily located in the east end,
indicating a nearly symmetrical fold in this portion, but toward the
west end the axis is nearer the southern border, where the syncline
becomes asymmetric by steepening of the south limb.

The Shady belt along the north limb of this syncline is rather easily
divisible into the Patterson and saccharoidal members, but along the
south limb exposures are sparse, especially tolvard the base of the
boldering quartzite ridge, so that although the Patterson is probably
present beneath the extensive apron of talus and slope wash from the
ridge, it has not been seen here, and the formation is accordingly mapped
as undifferentiated Shady.

The Speedwell synclinal basin is separated from the Galena basin
by a low anticline, which exposes a central area of the saccharoidal
dolornite member o{ the Shady.

Swgar Grove bas,in.-The Sugar Grove basin is separated from the
Speedwell syncline by a 1ow anticlinal area of Shady dolomites, about
half a mile wide. This intervening area, however, does not display a
distinctly marked structural pattern, but shows a variety of iow dips,
which indicate undulatory warping passing into the broader synclinal
areas on each side. In reality the Sugar Grove and Speedwell basins
constitute portions of the same general synclinal area, the axis of which
is locally deflected and warped in the intervening area.

Structurally the Sugar Grove synclinal area is a broad, shallow
basin, which shows local undulation, so that at ieast two subordinate
a.xes, probably divergent from the western part of the basin, may be
interpreted. Throughout the basin the dips are 1ow. At the west,
south of Sugar Grove, the structure dies out in a broadly exposed area
of lower Shady, where dips are low and variable and indicate an area
without simple structural distinction.

At the west end the basin is slightly disturbed by faulting.

Ausrrxvrrle ANrrcr,rxp

The Austinville anticline lies along the southern and southeaster:r
border of the Galena synclinal basin. The crest appears well exposed
in section as a bluff on the east side of New River at a bend about
three-quarters of a mile west by south of Austinville (P1. 15, B). It
can be traced from New River in the vicinity of Ivanhoe northeastward
through Austinville to and including Hematite Mountain near Jackson
Ferry, and thence eastward to the vicinity of Patterson.

47
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The west end oi the anticline, at Ivanhoe, is indistinct, good rock

exposures being few, but in the river bluff at Ivanhoe Ferry the lorn'

aniiclinal character may be readily determined by obvious dips of the

beds on both limbs. Indeed the west end of the fold flattens south

of lvanhoe, in part as the efiect o{ the southwesterly pitch of the anti-

c1ina1 axis, but also because of the general fading out of the anticlinal

structure and. the swinging of strikes of the formation in conformity
with the closure of the Galena synclinal basin.

From the ferry at Ivanhoe the anticlinal axis extends in an aver-

age direction of N. 55. E., except for local deflections of 5o to 10o,

uiros the New River meanders, through Austinvilie, thence in general

along the south side o{ the river and in the south wall of the valley

to th'e river bencl about L mile west of Jackson Ferry. At this point

it crosses New River and with a course of N. 60'-65o E. follows

Hematite Mountain to the bend of the river just north of Foster Fal1s.

In the bluffs at this 1oca1ity, where the river crosses the anticline, the

structure is obvious in a r,ve11-exposed. section o{ the Erwin quartzite'

From the crest of Hematite X'{ountain the course of the axis changes

rather abruptly and continues in an easterly direction, following Foster

Falls Mouni"itt, to the vicinity of Patterson, where, by apparently much

increased pitch of its axis through the last mile of its course, it loses

its identity as a marked ancl simple anticline. Conditions at the gap

are obscuied by local distortions and overthrusting frorn the southeast,

but at or near the end of the anticiine, in the vicinity of the gaP, a

flexure on the south flank forms a synclinal nose pitching in a south-

westerly direction. This is dispiayed ciearly by the attitude of the Pat-

tefson limestone at several .rporut"s just southwest of the gap, in the

vicinity of Periwinkle Branch. It is believed, however, that most of

the qiartzite mass forming the riclge on the southeast side of this

branch is a block thrust over the basal Patterson and uppermost Erwin
of this local pitching synclinal fold.

In general, the Auitinville anticline is nearly symmetrical, the north

or northwest limb dipping but a ferv degrees more than the southeast

limb, except at places wheie 1ocal pronounced distortion, in part brought

about by loca1 thrusting, has produced steep dips, as along the railroad

three-quarters of a mile northeast of Austinville station.

MINOR FOLDS SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST OF AUSTINVILLE

The short ridge of Erwin quartzite just west of Sheeptown con-

stitutes an anticline r,vith steep northeast pitch. The northwest limb

appears to be cut off by a thrust fault, for which the anticline forms

the border of the overiiding block. On the east and southeast sides

basal Patterson and transition beds are apparently in normal sequence
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A. Local fold in blocky dolomite beds of the upper
Alone the railroad west of Reed

Bur,r,orrN 43 PLATE 14

part of the Rome formation.
Junction.

B. Blocky and massive dolomite beds of the
railroad north of Foster Falls. These beds are
of the lower formations.

Elbrook formation. Along the
similar in appearance to beds
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A. Local fold in blocky tiolomite beds of the
Alons the railroad west of

Bur,r,ntrN 43 Pr-ltn 14

upper part of the Rome formation.
Reed Junction.

D

railroad
of the

Blockl' atrd massive dolomite beds of the
north of Foster Falls. These bcds are

lorver formatious.

Elbrool< {ormatiou. Along the
similar in appearance to beds
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A. Elbrook formation
corporate limits. Displays
the Iormation.

Bur,r,nrrN 43 Pr,^lrn l-5

along highlvay at southwest corner of Wytheville
typical evenly bedded, platy to blocky character of

B. The Austinville anticline wherc crossed by New River between Austin-
vil1e and Ivanhoe. The section shows the crest of the fold and its open character.
In this b1uff, a few feet above the river, is "Chiswe11's Hole," the point of
original discovery of lead ores.
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A. Elbrook formatior
corporate limits. Displays
the formation.

along highrvay at southwest corner of Wytheville
typical evenly bedded, p1at1' to blocky character oi

B. The Austinville anticline wherc crossed by New River between Austin-
ville and Ivanhoe. The section shor,vs the crest of the fold and its ooen character.
In this bluff, a {ew feet above the r:iver, is "Chiswe11's Hole," 

-the point of
original discovery of leaci ores.
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with the Erwin quartzite, as indicated by the dips at several points.
The scattered exposures, scarcer torvard the south and southwest, are
insufficient to determine whether or not the wedge-shaped area of Shady
between the short quartzite ridge and Poplar Camp Mountain forms
a simiiarly pitching synclinal nose, though such might be the natural
inference.

Three-fourths of a mile west of Gray's School a high knob of
quartzite forms the central portion of a sharp anticline which pitches
steeply in a direction slightly east of north. On the northwest side

of this fold, along an old roadway well up the face of the b1uff, the
basal Patterson and Erwin beds are apparently in conformable con-
tact, though with an almost vertical attitude. Around the north side
of the anticlinal nose the dips are found to accord in direction with
the structure as interpreted. This accordance is continued southward
along the east side, wliere the amount of dip becornes moderate, to the
highway, south of which the structure is lost below the thrust block of
Erwin quaftzite that carries the pitching anticline previousiy described.

Mrxon For,os AT CRIPPLE CnBpr<

At and south of Cripple Creek several minor foids are exposed in
succession through a distance of. If miles. At Cripple Creek a nar-
row low anticline exposes the saccharoidal member of the Shady for
about a quarter of a mile-across the strike. Successively to the south
appear a closely folded syncline in the Rorne, an anticiine in the Shady
with steep north limb, a shallow synciine in the Shady, and an anti-
cline exposing a central area of Erwin quartzite, the south limb ex-
posing Patterson beds overridden by a thrust block of quartzite. (See
geologic section E-E, Pl. 1.)

Foros oF THE Lrcr MouxrArN AREA

The area of Shady dolomite and Erwin qtrartzite exposures around
the west ends of the ridges of the Lick Mountain range, which includes
Sand and Henley mountains, shows a succession of several roughly
para1lel anticlines and synclines. The general course of these folds is
slightly north of east. As shown by the map (P1. 1), their axes pitch
moderately toward the west, where the folds become lost in the exten-
sive area of Rome shales. The dominant structural feature of this
belt is anticlinal, and the succession of subordinate folds composing it
gives it the structural characteristics of an anticlinorium, though the
mass is scarcely large enough to be designated technically by that term.
The area is nevertheless one of strong 1ocal upwarping and includes
a number of subordinate folds. The major structure is cut by at least
two strike-thrust faults, which are described on page 59. The map-
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ping was extended northward to include this area because of local min-
eralization displayed by prospects near Mount Ephraim Church and
lVlountain View School. The main mass of Lick Mountain, however,
appears to be a klippe which overlies the eastern parts of the Henley-
Sand Mountain anticlinorium.

WenprNc Sourrr eNo Wasr oF SucAR Gnovp

The area of Shady dolomite just south of Sugar Grove and another
extending from a point about 1 mile west of the village nearly to the
quaftzite ridge 3l miles west show minor anticlinal and synclinal
warpings. In the area south of the village the dips are low for the
n:ost part, and the warpings are not of uniform trend, though in gen-
eral the attitudes of the beds conform to the west end of the Sugar Grove
synclinal basin, of which this 1ocal area is the flattened and unciulatory
border portion. Dips in the warped area west of the village, however,
are steeper, and the {olds, though of only local extent, are more pro-
nounced anticlines and synclines which conform in general trend to
the regional structure.

Awrrcr,rxos BBrwBBx TBas aNu Anwor-r'

The Sugar Grove-ACwolf highway crosses three prominent ridges
of quartzite, including the ridge about 1 mile west of Teas, mentioned
in the preceding paragraoh. Distinct anticlinai structure is shown by
that nearest Teas, especially at its southrvest end, at Barton Branch,
and where dips in the conformabie Shady dolomite and Erwin beds,
south of the fault that transects the northern iimit of the structure,
ciearly display a southwest pitch of the anticlinal axis. The other
anticlines are probably part of the larger anticlinal structure of Barton
Mountain and its associated ridges. Thrust faults bound these anti-
ciines on the northwest sides. Intervening Shady areas shorv homo-
clinal southeasterly attitudes. The broad Shady area between Barton
Mountain and Adwolf shows a definite asymmetrical anticline, com-
paratively low, with axis approximately as mapped. No evidence of
fauiting within this Shady area was seen, but to the east, the Shady
dolomite is overlain by the lower quartzite beds of Pond and Rich
mountains, which either comprise the western end of the Brushy Moun-
tain klippe, or a series of overturned folds resting upon the dolomites.
Structural details of the entire Bru.shy Mountain complex have not
been worked out.

THRUST FAULTS

Reverse faults of the overthrust type are prominent structural
features of the mapped area. They are genetically connected with the
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period of regional folding and apparently difier in no way from the
general Appalachian features of deformation and sequence. In gen-
eral, the result of overthrust faulting has been to eliminate the surface
expression of some of the synclinal axes, and to preserve the south-
east anticlinal iimbs, thus causing a great predominance of south-
easterly dips to appear in the exposures.

The common homoclinal attitude over extensive areas, the lack
of thin key beds in the Shady formation, and the paucity of exposures
in many places make it difficult or impossible to determine accurately
the positions or amounts of displacement of some of the faults. It
is probable, too, that some minor faults have escaped detection for
these reasons. Further detailed stratigraphic study of the Shady forma-
tion will facilitate the recognition of more structural data, but the time
available for this preliminary investigation was necessarily too short to
permit an exhaustive study. Especially it is felt that more detailed work
in the Austinvilie Basin will be fruitful.

The exact dip of a fault plane is rarely determinable from sur-
face exposures. Exceptionally the position and site of a {ault outcrop
may be inferred within close limits for a short distance along a s1ope,

and the attitude evaluated accordingly. For the most part the actual
fault surfaces are hidden from view beneath talus or soil, and only
the presence of the fault is determinable. At Laswell the fault dips
approximately 40" Str. At Porter the same fault probably dips be-
tween 35o and 40o SE. This fault plane has been folded, however, and
the localities cited are on the steepened limb of the synclinal fold. At
Poplar Camp the dip of the thrust surface is believed to be of the order
of. 20". South of Patterson the dip of the Alum Hollow fault seems
to be about 35o.

The trend of most of the overthrusts is parallel to the strike of
the beds, but local departures from this trend are found in places along
the major faults, and some of the subordinate thrusts show marked
differences. There is generally a closer accordance of fault strike with
that of the beds in the overriding block than in the overridden block.
This indicates that, although the original break was controlled by the
trend of the strata, relative rotation of the overriding block ensued
during the movement. It is a striking fact, however, that the average
trend of the two major faults of the area, the Laswell and Sugar
Grove overthrusts (which may be portions of a single overthrust), is
closely similar to the average strikes of the strata in both fault blocks.
On the other hand, the subordinate thrusts within the overriding block
of the Laswell-Sugar Grove overthrust show in several places a marked
discordance between the strike of the beds in the overriding block and
trend of the fault, on the one hand, and the attitudes of the overridden
beds, on the other hand. These conditions suggest that the compressive
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stress which produced the major fault, possibly the so1e, was uniformly
distributed and normal to the trend of the regional structure, but that
in the later stages of deformation, when the subordinate imbricate faults
were formed, shearing stresses were not uniformly distributed and 1o-

cal1y produced rotational effects.
Laswell fault.--Ihe Lasvvell overthrust has been named for the

settlement near which it is well exposed aiong the roadside. (See

Pl. 16, A.) This overthrust has been traced continuously from the
vicinity of Reed Junction, at the east end of the mapped area, south-
westward to Gleaves Knob. Except for the stretch from Allison to
Reed Junction the strike is rather impressively uniform and averages

about N. 65' E. From the vicinity of Allison to Reed Junction the
trend becomes more easterly, and at Reed Junction it is approximately
due east.

At Sayer School, near Allison, the fault may be offset by cross

faulting. A quarter of a mile east of the road bend the fault trace
apparently crosses to the south side of the road and follows the river
channel and leads into the bluff on the east side of the road, where
exposures show the Patterson member above Rome shale' !-rom this
point, after crossing the peninsula of Patterson beds, the fault trace
probably follorvs more closely the south bank of New River and rises
into the south b1uff near Reed Junction. Along this stretch of bluff,
however, the fault consists of at least two associated thrust shears,

constituting a zene rather than a simple break. In this vicinity minor
thrusts are found in the Rome formation (Pls. 16, B and 17, A).

Along the Laswell overthrust from Reed Junction to Gleaves Knob,
basal Patterson rests upon Rome beds. It is probable that nearly the
entire Shady column appears in the overthrust block. On the other
hand, the particular horizon of the Rome is not determinable; hence

the stratigraphic displacement along this fault can not be stated. Gleaves

Knob is capped by Erwin quartzite, which at this locality is thrust
upon the Patterson membeL, and the Patterson itself is thrust over
Rome beds. Lack of satisfactory exposures in and around the knob
causes confusion as to whether the qaartzite of this peak belongs partly
in the overriding block of the Laswell fault or entirely in that of another
fault (the Hematite Mountain overthrust), the trace of which con-
verges toward the Laswell fault at this point. The latter interpreta-
tion seems more probable from the stratigraphy of the Gleaves area.

Though somewhat obscure, the structural relations oI the Patterson and

saccharoidal members of the Shady south of Cove Branch School lend

some support to this view. The suggested fault shown along Cove
Branch may be a continuation of the Laswell fault, rvhich, between this
locality and Gleaves Knob, lies beneath the overthrust block of the
Hematite Mountain fau1t. In either case itlvould appear that the trace
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of the Laswell fault turns southward and southeastward between Gleaves
Knob and Cove Branch and forms a synclinal fault trough, indicating
a slight synclinal folding of the Laswell fault.

Heynatite Mountain ozterthrust.--The Hematite Mountain thrust
fault borders the north side of the mountain, just north of Jackson
Ferry, and shows its maximum stratigraphic displacement at this 1o-
cality.

Starting at Gleaves Knob, the thrust may be traced east by north
to Baker Island, north of Foster Falls, thence along the north side
of Foster Fa1ls Mountain to a point about halfway between F'oster
Falls and Patterson. The broad slope extending from I to 2% miles
rvest of Patterson on the north side of the ridge suggests an apron of
quartzite debris, but from its extent, sharp soil changes along its borders,
and iron pits it is interpreted as an area underlain by Erwin quartzite.
Somewhere along the border of this shelf the Hematite Mountain thrust
either dies out or takes a more northerly course, for the gap at patter-
son shows Patterson beds conformable upon the Erwin quartzite of
the ridge. No evidence is at hand to suggest its continuation into the
Shady area north of Patterson.

From Patterson tvest to the New River gap successively higher
formations appear in contact rnrith the Erwin quartzite of F'osier Falls
Mountain. In a distance of about 3 miles along the fault, therefore,
the stratigraphic dispiacement probabiy increases from practically noth-
ing to 3,000 or 4,000 feet. At the east end of Hematite Mountain bed.s
of dolomite correlated with the Elbrook dip beneath the Erwin quartzite.
At this point the fault has its greatest stratigraphic displacement, for
the Erwin quartzite has been thrust over Elbrook d.olomite. F'rom
this locality to Cripple Creek Valley north of lvanhoe, trlbrook beds
are exposed on the northwest side, and successively younger beds, from
Errvin to Rome, inclusive, are exposed on the southeast side. The
fault thus follows in average trend the strike of the beds in the over-
ridden block but sharply bevels the beds in the overriding brock. Near
I'anhoe the fault may be cut and displaced by the Ivanhoe flaw (trans-
verse thrust). This interpretation, horn'ever, is not satisfactorily demon-
strated, as good exposures are lacking on the west side of ihe cross
fauit.

The iontinuation of the Hematite Mountain overthrust westward
to Catron is satisfactorily indicated by the stratigraphy, although the
exact position of the fault trace is not everywhere determinable. From
catron to Gleaves Knob there is little difficulty in tracing the break.
At tragle_Cliff the top of the Errvin has been faulted upon the upper
Shady. On Gleaves Knob the fault either merges with or orr.il"p,
the Laswell overthrust, as discussed above.

(?
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DryPond,MountainandPerizl,:inkleBranckoz,ertll,rusts.-The
biocks oi Cambrian quartzites that form the high ridges east o-f Little
Reed Island creek and southeast of Periwinkle Branch are believed

to be overthrust upon the upper Erwin and basal Shady sequence' It is
probable that several relatecl breaks are involved in the displacement.

Rtorlg the fronts of these blocks exposures are unsatisfactory and do

not iveal the nature of the Shacly contact. Interpretation must be

made largely on ti-ie basis of attitude and projected position of beds.

At a fe;p;ints, in the vicinity of Alum Hollow, a normal contact be-

tween the Patterson member ancl Erwin quartzite can be reasonably as-

sumed at the base of the ridge, although the attitude of the beds above

and their distribution east of Kayoulah indicate that Dry Pond Moun-

tain probably constitutes an overthrust block. The geologic map (Pf i)
thus shows in places a normal Erwin-Shady seqllence overlain by- Cam-

brian quartzite; of the thrust b1ock. A fault exposure at Alum Hollow

is shown in Plate 17, B.
The ridge on the southeast side of Periwinkle Branch is believed

here to refleit similar structural conditions. In the gap and along the

northwest side of the branch there can be no question whatever that the

relations between Errvin quartzite and Shady f ormation are conformable.

The anticlinal character of Foster Falls Mountain is clearly shown by

structural attitucle and stratigraphic distribution, as well as the iocal

conformability of beds. Along the southeast side of the road, and east-

ward around the northeast end. of the ridge toward the High Rocks

mill, the attitucle of the beds inclicates that the Cambrian quartzites in

part are thrust upon Erwin beds and in part upon the Patterson mem-

i.r. This overthrust mass, however, is probably overlain at the south

by the main Poplar Camp overthrust s1ab.

Poplar Caonp overtirwst.-Conditions in the gap at Poplar Camp

ciearly indicate that the quartzites of Poplar Camp Mountain are thrust

.,por. yourlg"r beds to the north. The approximate position of the fauit

is indicated in Plate 18, A.
Except at Poplar Camp, where Shorts Creek has cut a gap through

the quartzite ridge, there are no good exposufes along the contact be-

tween the quarvlte and the Shady of the mountain front' Numerous

scatterecl .*porur., between Sheeptown and the area south of Racket-

town show a general homoclinal uni{ormity of dips in the Shady-forma-

tion, as the beds dip southeast beneath the broad talus and wash slope

at the base of the ridge. Moreover, the beds belong relatively high

in the stratigr-aphic ,".tiot-t. No lower Shady beds rn'ere found in this

belt. Dips In it " Sn"ay formation along this strip are generally be-

tween 20" and 40' SE.
The excellent exposures on the east side of Shorts Creek at Poplar

Camp clearly display qaartzite beds overlying sandy anad calcareous
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beds of the upper Shady, such as those southeast of Austinville. Dips
in the Shady beds are fairly 1ow to the southeast; dips in the quartzite
beds are variable but in part steep ro t1-le northwest.

The Foplar Camp thrust may be reaclily traced southwestward to
the vicinity of Sheeptorvn, rvhere, in the reentrant formed between Pop-
lar Camp Mountain and the short Gray's School ridge, Shacly ex-
posures are r'vanting, although the deep-reC soii inciicates their presence.
It is probable that the fault trace continues southr,vestr'vard along the
ravine. crossing Nerv River at or near tlre sharp bcnd west of Buck,
possibly Big Branch, where an overthrust has been reported.ls

The amount of displacement along the Poplar Camp overthrust
can not be stated, but it is believed to be great, perhaps of the order
of several mi1es. Structurai conditions and areal distribution of forma-
tions in the Lasr'r'ell and Hematite Mountain overthrust biocks as
compared with the area south of the village of Crippie Creek suggest
that these blocks may have moved northrvestward at least 2 or 3 mi1es,
and the Poplar Camp overthrust represents an additional fault of con-
siderable displacement over the Hematite Mountain block. There has
also been somc shortening b1- Iolding.

],leza Castleton fawlts.-Exposures of green and ye1low, reddish-
rveathering shales, in part slightly sericitic, in the vicinity of New Castle-
ton School are believed to be Hampton shale. The sequence from
Erwin quartzite in Foster Falls N'Iountain to the shales is probably
unbroken, so that the intervening area inctrucles nearly the entire Shady
formation. Patterson beds of east-west strike and south dip are present
in places along the flank of Foster Fails Mountain, and scattered ex-
posures of saccharoidal dolomite are present in the centrai part of the
belt. Exposures are fetv, horvever, and necessarily only the most gen-
eral structural relations can be interpreted.

The gentle slope east of the school is covered with an abundance of
quartzite blocks. This mantle continues northeastward for 2 miles,
crossing the road at tn'o points. The 1ocal concentration of quartzite
blocks is great enough to suggest a quartzite bedrock beneath, but from
the clisposal of material ancl topography to the east it seems probable
that this area is largely a talus and wash siope from the ridges. The
material probably covers Shady and Erwin beds.

If, therefore, the stratigraphic interpretation for the vicinity of
New Castleton School is correct, the Hampton shales have been thrust
over Shady beds, and the shales in turn underlie the main overthrust
mass of Poplar Camp X{ountain. The structure of the sirales is not
cieterminable, but is probably to be interpreted as a recumbent over-
turned mass, the roots of which are beneath Poplar Camp Xllountain.

13 Jonas, A. I., oral communication.
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From New Castleton School to Jackson Ferry a straight, low, uni-

form escarpment sllggests a steepiy inclined minor thrust fault' The

probability-is strengttened by the highly fractured condition of the
-Snnay 

doiomite bedi along the escarpment and the strike of the beds

at a iew points. At New Castleton School this fauit trace rvould pass

beneath the llampton shales. It is incidentally of interest to note that

zinc minerals are present in the brecciated doiomite at the west end

of the escarpment. Prospecting by diamond dri11 has been done a short

distance east, but the results have not been divulged.
Thrust fawlting between Austinaille and' Poplar Co"mp Moun!d"'-

The presence of thrust faults and associated fractures in the Austin-

ville 
-Basin 

can be readily demonstrated. The details of this deforma-

tion, however, have not been revealed satisfactorily by this investigation.

The stratigraphy presents aspects that differ from those of other known

outcrops of th" Shacly formation. Complete elucidation of the struc-

tural problems of this locality can be attempted only after much de-

tailed fie1d work, necessariiy augmented by facts of stratigraphy that

can be obtained. from carelul study -of the mine openings and dril1

recofds. Such information is probably in possession of the New Jer-
sey Zinc Co., but has been withteid. At best, only the broad structural

conditions can be suggested.

Exposures of the Patterson limestone member on the property of

the New Jersey Zinc Co. indicate clearly an ovefthfust of considerable

magnitude; probabl1, the stratigraphic displacement nearly equals the

thiikness of the Shady formation. The loca1 dips at the surface are

about 40o, probably not greatly different from the dip of the fault sur-

face, though this can not be determined satisfactorily from surface ob-

servation. The fault trace appears to pass north of the main shaft col-

lar and trends northeastward, crossing the highway near the top of the

hil1. It probably continues to Nerv River and is involved in the hightry

fractured zone in the bluffs half a mile east of Austinville station. Pro-
jected across the river, this line would continue to the area half a mile

south of Galena and west of the highway, where there is marked re-

duction in the width of exposure of the saccharoidal member between

the Ivanhoe and Patterson members. The relation of this condition tcr

the Austinville fault may, of course, be only apparent. Southwest of
the mine shaft the fault appears to bifurcate or to intersect another at

a sharp angle, one branch continuing southwestlvard tor'vard the peak

vyest of Gray's School, r'vhere it dies out in a steep asymmetric fold,
the other branch continuing to the bluffs of New River. Locaily aiong

the bluff exposufe sma1l breaks appeaf ; one that lies nearly half a mile

south of Ivanhoe Ferry appears to dip to the northwest and to repre-

sent very loca1 subsidiary overthrusting from that direction'



_ A.__ Exposure of the Lasrvell overthrust on the east side of the highway atLaswell. The fault is approximately in the position of the black line.- cin the
east srde oi the road. looking east. Shady dolomite (right) thrust over Rome
10rmailo11-
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B. Local minor overthrust in Rome formation near Reed Junction.
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- Ar_ Exposure oi the Lasrvell overthrust on the east side of the highu,ay atJ.asu'ell' The fault is approximatell in the posiriorr of rhe black line. orr the
east slde ot the road, looking cast. Shady dolomire (right) rhrust over Rome
l0rmatroll.
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B. Local minor overthrust in Rome formation near Reed Junction.
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A. Prominent overthrust in the Rome
formation: associated with the Laswell fault
zone at Reed Junction. Looking east.

B. Lower Cambrian quartzite beds thrust over higher beds (Erwin quartzite) '
The fault is associated with the Dry Pond Mountain overthrust zone. At Alum
Hollow, three-quarters of a mile east o{ Patterson' Looking east.
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A. Promineut overthrust in the Rome
{orrnation i associated with the Laswell {ault
zone at Reed Junction. Looking east.

B. Lower Cambrian quartzite beds thrust over higher beds (Erwin quartz;te)'
The fault is associated with the Dry Pond \{ountain overthrust zone' At Alum
Hollow, three-quarters of a mile east of Patterson. Looking east.
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Gray's School thrust--In the vicinity of Gray's School the quartzite
ridge between the school and Sheeptown is thrust upon Erwin quartzite,
Patterson member, .and saccharoidal membe:: successively northwest-
ward from New River. The overriding block clisplays th" r"-. ,"-
quence but with a stratigraphic displacement probably of the order of
1,000 to 1,500 feet. The actual displacementla must be considerably
greater, however, for the break is essentially a strike fault and, for a
considerable distance northeast of the point of the quartzite ridge, the
beds are hornoclinal on both sides, dipping generaily between 30o anci
40" SE. There is no measure of the dip of the fault plane, but the
angle it makes with the bedding must be comparatively small.

The fault trace has an average trend. of about N. 45' E. and may
be followed fairly weil to the Jackson farm, three-quarters of a mile
south of Austinviile School. Here, though the reiations are not very
ciear, it may be offset a short distance to the southeast by a minor flar,v.
East of the farm house it apparentlv continues northeastward through
the low saddle, crosses the Austinvilte-Poplar Camp highway, and fol-
iows the southeast slope of a prominent ridge across Clear Branch. In
the vicinity of Clear Branch the displacement is apparently smaller,
for the lower Shady beds are absent and the fault is entirely within
the upper Shady assemblage. A locally associated minor fracture ap-
pears to repeat a few feet of the calcareous sandstone beds in the upper
block.

Other thru.st featwres in tke Awstinville area.-A minor associated
thrust is believed to exist about a quarter of a mile northwest of the
one just described, along Clear Branch, bringing dolomite beds upon
limestone and iimestone breccia. The dolomite beds are in part "rib-
bony," strongly suggesting the Patterson member, but their position
and associations indicate that they probably belong in the upper Shady
sequence, together with somewhat similar beds to the southwest, near
the highrvay bridge, and 1,000 feet farther southwest, on the east side
of the tailings pond. The fault probably crosses the Austinville-Poplar
Camp highway within 1,000 feet east of the highway bridge over Budcile
Branch. Structulal conditions along this strip are complex, several
minor breaks being indicated by the confused folding and attitude and
the possible repetition of sandy calcareous beds. It is possible that
there is here a zone of minor associated {ractures which in general
trends southwest to join with the Gray's School thrust.

Along Clear Branch south of its junction with Buddle Branch
several fossiliferous limestones with alternating dolomite beds are ex-
posed for a distance of a few hundred feet. These are considered to
represent the fvanhoe limestone member. All these beds dip to the

""rt:;l';r,'

J/
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southeast. The lowest limestone bed is exposed on the rvest side of

clear Brunch at or just north of the junction with Buddle Branch. on
the east side, however, though exposufes are practically continuous

across the strike, the limestone does not appear' its projected position

being occupiecl by crystalline dolomites, apparently of the saccharoidal

,rr"-]b... The ionditions suggest that the lower limestone bed has

been repeated by diagonal faulting, the fault conforming in general

trencl and position to ihe valley of Buddle Branch. The fault thus in-

terpreted woutrd cross the bedding at a sharp angle' , Analysis of the

movement can not be made from the scant surface evidence at hand'

At the New River b1ufis along the railroad about three-quarters of

a mile northeast of Austinville station 1oca1ly distorted and nearly

vertical beds of the Patterson member are overlain by younger beds

of the Shady, with marked discordance of attitude. Some of the dis-

location may be due to the Austinville fault. Other fractures afe pfes-

ent, however, and there are distinct evidences of displacement along a

zone nearly parallel to the bedding. In particuiar, at one point, it is
believed thaf there has been nearly horizontal displacement along a

fault plane striking N. 50"-55" E., the movement being southeast at

a pitcl of about lbo, making it nearly a strike-s1ip fault. _Regardless
of local details, as suggestecl by definite planes of fracture in this locality,

however, there seems to have been a shift of several hundred feet

horizontally in a general east by north direction, the northern block hav-

ing moved relatively eastward, ofisetting the area of outcrop of the Pat-

teison member to the east. The time available for this investigation

clid not a1low stratigraphic stucly in su,ffrcient detail to solve ali of the

structural problems involved in this area.

Exposures along the railroad both east and west of Austinville

station give eviclence of many slight dislocations that can reasonably

be assigned to the epoch of thrust faulting. Some o{ these breaks are

definitely of low-angle thrust type; others are apparently of neariy

strike-sl-ip type. From the blufi west of Clear Branch to a point about

three-quarters of a mile west of the station, the section displays a series

of highly fractured zones, of varied width and intensity, marked by

theseleatures as well as a general shattering of the Shady formation'
In places variations of attitude in the highly fractured beds testify to
strong local deformation attended by strong brecciation. At some places,

as about a quarter to half a mile west and three-quarters of a mile

east of the railroad station, thrusting has apparently deformed the

anticlinal crest by shearing and shattering, and a common feature of
the entire section is the pfesence of very low angle fracture planes

and cross "slicing," the latter probably representing the response of
the massive. brittle dolomite beds to stresses of the ttansverse thrust,
or "flaw" type. Common also are curved low-angle "spoon-shaped"
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shear surfaces, commonly with a lower angle of dip than the bedding
but inclined in the same direction. They are essentialiv strike frac-
tures. These "spoon" fractures ."n most satisfactorily be explained
as one of the results of thrust faultins.

Ezuing Mowntain 671syf fuyx,rs[.-The broad northward projecting
spur of Ewing Mountain, west of Ivanhoe, is believed to be an over-
thrust block of Erwin quartzite upon the basal (patterson) member of
the Shady' on the west side of the peak three-quarters of a mile west
of Gray's School basal Shady (Patterson) beds are in conformity with
Erwin quartzite. The beds stand. practicaliy vertical and strike north-
east. The same condition is found along the line of strike to the south-
west, in the bluffs on the west side of N"* River about I% miles
south of Ivanhoe, where an excellent exposure shows the same contact
in the same attitude. Northwest of this point marked discordances of
a.ttitude between the two formations nr. io be noted at several places.
west of Powder Mill Branch, holvever, exposures are verv few and
inadequate, the contact being covered by a wide apron of talus and.
wash. In the Patterson area along this be1t, dips are very low-of the
order of 15' N.-so that it becomes evident that the maximum allorv-
a.ble width of outcrop is insuffrcient to accommodate the entire Shady
formation. In view of the conditions describecl above, it is believecl
that Ewing Mountain constitutes a block thrust northward upon a fauit
surface which dips at a relatively lorv angle to the south, thai the move-
ment was northerly to northeasterly, and that the amount of displace-
ment increases from zero in the vicinity of Nerv River to a -"*i*um2l ml\es west of lvanhoe. The faurt is thus conceivecl to be oivoted
in the vicinity of New River. Farther west the fault trace *urt- rr.."r-
sarily turn southwestward and continue or die out in the quart zlte area
cf the Ewing Mountain range, for in the Cove Branch-dreaves Knob
area only the normal sequence of the Erwin and Shady formations can
be interpreted.

Along the Ewing Mountain overthrust the maximum displacement
can not be great. stratigraphically it must be of the order of a ferv
hundred feet-probabty 500 to 600-and the minimum actual displace-
ment may well be of the orcler of 3,000 to 5,000 feet.

Sand, Mountain ancJ Henley Mowtain 0,,erthrusts._The north
sides of Sand and Henley mountains are bounded by thrust faults of
moderate magnitude, which dip to the south. The mountains have thus
been thrust over saccharoidal dolomite of the Shady, and the underly-
ing fault surfaces thus represent the major expression of structural
failure in this portion of the Lick Mountain aniiclinorium. The dis-
placement is probably not great in either locality. Stratigraphically,
the Sand Mountain overthrust has an rppnr"ni displacerient about
equal to the thickness of the Shady formation, for on the north side
the outcrop of this unit is reduced nearly to disappearance.
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Li,ck Mownta,i,n klippe.-work done by Messrs. Laurence and Gil-

dersleeve during a briei'period in the spring of.1934 indicates that the

main Lick Mouitain mass constitutes a klippe of the Lower Cambrian

quartzites resting upon beds of Shady dolomite aud Rome formation'
,ihe reiations alo-ng ihe north side of Matney flat ate obscured b' hea'vy

residual clays and talus, but the clistribution of formations at the east

and southeast sides of the mountain cieariy indicates a fault contact. As

mapped Henley and Swecker mountains are not included in the klippe

slab for the structures of these mountains seem to be clearly indicated

by the condition at the west and east ends of the range, and the gaps

at either end of HenleY Mountain.
Sugar Groae oz'ei'thrust'--:lhe Sugar Grove overthrust may be

tracecl iro* u point 3 miles southwest of Su$r Grove lot 20 miles in

an east by north direction to a point 1 mile north of Simmerman' thence

southeasi, south, and southwest into the area south of Speedwell' It
partly outlines and limits the Speedwell synclinal !as-in'- Except at

itre west end, rvhere Erwin quutttit" overlies Shady beds' the fault

brings the lower Shady and, in places, the top of the Erwin upon Rome

beds] The trace of the fault and the topography o{ the involved area

indicate a broacl synclinal foiding of the fault surface'

Like the Laswell-Galena fault block, the Sugar Grove block must

have been moved northward at least 2 or 3 miles if the Shady beds

within it may be correlatecl with the southernmost unfaulted exposure

of this formation south of the town of Cripple Creek' The front

of the Iron Mountain Range, inciuding Bowling Green Ridge' along

the entire length of the area west of Speedwell, represents the edge

of another e*lensive overthrust block from the south, overlying the

SugarGrovefaultblock.Accordingtothisinterpretation,theSugar
Grove-Laswell thrusting anteclated ihe Poplar Camp-Iron Mountain

thrusting, and the forceJ that developed the latter may well have caused

synclinai warping of the Sugar Grove-Laswell blocks'

Brwsky i[ointoi'n overtirust and' klippe'-From a point about half

a mile west of Cedar Springs to a point half a mile north of Teas' a

clistance of. Bl miles, mucti of the northern belt of Shady outcrou is

overlain by an overthrust sheet of the Erwin quartzite and- Hampton

shale. This mass constitutes a klippe, a frontal portion of an over-

thrust block subsequently separated entirely from the main mass by

erosion. Such structurai relation is well indicated by the distribution

of outcrops of Shady dolomite and Rome shale w'ith respect to the.quartz-

itebedsandbytheobserveddipsofthedolomitebeds.Thedataare
shown on Plate 1.

It is clear that the belt of Shady seen in continuous exposures

along the highway just north of the Cedar Springs cross-road passes

beneath the- quaitzite block comprising Buchanan and White Rock
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Mountains and probably continues beneath this mass in a west by south
direction, becoming exposed again in a wide belt along the highway
that follows Slemp Creek. Contacts between the quartzite and the
higher beds are obscured by a wide apron of quartzite debris along
the south front of Buchanan Mountain, but the distribution of abundant
fragments of Rome shale in the soils far up this slope indicates that
for some distance the quartzite probably rests upon the Rome forma-
tion

Strnctural relations between the Erwin quartzite and Shady doio-
mite along the north side of Sheep Ridge and Hickory Ridge are not
clear due to the lack of diagnostic exposures, but as a fault relation
along the south side of these ridges is reasonably certain, the interpre-
tation is inevitable that such relation continues around the west end of
Sheep Ridge and along the north side of both ridges.

The Shady dolomite that underlies the relatively narrow valley be-
tween Sheep and Hickory ridges and Brushy l\{ountain, to the north,
may be in conformable contact with the quartzite of Brushy Mountain.
Here also scarcity of exposures,and a wide frontal slope of soil and
quartzite biocks makes the interpretation uncertain, but in the vicinity
of the west end of Brushy Mountain, several miies to the southwest,
the interpretation appears to be substantiated.

In May, 1934, a fault contact rvas traced by Benjamin Gildersleeve
and Robert A. Laurence from the southwest end of Rich l\fountain
around the west, north, and east sides of the Brushy Mountain range
to the previously rnapped fault at the east end of White Rock Moun-
tain (west of Cedar Springs). The klippe thus outlined would appear,
therefore, to rest upon and north of the anticlinal ridge of Barton Moun-
tain. The southern limit of the klippe mass from the southwest side
of Rich Mountain to the region north of Teas has not been established.
Possibly the klippe siab here rests upon Erwin quartzite, so that the
Iauit trace would appear at some distance up the slope, above the inter-
preted normal Shady-Err,vin contact. The anticlinil quartzite ridges
immediately south of South Fork of Holston River would not be in-
cluded in the Brushy Mountain kiippe, and were probably overridden
by the overthrust slab. It is possible that small remnants of the slab
rest upon these ridges. According to this interpretation folding of the
anticlinal ridges antedated the overthrusting of the Brushy Mountain
mass, although the faulting along the north sides of these ridges may
have been coincident with the overthrusting. As southerly dips appear
to prevail in the Brushy Mountain mass, it seems likely that the folds
in this ridge are, in many places, overturned with axial planes dipping
to the south or southeast.

A subordinate feature of the Brushy Mountain klippe is the pres-
ence of Shady dolomite within the valiey of White Rock Creek, near

6L
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the east end of the klippe. The very few and small exposures are on

the north sicle of the creek at the base of the valley wa1l and are ap-

parently overlain by quartzite. It is possible that much o{ the alluvium
ihut .orr.r, the broad, flat va1ley is directly underlain by Shady doio-

mite. As quartzite exposufes cross the valley at its narrow constric-

tion at the east end of the flat, the area of Shady dolomite exposures

within the val1ey constitutes a sma11 fenster within the klippe'
Iron Mowntain oaertkru.sf.-The high ridges of the lron Moun-

tain range, from the southwest corner of the area mapped to the gap

2 miles south by west of Speedwell, appear to have been thrust over

the southern part of the Sugar Grove thrust biock. The exact deter-

mination of this fact is lacking in so far as shown by formation con-

tacts, but the attitudes and larger relation of the strata involved lead

to this conclusion as the only satisfactory explanation. In general the

width of the Shady belt of exposures adjacent to these ridges is greatiy

inadequate to allow for a normal sequence o{ formations, as the ob-

,"r,r.d dips in the Shady formation along this strip are all very lor'v.

Moreover, at several points the strike directions of both quartzite and

dolomite afe not in accordance with a normal transition between them.

The distribution of Rome becls and the trace of the Sugar Grove over-

thrust 2 miles southwest of Sugar Grove also indicate an overthrust

relation of the quartzite. llowever, at several points in ravines along

the quartzite front the Erwin beds have a very 1ow northerly dip,

to.tghly conformable with the Shady beds, and at a railroad cut along

the highway 1 mile south by west of Sugar Grove an exposure displays

a normal contact between the formations. The accumulated evidence

suggests, therefore, that the Iron Mountain block of quartzite has been

thiult over both Shady and Erwin beds and therefore that some of
the lowerJying becls of quartzite of low northerly dip are part of the

overriclden b1ock,-that is, of the Sugar Grove thrust b1ock. Unfor-
tunateiy the slopes along the front of the Iron Mountain range are

exceptionally obscured by a wide apron of quartzite slope wash and

talus, so that cliagnostic exposures are lacking. For this reason much

of the interpreted fault trace is shown with some question on the geologic

lnap.
South of Speedrvell the Iron Mountain fault is interpreted as con-

tinuing southeastward into the quartzite area, and between this point
(Henley Hollow) and a point about lfu miles south of Crippie Creek

a normal contact between quartzite and dolomite is indicated. Again,

the exact relations of this strip of quattzite are obscured by heavy

slope wash and talus, but such dips o{ the strata as are observable along

the line of contact suggest the relations shown on the map, and the

larger areal features do not demand overthrusting in this area. More-
over, the narrow "peninsula" of quartzite south of Cripple Creek cer-
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tainiy shows structural confor:mability with the basal Patterson beds,

as indicated, and the structure is clearly anticlinal. Accordingly the
Iron Mountain thrust trace, if present, is somewhat south of the con-
tttct.

Roberts Mi,ll thrwst (.2).-A minor thrust, probably of sma1l dis-
placement, brings saccharoidal beds o{ the Shady upon Rome shale at
Roberts \tlill, slightiy less than a mile east of Teas. The beds above
the contact are much distorted. The loca1 change in strike of the
Shady beds from northeast to north by west may be due to drag, and
if so, the movement along this fault rvas not a simple thrust but had
a.n appreciable horizontal component. Whether or not this fault is the
same that is reported to exist at the abandoned mine of the Rye Valley
Mining Co., 1 mile northeast of Roberts Mi1l, rernains a matter of con-
jecture, as it can not be traced because of the absence of rock exposures
along the intervening slopes.

Teas thrwst.-The short ridge west and southwest of 'feas coin-
cides with an anticline in the Errvin qrrartzite which, on its northwest
side, is thrust over Shady clolonrite. The displacement is moderate,
probably less than the thickness of the Shady formation for this region.
The fault trace has a northeasterly strike and passes into a wide area
of Shady outcrop north and northwest of Teas. Northeast of this
settlement the fault may continue, to form again the northwest limit
of an anticiine in the quartzite series. On both sides of the fault smali
anticlinal folds are found in the Shady. The anticlinai axis apparently
pitches slightly at both ends of the short ridge.

Qwebec fawlt.-At Quebec a short fauit of slight displacement is
indicated by homoclinal dips in Shady beds on both sides of a thin rem-
nant of Rome red beds. This fault can not be traced far in either
direction, as the fault trace passes into areas of Shady outcrop charac-
terized by sparse exDosllres.

Barton Mountain, thrwsts.-a'he ridges southeast of Adwolf known
as Barton },{ountain, Short N{ountain, and Long Ridge consist of Erwin
quartztte, for the most part r,vith southerly and southeasterly dips. On
the south side o{ Barton Mountain and Long Ridge the contact r,vith
Shady dolomite is apparently normal. The north side of the Long
Ridge-Barton \{ountain anticiine is thrust upon southeastward-dippilg
lower Shady dolomite beds, which are in normal contact with the
quartzite of Short Mountain and its low continuation east of the high-
ways. At this place, in the base of the dolomite, zinc mineralization has

occurred (N{artin prospect). The north side of Short Mountain and
Barton Mountain is bordered by a thrust fault that probably represents
an overturning, infoldinC (P1. 18, B), and shearing of the north limb
of the general anticlinal mass that involves the main anticline of Barton
Mountain and its associated subordinate fault of Long Ridge and minor
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{olds. It is perhaps noteworthy here that the Van Hoy zinc prospect

is situated in the dolomite of the narrow valley on the north side of
Barton Mountain, probably not much below the {au1t surface.

CROSS FAULTS

Ivat'tkoe fawlt.-The Ivanhoe limestone can be f ollowed southwest-
ward along its strike, without interruption, from the quarry east ol
the town to Ivanhoe schoolhouse, where it is abruptly terminated by a

cross fault. At a point on the highway 1",000 to 1,200 feet northwest
of the schoolhouse, the limestone is again exposed, whence it may be

traced westward along its strike for some distance, as shor'vn by the

mapped band of outcrop. (See Pl. 1.) The cross fault that causes

this horizontal separation has a trend Id. 35"-40' W., which is ap-
proximateiy normai to the regional strike of the formations for this
vicinity. Other evidences of this fault appear in the highly fractured
and contorted condition of the strata along the railroad cut northwest
of the town, in the apparent displacement of the Patterson member

south of the town, and in the lecords of several drill holes on the prop-
erty of the Ivanhoe Milling & Smelting Corporation.

The fault disappears in the broad valley of Cripple Creek, for the
exposures along the north bank of this stream and in the area west of
Porter give no evidence of a break of comparable magnitude in the

expected position. Likewise the fault apparently dies out also to the

southeast along its strike, as there is no displacement of the Erwin-
Shady normal contact south of the tou'n on either side of New River.
Unfortunately, there are too few exposures in the Shady plain south
of Ivanhoe to a1low tracing of the fault to its point of disappearance.
The writer had no access to underground workings, as the shaft on

the property of the Ivanhoe Mining & Smelting Corporation was not
in operation.

There is no conclusive evidence as to the direction of movement
along the fault plane, as the available subsurface information does not
give a satisfactory measurement of the displacement of a key bed. If
the movement were vertical, the east block being the downthrown side,

the apparent horizontal displacement of 1,200 feet northwest of Ivanhoe
would require a vertical movement of nearly the same amount, as the
dips in the limestone average about 40o. However, the scant data on
the surface of the Ivanhoe Mining & Smelting Corporation's property
indicate a probably very much smaller horizontal separation of the beds,

and correlation of iimestone beds in holes drilled at the same place on
opposite sides of the fault indicates proportionately smaller vertical
separation at a lower limestone horizon. These conditions, together
with the possible limitation of the fault to the south side of the Hema-
tite Mountain overthrust, inasmuch as strata on the north side of Cripple
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* A.. 
_ 
Erwin quartzite thrust over Shady dolontite at poplar Camp Mountain.

last side of the gap. The black line inciicates approximaiely the irace of the{ault. Shady beds are expcsed north (leIt) of tie fault.

B. Infolded Erwin_ quartzite beds at an exposure of an overthrust. Along the
highway 2 miles west of Quebec. Looking east.
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A. Erwin quartzitc thrust or.er Shady dolonrite at Poplar Camp \fourrtain.
East side of the gap. The black line indicates approximatell' the trace of the
fault. Shady beds are expcsed north (left) o{ the fault.

B. Infolded Erwin quartzite beds at
highway 2 miles u'est

an exposure of an overthrust. Along the
of Quebec. Looking east.



A. Sheeting effect produced by closely spaced fractures. In the Bertha pits,
west of Glenwood School. The ohenomenon is more common in the Austinville-
Ivanhoe district.

VrnctNtl, Goor,ocrcar, Sunvry Bur,r,prrN 43 Pr,arr 19

B. Breccia zone along the highway between Jackson Ferry and Poplar
Carnp. This zone, partly rubble, appears beneath the loca1 bedding slip shown
in Plate 11, A.
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STRUCTURAL UEOLOGY

Creek show no comparable displacement, and the great decrease rn
horizontal separation souti,eastward through lvanhoe, suggest that the
movement was largely horizontal with some veltical component, the
'r,vest block riding upward on the footwail of the Hernatite Mountain
thrust. This hypothesis reconciles the rather abrupt disappearance oi
the fault along the line of strike south of lvanhoe with the great hori-
zontal displacement of the lvanhoe limestone. If this is the correct
interpretation of the Ivanhoe fault, it has the nature of a transverse
thrust, or flaw,l5 in which the displacement is chiefly horizontal, This
conforms also to the "tear" fault as defined by Co11et.16 Genetically,
the fiaw or tear fault is a feature directiy connected with folding and
thrust faulting, representing shear in a direction transverse to the fold
axes. Such structural failure may be occasioned by either local litho-
logic weakness or unequally distributed force. These transverse breaks
are consequently features that characterize regions of folding and thrust
faulting and are practically contemporaneous with the major deforma-
tion, following it very slightly in point of time and in essential con-
tinuity.

Carter Ferry fawlt.-About a quarter of a mile west of New River
at Carter Ferry exposures along a ravine show Rome beds opposite the
upper Shady-probably the Ivanhoe horizon-with fracturing and dis-
tortion of the beds. To the northwest abrupt soii changes mark the
continuation of this break. At one point also the Patterson member
is aiong the line of strike, opposite beds of the saccharoidal member.
Finaily, east of Red Hill, althorrgh exposures are poor or lacking, soil
changes suggest a break in the trace of the Lasrvell thrust. The aver-
age trend of the fault trace is about N. 40' W., at an angle of approxi-
mately 70o with the strike of the beds. No information is available as
to the dip of the fault plane. The horizontal displacement is apparently
of the order of 500 feet or less. It is noteworthy that mineralization
rvith sphalerite has occured in the vicinity of the fault, though the
prospect at Carter Ferry appears to be somewhat east of the iiult.

Nearly half a mile west by south of Sayer School, abrupt soil
changes across the regional trend of the strata suggest another break of
similar character, possibly divergent from the Carter Ferry fault, but
definite stratigraphic evidence is lacking.

Sayer School fawlt.-Just south of Sayer School the trace of the
Lasweli fault appears to be offset several hundred feet. Although there
is a reasonable possibility that this offset may represent merely a sharp
bend in the Lasu'ell fault plane, there is some additional evidence of
a cross fault on the south side of New River three-quarters of a mile
southeast of Sayer School, where Patterson and saccharoidal beds are

OJ

15 Reial, H. F., and others, Report of the committee fof the Geological Society of America]
on nomenclature of faults: Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol,24, p. 1?9,1918.

18 Collet, L. W,, The structure of the Alps, p. 1b, London, Arnold and eo., L927.
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apparently in juxtaposition along the line of strike. These conclitions
liave led to the suggestion that a cross fault oi northwest trend may

pass from the vicinity of Sayer School into the Shady area of Barren
Snrirroq tr'ernr

Cross faulting between' Cedar Springs amd Speed-arcIl--Four miles

rvest of Speedwell the Erwin qLlartzite and Patterson dolomite, r'vith

intervening transition beds, mav be found in normal succession at a

broad bend in the highrvay. The transition beds consist of several feet

of coarse-grained light-gtay to white dolomite, similar to beds o{ like
position elser,vhere (p. 19) that grade into siiiceous dolomite and

clolomitic quartzite tor,vard the true Erwin beds. At the west end of
the exposure cross faulting has dispiaced the Patterson beds in rela-

tion to the quartzitic beds, so that the two are in contact along thc
line of strike. Apparently the x'estern block has moved northwest
relatively. The displacement here may be less than 25 feet, or it may
he mrrch o'reefer hecause the exact hotizon of the Patterson beds is

indeterminate. Within a half mile along the strike to the west, how-
ever, there is evidence of more tLansverse dispiacement, possibly due

to stresses of the tear type, lr'ith which the break described above is

probably associatecl in a zone o{ cross shearing or even tear faulting.
There is, for instance, sotne uncertaiir evidence of displacement along
the ravine a cluarter of a mile r'vest of the exposure, and stiil farther
rvest local sharp distortion oI the strata, rvith sharp benditrg of thc
bands of Rome soil to the north that indicates either sharp folding or
actuai faulting, plobably of the tear t),pe. F'inally, about a quarter of
a mile south of the highrvay, along the road leading to Camp, a defr-

nite zone of sheeting indicates cross sheariug, and a third o{ a mile
east the distribution of Rome soil suggests an o{Tset zone in continua-
tion of those directly north. It is probable, therefore, that in this
vicirrity there is a zone of cross faulting. perhaps in part minor cross

faults, in part shecting, and in part sharp jrallsverse folding.
Although no mineral deposits have been reported in this zone, pros-

pecting has shown the presence of galena and sphalerite on the Buch-
anan property, one-eighth to one-quarter of a mile east of the exposures
in the bend of the highivay.

MINOR STRUCTURAL ]IEATURES

JorNrrNc aNr SHe:orrNc

Jointing is a conspicuous feature of ttre rocks of the area, but the
relalion of lnineralization to joints or sets of joints can not bc ascer-

tained without a detailecl study of underground conclitions. That some

of the joint fissures ale mineralized can te readily demonstrated. So

{ar as can be judged from sur{ace exposurr3s, the development of joints
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as well as fractures of distinct displacement was an important factor
in the brecciation of the dolomites. There is in general some difficulty
in discriminating between simple stress joints and other fractures of
more or less displacement that might be relatecl to torsional or other
undistributed forces. Many of the fractures are doubtless of the types
commonly induced by folding and subsequent settling. Others seem to
bear a more specific relation to deformative forces of the transverse or
flaw type. There is probably no practical discrimination between the
minor fractures along which there has been no movement and those
along which siight movement of different degrees has occurred. Usu-
ally the surfaces show no slickensides, but as the lissures have com-
monly been widened and their walls modified by subsequent weather-
ing a-nd solution, slickensides may have been destroyed. This modifi-
cation has been facilitated by the somewhat ferruginous dolomitic char-
acter of the rocks.

A systern of fractures showing in part fluted surfaces, due prob-
ably to movement, makes a sharp angle (10" to 20o) with the strike
of the beds. These fractures have dips that are variable in amount and
direction. Some of those of low south to southeast dip seem to be
due to nearly horizontal shearing. The strike of most of these frac-
tures is between N. 70" E. and N. 85" E. Other fractures, also of
approximately strike character, are of the nature of thrusts. Some of
these ale flatter than the bedding, in part nearly horizontaT. In places
mineralization has occurred in the strike-joint zones.

Fractures have also been f ormed at various attitudes bluntly
transverse to the strike of the beds. \{easurements of the strike of
these fractures show a r'vide range, but those of northwest trend are
particularly prominent. With intermediate clips of 40o to 65o, both
southwest and northeast, these fractnres appear in places to constitute
conjugate joints.

Sheeting of the rocks by closely spaced parallel fractures is ob-
servable at severai points in the Austinville and lvanhoe mineralized
areas. The fractures were probably formed by shearing with small,
generally indiscernible displacernent and are believed to represent def-
ormation of the flaw or translerse thrust type, though not developed
as simple fault fissures. Most commonly these fractures are practicalilt
vertical and have a strike approximately normal to that of the beds.
The fractures are only a few inches apart. Though generally paraliel,
in places the planes converge and join at sharp angles. The phenome-
non is illustrated by Plate 19, A. Deformation of this type is usuaily
characteristic of a zone crossing the regional strike of the beds and
as much as 75 feet or even more in width. Notably these sheeted zones
are closely associated with mineralized areas.
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In the Austinville pits a prominent system of vertical fractures

having a strike of l{. 50"-65' W. displays some vertical slickensides.

Generally, however, such evidence of direction of movement is lacking

in surface exposures, and the tfrle natufe of the sheeting efiect is ob-

scure. In view of the fact that they occur in local areas ',vherein the

strikes of the beds depart materially from the generai re$ional strike
and indicate transverse warping of the anticlinal structure, these frac-

tures may indeed be the strain effects of flaw stresses'

Whatever details of stress the minor fractures may suggest, the

generai inference that they are the accumulated and 1oca1ly distributed
iesults of regional folding, thrust faulting, and torsion appears entireiy

reasonable.

Bnnccrerrox

The deformation o{ the brittle Shady dolomite beds by fold-
ing, faulting, sheeting, and jointing has resulted in a high degree

of brecciation of the rocks. The tectonic breccias so formed can be

satisfactorily classified on a textural basis as rubble breccias and crush

breccias. ihe distinction is rather arbitrary, and all gradations be-

tween the two can be found. In general the breccias have been ce-

mented with coarse r,vhite dolomite of interlocking crystalline texture,
.which to a large extent fills ,open spaces but partly may also fepfesent

a recrystalli zalion of f ragments of the original rock material. This
,'gangue" dolomite is everywhere a characteristic feature of the tectonic-

a1ly brecciated zones.
Rubble breccio.-Ln places the dolomite breccia displays rounded to

subangular fragments of the rock in an abundant matrix of recrystal-

lized or coarsely crystailized white "gangue" dolomite. The texture
strongly suggests movement and displacement of the fragments, with
attendant rounding of the cornefs and edges. As fault surfaces are

inadequateiy exposed on the surface, and as no underground studies

couid be made. the definite relation of such breccias to faults can only

be inferred. Ifowever, intense brecciation of the rocks is a character-

istic feature of exposures in close proximity to known fault traces, and

accordingly brecciation of the formation was associated with the fault-
ing. It would be c1ifficu1t to conceive that extensive movement along

such brecciated zones could have taken place without considerable rota-

tion and attrition of fragments, at least within a narrow zone'

Subsequent crystallization of coarse white dolomite around and

penetratingthe borders of fragments leads to uncertainty as to the orig-
inal texture of the breccia and the exact significance of the apparent

rounding of fragments or their spatial relations.
Crisk brecci,a".-The cr'sh breccia is essentially a mosaic showing

verv little relative displacement and rotation and little or no rounding
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of the edges of the rock fragments. The usuai coarse white dolomite
is present as a cementing material. This is the most extensively de-
veloped breccia of the deformed zones. The fragments commoniy show
relative displacements of only a fraction of an inch. Much of the
crush breccia is composed of relatively sma1l blocks and fragments ex-
cept where it merges into the shatter or crackle facies described below.
The fragments are sharply angular, except where replacement by coal'se
white dolomite has occurred, and are derived from the enclosing beds.

The crush breccias are distributed abundantly in the more greatly
deformed parts of the area, where faulting, shearing, and strong local
folding are prominent. They are interpreted as representing a some-
what less localized strain efiect of the compressive forces of folding and
faulting upon the thick, brittle, competent beds of the Shady dolomite.

As a limiting facies of the crush breccias are the crackle or shatter
features whereby the rock mass shows excessive unsystematic jointing
effects with no rotation of fragments and but very siight displacement.
The fractures are fi1led as usual with coarse white "gangue" dolomite.
The blocks are of course sharpiy angular and more variably sized than
in the typical crush breccia. The crackle or shatter breccia of this
type, however, in its broader aspects is not distinctive from the crush
breccias but rather represents a iess pronounced crushing than is indi-
cated by the more typical crush breccias. The crackle beds are accord-
ingly marked by irregular netr,vorks of thin seams and veinlets of white
dolomite.

In general, the limestone beds show very little or no crushing
effects such as described above, even where closely associated with
dolomite beds that have been so greatly modified by crushing as to
have the bedding cornpletely obscured. hl places it is possible to ascer-
tain the attitude of such dolomites satisfactorily only by observations
upon the comparatively unfractured iimestones. This seems to be ex-
plained by the lvell-known fact that dolomite is particularly brittle un-
<ier deformative stresses. The dolomite and iimestone beds of the
Shady formation were evidently deformed under a great superincum-
bent load-probably as great as 20,000 to 30,000 feet and' possibly much
more, considering the thickness of the Paleozoic section in this part of
the Appalachian Valley region. The exact measure is immaterial, but
the general order of magnitude is significant. With such a load it is
readily conceivable that limestone would react somewhat piastically with
only slight brecciation under compression stresses that would greatly
fracture dolomite. Indeed, such difference in behavior of interbedded
iimestone and dolomite is strikingly demonstrated, according to Keith,li
by exposures in certain marble quarries in Vermont.

1? Keith, Arthur, Oral communication; also photographs by him in U. S. Geological
Suryey ffles.
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It is pertinent to note the remarks of Cornelius, 18 whose studies

of Alpine dolomites led him to a consideration of tectonic breccias. He
says in part: "In the first place a breccia can develop through any

sort of stress-for example, flexing of a homogeneous brittle rock
above the elastic limit, a rock brittle under the conditions prevailing
during deformation. In this manner the rock is broken into the most

angular fragments; these become cemented into a breccia, either looseiy

by the products of grinding, or more frrm1y by precipitation of dis-
solved rock materials. Such endogenetic formation of breccia is, indeed,

a very common phenomenon in many limestones and especially in dolo-
mites."

It should not be construed that the types of breccia described in
the foregoing paragraphs are separate and distinct features. The dis-
tinction of types is made rather for convenience of analysis. The
lvriter's interpretation of the origin of the breccias is that the deforma-
tive processes that caused folding, thrust faulting, and to a lesser ex-
tent cross faulting were the sole cause of the intense brecciation of
the Shady dolomite. Compressive forces acting upon the thick, brittle,
rigidly inclosed Shady strata produced a crackle or shatter breccia in the
dolomite beds, perhaps even before the stage of maximum folding was
attained. The usual slipping of beds during competent folding was
doubtless somewhat less readily accomplished along bedding planes in
the thick, massive dolomite series than it rvould have been had nu-
merous easy zones of slipping or weak bedding planes existed. The
more uniform the strength of the rock mass in a1i directions, the more
difficult it would be f or bedding to control the site of {racturing;
ruevertheless even small differences between successive beds might op-
erate in the direction of approximate stratigraphic control of tectonic
brecciation, particularly in the earlier stages o{ deformation. When
thereafter the culminating phase of the thrust epoch arrived there
rvould be an initial partial restriction of faulting to the zones already
rveakened by fracturing. Ultimately, of course, thrust faulting must
necessarily cross the bedding at certain points. Parts of the previously
formed crackle and crush breccias would then become modified into
a fault breccia of rubble type. Crush breccias would also continue to
form during the process of overthrusting. The preparation of the
terrane for mineralization was thus initiated early in the deformation
period, and strongly developed in the major thrust epoch.

18 Cornelius, H. P., Ueber tektonische Breceien, tektonische Rauhwacken, und verwandte
Erscheinungen: Centralbl. Mineralogie, 1927, B, p. 72I.
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

GENERAL FEATURES

zinc and lead ores constitute the chief minerar products of the
southwestern Virginia area discussecl in this report. Uirtil recent years
iron ores were largely produced, and manganese ores were mined at
several places and prospected at many more. No other mineral resources
of more than local importance have been developecr or prospected.

In part the ores of zinc, lead, iron, and manganese are associated
in deposits; in part they present distinctive features in mode of oc-
currence and distribution. The resources of iron and managanese are
here mentioned only briefly and i,vitl-r emphasis on their re=lations to
occrlrrence of zinc and lead minerals.

IRON ORES

The several thousand acres of abandoned iron-ore pits and the
numerous smelting furnaces scattered over the area testify to the former
importance of this region in the iron industry. The history of the
industry in southwestern virginia practicaliy ceases with the ylar 1,926,
when the production of iron ore dropped. 97 per cent. I,' 192g the
Porter mine, near Cripple Creek, produced 4,615 gross tons; in 1929
no production was reported for the State; and in 1930 the porter
mine resumed activities for a brief time and was the sole producer re-
ported.le

The iron ores of the area belong to the classes known as "valley
ores" and "mountain ores." Both classes are residual limonites-the
former within the Shady dolomite, the latter at or near the contact of
the Shady u'ith the Lower cambrian quartzites. In piaces little clis-
tinction between the two is possible. rTolc1en2' describes the iron ores
as "limestone limonites," and according to him they have their greatest
cleveioprnent in the New River-Cripple Creek area.

The iron ores of this area o..ur-1t; at the normal contact between
the Erwin quartzite and the Shacly dolomite; (2) within the Shady
formation but at no definite horizon; (3) at fault contacts between
the Lower cambrian quaftzite series (Erwin quartzite, Hampton share,
and possibly the unicoi formation) and the St-rnay dolomite;and (4)
at fault contacts between the lorver or patterson fimestone member of
the Shady and the Rome formation. The ores seem to be by far most
abundantly developed in the Patterson member, both at fault contacts
with the Rome beds and at normal contacts rvith the Erwin. Almost
continuous workings are found along the Laswell fault betrveen walton

il !.-f. n,1". lti""
* e0Ilolden, R. J., i,n W'atson, T. L., Mineral'";;";;.; of Virginia, Virginia_JamestownExposition Commission, p. 410, 1g0?.
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School and Red Hi11. (See Pl. 20, A.) Large pits are iocated about

a qLlarter of a mile south of New River, three-quarters o{ a mile west

of Reed Junction. (See Pl. 21, A) Numerous pits are distributed

along botl sides of iioster Fa1ls Mountain and along the north flank

of Fophr Camp l\{ountain from New Castleton School to Sheeptown'

Some pits upp.", also on the west side of Dry Pond Mountain' The

crest of Hematite \40untain has furnished considerable ore. contact

ofes have also been minecl on the high b1uffs of the steeply pitching

anticline southeast of Ivanhoe, south of Cripple Creek, southwest of

Speedweli, and at several places in the Cedar Springs-Sugar Grove dis-

trict, especially west oi Cedar Springs near White Rock Furnace' Chief

among ine piis not at formational contacts but within the Shady forma-

tion a]re thlse in the broad Barren Springs-Bertha region, at Austin-
',ritt" 1rir..-tead workings), in the extensively ming{ area at and west

of Ivanhoe, and in th! Porter banks on the divide between Cripple

Creek ancl the South Fork of Hoiston River, between Cedar Springs

and Sugar Grove. There are many more pits, however, scattered over

the area.
It was a common experience in the mining of these iron--ores to

encounter associated oxidized zinc and lead minerals, especially cala-

mine, hydrozincite, and smithsonite in complex relations' Indeed' some

pits, as in the Bertha-Barren Springs area, were worked in.part for
iror,. or", and in part for "soft" zinc ores' The presence of iron ores

is therefore of inierest to zinc prospectors, in so far as there is a pos-

sible association of oxidizecl tiic aid iron minerals. At several places

it is clearly apparent thai-the basal Shady (Patterson member) is

pyritiferous. Locally the concentration of pyrite i" impressive, as in

ih. ,.o"d exposufes at the west end of Hematite Mountain, lvhere the

contact with Erwin quartzite is disclosed. Above on the ridge is the

line of iron-ore pits, ;nd the soil and weathering products of both the

Patterson limestone member and the Erwin quartzite are unusually

strongly colored by iron oxides. There is suggestion of a definite re-

lation*between the concentration of iron ore and the presence of abun-

dant pyrite in the undecomposed rock.
Aithough many of the iron pits are located just within the Shady

formation, Jtong the traces of thiust faults where the Shady is brought

upon Rome beds, or in Shacly dolomite or Lower Cambrian quartzitic

shales (Hampton?) where ttre shales are thrust upon the Shady, there

are also many pits either rn'ithin the Shady formation or at its normal

lower contact. It is possible, therefore, that fault zones, contacts, or

highly brecciated beds in the Shady were individual and separateiy de-

teimining factors in the localization of the deposits. Probably the

brecciation of the dolomite along fault zones greatly facilitated the

oxidation of iron content and leaching of the carbonate rock. The orig-



A' East end of Sanders iron-ore pits in lower patterson beds. The fault outcrop
is near the crest on the northwest slope. Looking northwest.
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the saccharoidal member of the
size o{ {rasments and the fair

B. Rubble breccia below a thrust zone in
Shady dolomite. Note the char.acteristic small
degree of urriformity irr size.



A. East end of Sanders iron-ore pits i'lorver Patterson beds. The fault outcrop
is near the crest or.r the northlvest s1ope. Looking northwest.
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A. Westernmost iron-ore pit of the oId Rich Hill
southrvest of Reed Junction. About 100 feet deep. The
faulted over Rome beds. Note the sparseness oI oinnacles.

mines. Half a mile
lower Shady is here
Looking northeast.

_ B. The even upper surface of the Bertha basin rvhich represents the Va11ey-
floor peneplain. In this area it is 250 to 300 feet above New River. Lookins
northu'est from a point near Barren Springs.
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A. Westerlrmost iron-ore
southu est oI Reed J r:nctiolr.
fanltecl over Rome beds. Note

pit of the old Rich Hill
About 100 feet deep. Thc
the sparseness oI pinnacles.

Bur,r,orrN 43 Pr,lro 21

mines. Half a mile
lower Shady is here
Looking northeast.

B. The even upper surface of the Bertha
floor peneplain. In this area it is 250 to 300
northu,est from a point near Rarren Springs.

basin which represents the Valley-
feet above New Rivcr. Looking
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inal material, or protore, may have been largely the pyrite so cornmoniy
found in these zones, disseminated in the Shadv dolomite.

MANG.ANESE ORES

Manganese ores have been produced along the northwest side of the
Blue Ridge for many years, and although the total production has not
been exceptionally great, up to I9I7 the Blue Ridge ores outside the
district gave Virginia first ranl< as a manganese-producing State. The
World War greatly stimulated production and the search for more de-
posits. but at present the industry is almost inactive.

The geologic features of the manganese deposits of Virginia have
been adequateiy described in publications of the Virginia Geoiogical
Survey,2l so that only a brief statement regarding the manganese ores
of the zinc-lead district need be made here-

The minerals of the manganese deposits includc pyrolusite, psilome-
lane, manganite, and the less definite species known as "wad." The
black and brownish-black oxides and hydrous oxides are associated with
secondary iron minerals, chiefly limonite. fn fact, the manganese ores
for the most part are subordinate to the iron-ore minerals of the
"limonite" and "brown hematite" types. In this area, then, the distribu-
tion of iron-ore minerals likewise indicates, in a general way, the dis-
tribution of the manganese ore minerals.

Like the iron minerals, the manganese ores are largely more or
less nodular masses occurring in clays derived chiefly from the lower
part of the Shady formation at or near normal or fault contacts. The
minerais occur also as narrow veinlets extending to a very shallow
depth into much fractured Lower Cambrian shales and quartzites. In
a few places the manganiferous shale belongs to the Rome formation
at or close to positions where Shady dolomite has been thrust over
the shales. Structurally, synclinal and monoclinal areas have seemed
to favor the concentration of manganese minerals. "It wili be noted
that the number of deposits in synclines is only slightiy larger than
that of the monoclinal type. The synclinal group includes the most
productive deposits in the valley region, and they appear from
other reasons to offer the most favorable areas for the accumulation
of manganese ores."Z2 The manganese now mined as oxides is be-
lieved to have existed largely as manganese carbonate originally dis-
seminated in the Lower Cambrian strata, chiefly the basal part of the
Shady formation, although some manganese silicates in near-by beds
may have contributed. Weathering, leaching, and oxidation by the

- 4 Stose, G. W,, Miser, H. D., Katz, tr.. J., and Ilewett, D. F., Mangance deposits of
the west foot of the Blue Ridge, Yirginia: Virginia Geol. Survey Bun. 1?, 1919. Stose,
G. 

- 
W- and Miser, II. D., Manganese deposits of western virginia : virginia Geol. SurveyBull. 23, 1922.
z: Stose, G. W., and others, op. cit., pp. 53-b4.
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atmosphere and ground water were more specifi.cally the agents of

transportation and concentration.

ZINC AND I-EAD DEPOSITS

Exposures of rocks bearing zinc and lead minerals are to be seen

at numerous places r,vithin the mapped area. Some of the showings

have been prospectecl, but as yet r'vith unsatisfactory results' Only
at Austinviile has persistent mining of sulphide ores been done. At
Ivanhoe a number of shalloiv shafts and pits have yielded a moderate

quantity of sulphide or oxiclized ores through recent periods o-f inter-
mittent mining, but a definite program of exploration and development

has never been attempted.

Mrxener-s oF TrrE DBposrrs

The mineralogy of the zincleacl deposits is simple. In the sulphide

ores the f ollowing minerals have been recognized:

Metallic minerals:
Sphalerite, ZnS (zinc sulphicle)
Galena, PbS (iead sulphide)
Pyrite, FeS2 (iron sulphide)
Cha.lcopyrite, CuFeS2 (copper-iron sulphide)
Bornite (trace), Cu;FeS+ (copper-iron sulphide)

Nonmetallic minerals:
Dolomite, CaMg(CO:)2 (calcium and magnesium carbonate)

Calcite, CaCOa (calcium carbonate)
Barite, BaSO+ (barium sulphate)

Quartz, SiOz (silica; silicon dioxide)
Fluorite (fluorspar), CaF2 (calcium fluoride)

The secondary metallic minerals occurring in the oxidized ores

include the following:

Calamine, Zn(OH):SiO3 (hydrous silicate of zinc)
Smithsonite, ZnCOy, (zinc calbonate)
Hyclrozincite, ZnCOs.2Zn(OH), (hydrous zinc carbonate)

Cerussite, PbCO3 (lead carbonate)
Limonite ("bror,vn hematite") , 2FezOs.3H2O approximately (hy-

drous oxide of iron). Probably mixed in part with goethite,

FezOg.HzO, and turgite, app. 2Fe2O3'H2O.

X'fanganese oxides, including
Manganite, MnzOa.H:O (hydrous manganese oxide)
Pyrolusite, MnO2 (manganic oxide)
Psilomelane (hydrous manganese manganate, exact composl-

tion in doubt)
Wad (impure manganese oxides, of indefinite composition)
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METALLIC MINERALS

Sphalerite ("blend,e").-Sphalerite is by far the most abundant
ore mineral of the region, judged from mineral discoveries to date. Its
color ranges from light yel1ow to green and somer,vhat brownish green,
but with fairly light shades predominant, and denotes a comparatively
high degree of purity. Exceptionally, as at Allisonia, very dark-gray
or steel-gray sphalerite is found. At several places where pyrite and
galena are abundant, as in the Austinville area, the darker shades are
orevalent; in other localities, as at Cedar Springs, where other sulphides
are lacking, the lighter shades seem to prevail. In other words, there
appears to be a general relation between shades of color and simplicity
of the ore.

The sphalerite a,ppears as fracture fillings between angular frag-
ments of the dolomite breccia; "1-osettes" or apparent incrustations
around fragments, in part at least replacing both wall-rock material
and coarse white "gangue" dolomite; and disseminated grains impreg-
nating rock fragments, recrystallized dolomite, and the "gangue" dolo-
mite. The replacement reiation is clearly apparent in thin sections.

Galena.-The lead ore mineral, galena, is apparently less widely
distributed than sphalerite, with which it is always associated. At very
few localities has any appreciable concentration of this mineral been
found. At only trvo places, Austinvilie and Rye Valley, has it had
economic importance, though its presence has been noted at several
other points.

In parts at least of the Austinville mining area galena is abundant
and constitutes a valuable commercial product. It is notably rare in
the Ivanhoe area. At Laswell, about 4 miles north of Austinville,
there are rather numerous veinlets in clolomite beds of the Patterson
limestone member, just above the Laswell fault in the iron pits, a cluar-
ter of a mile east of the highways. A showing of galena is also to
be found, in association with sphalerite, in a highly brecciated cross-
shear zone on the south side of New River and on the east side of
Shorts Creek a few hundred feet east of Jackson Ferry station. The
prospects on the north side of New River at Ailisonia, about a mile east
of the eastern border of the mapped area, show galena associated i,vitl-r
sphalerite, pyrite, and quartz. At the abandoned mine of the Rye
Valiey Mining Co., Sugar Grove, a vein carrying galena as the chief
economic mineral was exploited. Fragments left in the dump pile show
that here the mineral is associated with sphalerite, fluorite, and pyrite.
Galena has been reported from several other places in the vicinity of
Sugar Grove. However, galena is apparently more restricted in oc-
currence than sphalerite, as most of the prospects and exposures show
sphalerite without associated galena.

/J
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According to statements made to the writer, the galena at Austin-
vi1le carries only very sma1l amounts or traces of silver. Ball and

Thompsonzs report analyses of galena from the district that range from
a trace to 12.5 ounces of silver to the ton, rvith an average slightly less

than 3 ounces to the ton for pure galena concentrate. No assays were

made in connection with the present investigation. From the recorded

clata cited above it is obvious that although the average silver content

is small, the range of silver content is marked.
Pyrite.-Pyrite is universally present in the exposed minetaTtzed

zones and appeafs in great amount in several places, as at Austinville.
Its paragenetic relations are not consistent in the material available {or
study; in some places it appears to be clearly earlier than sphalerite, in
others definitely later. It occurs abundantly as minute grains widely
disseminated in the rock, especialiy in the lower Shady (Patterson
limestone member). It is also closely associated with sphalerite as

larger grains replacing recrystallized wall rock and "gangue" dolomite.

In some ore specimens from the second 1evel of the Austinville mines

it forms a replacement border around remnants of dolomite rock frag-
ments, especially between the fragments and an encircling rim of sphal-

erite. (See Pi. 21, A.) Here the sphalerite would appear to be later
than the pyrite, but close study discloses places where pyrite is cleariy
crosscutting and replacing sphalerite, although the chief site of develop-

ment of the pyrite may indeed be between the rock fragments and their
aureoles of sphalerite.

Pyrite is abundantiy found in some places where iron ores have

developed through oxidation of dolomite in the lorver Shady (Patter-
son member). Commonly exposures of the ribbon rock show much

disseminated pyrite as minute grains. It is found also in the ribbon
ores near Ivanhoe.

Chalcopyri,te and born'ite.-The copper minerals chalcopyrite and

bornite are exceedingly rare in the zinc-\ead a,rea' The deposits at

Austinville are said to be practically copper free. No copper minerals
were found in the few available specimens from the 2N- and 350-foot
levels of the mine nor in the surface rvorkings.

At the Riggles prospect, 2tf miles nearly due east of Crockett,
chaicopyrite and bornite were both f ound associated with galena,

sphalerite, pyrite, and crystalline qttartz, in the usual shatter breccia
of doiomite cemented by coarse white dolomite.

Copper minerais have been reported from several places in the vai-
ley adjoining the mapped area but not in important quantity.

Calamine and sv+itksoni,te.--:The alteration of sphalerite by oxida-
tion at and above ground-water level has produced the secondary min-

xBal], S. H., and Thompson, L.IiI., The southwest Yirginia ]ead-zine deposits: Eng.
and Min. Jour,, vol. 702, p. 735, October 21, 1916.
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erals calamine and smithsonite, r'vhich in places have constituted valuable
ore deposits and, indeed, were the only ores of zinc mined during the
earlier decades of the industry in Virginia. These minerals are com-
monly associated with iron ores (limonite) ancl in several piaces the
two metals have been economically produced from the same pits. The
"soft ores" of the Bertha district were justly farnous for the purity of
the zinc product obtained from them. On the other hand, some iron
ores from severai parts of the zinc belt contained a sufficient quantity
of. zinc, as carbonate or silicate, intimateiy intelgrown with the iimonite,
to give trouble in smelting. Some pits were exploited at times for
zinc, at other times for iron.

Calamine appears as fine1y crystaiiine incrustations, large, irregular,
more or less porous masses and layers, crystalline druses, coating of
sheaf-like forms, stringers of fine crystalline material, and loose porvdery
material. Incrusiations and layers showing botryoidal, mammillary,
and even stalactitic forms have been found, as well as the more common
structureless masses. To a large extent the minerai masses, whatever
their form, are colored yellowish or brownish by iron oxides, but gen-
eraily some portions display the characteristic fine glistening colorless
crystals of calamine.

Smithsonite in the deposits is generally not rvell crystallized but is
inclined to be finely granular and earthy, mostly yellow to brown,
and, in contradistinction to calamine, reacts readily with dilute hydro-
chloric acid. Comrnonly srnithsonite and calamine are intermixed, as a
rule so intimately that discrimination is impossible. Although either
may be locally prominent, calamine is by far the dominant secondary ore
of the district.

These secondary ores, originally the only zinc ores mined in the
area, are very slightly exploited at present. At lvanhoe they are being
mined in desultory fashion on the properties of the Ivanhoe Mining
& Smelting Corporation.

The calamine-smithsonite ore occurs as masses and sheet-like bodies
in the residual clays derived from Shady dolomite and as incrustations
Llpon or secondary seams slightly penetrating the dolomite pinnacles or
"chimneys." (See Pl. 23, B.) It is perhaps most abundant in the
bottom portions of the clay close to or upon the underlying dolomite
surface. As in places the clay over-burden is very thick-100 feet or
more, though generally much less-mining is accomplished by sinking
shallow shafts and developing short sinuous drifts as well as by sur-
face stripping of the clay. The ores are mostly soft, requiring only
pick and shovel for removal.

Although the oxidized zinc ores are widely distributed, production
has been confined chieflv to the Bertha. Austinville. and Ivanhoe locaii-
ties.
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Cerwssite.-The carbonate of lead, cerussite, is present as a second-

ary mineral where deposits carrying galena have been subjected to
weathering. It is not abundant, however, and has no commercial im-
portance. Some crystalline aggregates have been found, but it generally
has earthy texture. It is most commonly associated with galena, on

which it forms coatings. It occurs with galena in the dolomite pin-
nacles in the pits at Austinville.

NONMETALLIC MINERALS

Doloru,ite.-Besides composing the country rock, either as origi-
nal1y deposited or as recrystallized, dolomite is doubtless the most

common and widespread mineral of the area. It occurs as a white,
coarsely crystalline material, filling fractures in the country rock and

cementing the breccias, and is consequently the most prominent asso-

ciated or gangue minerai of the zinc ores. It is invariably present in
the ores. It is not always possible to make a satisfactory discrimina-
tion between "gangue" or "vein" dolomite and coarsely recrystallized
country rock, as a gradation seems to exist in places, but much of the

coarse white material is definitel1' o1 later origin than the brecciation
and recrystalTization and obviously fil1s spaces of various sorts besides

replacing country rock.
Study of thin sections shows that at least part of the "vein" dolo-

mite is of earlier deposition than the sphalerite, for the sphalerite shows

a definite replacement pattern toward the dolomite.
No analyses of the coarse white dolomite were made, but analyses

of material from two localities given by Watsonza indicate exceptional
purity and a composition conforming almost exactly with the analysis
of the theoretical mineral.

Calcite.-Except as the chief component of limestone, calcite is

not a prominent mineral in this area, especially as an associate of the

ores. In places it is found as rvhite, coarsely crystallized material some-

what resembling coarse white dolomite. Coarse calcite rvas also noted
in specimens from the lower levels of the mines at Austinville.

Bari,te.-Barite is found with sphalerite and dolomite at several
places in the Austinville-Ivanhoe district. It occurs at Austinville and
may be seen in the exposure of the anticlinal crest on the east side of
New River between Austinville and Ivanhoe, tvhere it is associated

with lead and zinc sulphides. On the west side of the river at this
locality prospecting by means of shafts has disciosed a mineralized
portion as the base of the saccharoidal member of the Shady and ex-
tending into the top of the Patterson member. Specimens of ore from
the Patterson horizon show a characteristic wavy ribbon structure,

p. 42, 1905.
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fractureci and mineralized' by pyrite, sphalerite, dolomite' and barite'

E*porur., in Ivanhoe show barite, sphalerite, galena, and dolomite in

higlly brecciated light-colored dolomite of the upper Shady' The barite

,Jptu.", coarse wiite crystalline doloniite' It is coarsely crystalline'

sho*s prominent tabular- structure, ancl is white with a slight bluish

tint, somewhat translucent.
Fluorite.--$luorite is found at a number of places in the zinc beit'

It is reported at several places in the lower levels of the mine at Austtn-

ville, and occufs in exposures at pfospects on the "Simmefman prop-

erty," about half a mile east of ttre lvanhoe ferry' Here purple-fltorite

"pp."r, 
rather abundantly with sphalerite and pyrite in a dolomite

b.e..iu of the saccharoidal member. A 1itt1e of the mineral l\ras seen

also in the specimens {rom the dumps at the Cedar Springs prospects'

Again, it *as found. in material at the mine of the Rye Valley Mining

Co"., Srrga, Grove, associatecl rvith galena, sphalerite, 
-and .pyrite'

Qwirtz.-CLear, colorless crystalline quartz was found in the ma-

terial at Allisonia and at the Riggles prospect, east of Crockett' The

mineral is also occasionally toutlC 
"ts.oul"rere 

in the dolomite breccias but

is distinctly of rare o..trr...". At the Riggles p1'ospect it is associated

with sphalerite, galena, pyrite, chalcopyrite, and bornite'

Cirerty quuit, upp*tt in specimens from the lower levels of the

mine at Austinville. in these specimens tn'o varieties were noted, one

very dark colored, "b1ack chert," apparently of earlier development

than the coarse white clolomite, and a light-colored variety, "white

chert," which may be later than the sulphide mineralization'

STNETTCNEP rrIC RELATIONS OT' ZT NC-LTEO MT NBNELIZATION

In this region the occurrence of lead and. zinc minerals is not lim-

ited to a definite horizon or formation. On the other hand, mineral

showings in formations other than the Shady are rare an{ as.yet of

no ecoiomic importance. Prospects are known in the Elbrook near

Troutville, aboui 12 miles north by east of Roanoke, and in the Rome

at Bonsacks and near Shawsville. The Taylor prospect may be in
the base of the Rome or close to the Rome-Shady contact'

Lack of subsurface data makes it impossible to discuss the localiza-

tion of ore shoots or the possibiiity of favored stratigraphic horizons

rvithin the Shady formation' It is known, however, that zlnc minerals

are found in both the saccharoidal and Patterson members. At Austin-

vi1le it is stated. that although zinc has been proved in the lower mem-

ber, mining is confined at present to the saccharoidal member' The

stratigraphlc thickness through which mineralization is known in the

Shad! of the Austinville-Ivanhoe clistrict exceeds L,500 feet, and it
*"y b" much more, as the lower- part of the Patterson member has

,roi b""tr prospected. Elsewhere in the area zi.nc minerals are known
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at the base of the Shady, just above the quartzite, but so far in no ap-
preciable quantity. Along the highway 1 mile r,vest by north of Jackson
Ferry a little sphalerite has been found in dolomite of the basal or
Patterson limestone member, associated with abundant pyrite. At the
Martin prospect, about 3 miles southeast of Adwolf, sphalerite appears
in the base of the Shady, just above the Erwin quartzite; in this re-
gion, however, the Shady is considerably thinner than in the Austin-
ville-Ivanhoe area and lacks the distinctive patterson member.

A fair showing of. zinc sulphide appears in the saccharoidal dolo-
mite just below the Ivanhoe limestone member in the road.way north
of the hotel at Ivanhoe, a few hundred feet north of the railroad. Also
above the quarry in the Ivanhoe limestone half a mile east of the town
a light-colored crystalline dolomite bed intercalated in the Ivanhoe mem-
ber shows sphalerite in a prospect.

The distribution of stopes in the top level of the mine at Austin-
ville-the only part of the mine to which access was given-indicates
ore shoots at several horizons. In a general way the stopes appeared to
follow the bedding dorvn the dip, but with a slight departure from the
bedding at places.

Srnucrunel Rer,arror+s or. Zrwc-Lpeo Doposrrs

Vi,ews of previous zuriters.-Watson25 called attention to the fact
that "the district is one of intense deformation-folding, faulting, and
brecciation" and described the ores as being of "the disseminated re-
placement breccia type." He stated further that the breccia zones are
associated with faults and folds, but he made no further attempr io
describe in detail the breccias or their close rerationship with the va-
rious tectonic strain effects. rn another paper26 he stated that the ores
closely follow structural lines and have always been found "in some
part of an anticlinal foid in or near a faulted breccia zone." Incidentaliy,
watson believed that the zinc-\ead. ores of southwestern virginia and
eastern Tennessee were concentrated from the surrounding rocks by
circulating meteoric waters.

Nason2T emphasized a direct reiation between the Austinvilre ore
bodies and faults. He also stated that "Mineralization occurs on joint-
ing and fracture planes and whole strata seem to have been re-
placed in brecciated, highly crystalline bodies."28 He stressed associa-
tion of the ore bodies with faulting and other fissuring, but, arthough
recognizing that brecciation was important, did not suggest the seveial
_ ^^ 

25 

^W'atson, 
T. L., Leacl .

132, 1905.

_ _- 2o_Watson, T. L., Lead and zinc deposits of the Virginia-Tennessee region : Am. Inst.lVtin. Tng. Trans., vol. 36, p. 681, 1906.
_ u Nason, tr'. L., characteristie of zinc deposits in North America: Am. rnst. Min. Eng.Trans., vol. 6?, p. 890, 1918,

!8 ldem, p. 841.
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side oI the
show very

A.. Pinnacles in a pit of the Bertha district. On the northeast
road about half a mile east of Lone Star station. The pinnacles
little brecciation and bedding planes are clearly preserved.-

B. Bertha Mineral Co.'s plant at Austinville. Hoist and mine at the main shaft.
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pinnacles are
sulphide ore

A. Mineralized sheeted zone in main oit
at Austinville. Some walls show sheeting
fractures and contain sulohide minerals. The
fracturing obscures the briginal bedding.

B. Sharp dolomite pinnacles in
characteristically jagged and highly
minerals.
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A. tr'Iineralized sheeted zone in main pit
at Austinville. Some walls show sheeting
fractures and contain sulphide minerals. The
fracturing obscures the origirral bedding.

B. Sharp dolomite
characteristically jagged
minerals.
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main pit at Austinville. The pinnacles are
brecciated, and in part carry sulphide ore
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tectonic and stratigraphic factors that have produced brecciation in the
zinc atea. Incidentally, Nason believed that the ores were deposited
from waters of deep origin.

An entirely different explanation of the origin of the breccias in
the Tennessee area has been offered by Ulrich,ze who states that the
breccias of the Mascot and Jefferson City areas were formed by the
fracturing and spalling of the roofs and walls of caverns, "the pieces
of rock making the accumulations of mainly angular fragments com-
rnonly referred to by^qeologists as breccia." He believes that the ores
are confined to a definite stratigraphic horizon and that "this fact is
simply and positively fatal to the conception that they occur in any-
thing like true fissure veins or in fault breccias." Ulrich has not stated
these views with reference to the Austinville deposits, but the general
simiiarity between the structural, stratigraphic, and lithologic features
of the Tennessee and Virginia deposits would imply a similar origin
for both. The writer can not agree rvith the Ulrich viervs regarding
the significance of apparent stratigraphic control and the origin of
the breccia, for reasons that are stated in succeeciing pages.

Relation to regional featwres.-Interpretation of the structural re-
lations of the mineralized zones iir this region is necessarily based only
upon surface observations and is consequently limited to the larger fea-
tures as indicated by areal mapping. So far as their distribution is
shown by prospects or mineralized exposures, it is evident that mineral-
ized areas are characterized by thrust faults, cross faults ("flaws" or
tear faults?), and prominent anticiines. This suggests a broad areal
relation between structural features and ore deposits. At Austinville
the ore bodies are obviously located on the faulted and highly brecciated
southeastward dipping iimb of a yety prominent anticline. Other pros-
pects at and near Ivanhoe are located in part on the crest and southeast
limb of the anticline, in part in an area o{ northwestward-dipping beds
crossed by a flaw or tear zone of considerable displacement. At Carter
Ferry a prospect appears in proximity to a minor cross fault; similar
conditions exist between Speedwell and Cedar Springs.

At Cedar Springs the prospects are located on a small, closely
folded anticline (Fig. 1), which shows definite signs of shear and cross
fracture, although no well-defined thrust fault can be mapped through
the prospects. At Sugar Grove the lead mine of the Rye Valley Min-
ing Co. is in a zone of close folding and probably minor thrust faulting
(Fig. 2). The several prospects between Sugar Grove and Adwolf
are all in or near zones of prominent thrust faulting.

a Ulrich, E. O,, Origin and stratigraphic horizon of the zinc ores of the Masco't dis-
trict of east Tennssee (author's abstract of address before Geological Society of Washing-
ton, November 26, 1930): Washington Academy Sci. Jour., vol. 21, no. 2, pp. g0-A1, 1991.
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On the other hand, the pits in the Bertha territory, 7 miles north-
east of Austinville, are in an unfaulted area where the rocks dip at low
angles and indicate a broadly synclinal structure. There is no apparent

alignment or other distributional pattern of the workings. In these

Figure l.-Diagrammatic cross section showing interpretation of structural
relations at the open cuts at Cedar Springs.

Figure 2.-section through Char4berlain mine of the Rye Vallev- Mining Co. at" Sugar Grove. ll,loiinea after Ball and Thompson to conform to surface
attitudes.) a, Dolomite, saccharoidal in part; b, highly brecciated zone carry-
ing galena, eic.; c, dari<-gray to black ihale; d, shalv dolomite; e, dolomite,
saichiroidil in pari; t, sh-aty gray dolomite; g, dark-grav, nearly black shale,

4 feet exposed; h, dolomite, massive to thin platy, gray.

pits the ores consisted entirely of oxidized minerals of zinc and iron.
No lead minerals were found here, and indeed sphalerite was con-

spicuously rare throughout. Grains of the mineral may be found here

atrd thete in the underlying dolomite, but in general the pinnacles are

impressively barren of the mineral. It is possible that concentration

,9a
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of zinc in this area represents transportation by so utions of low tem-
perature at shallow depth from other eroded mineralized zones into the
broad synclinal basin. The metal may indeed have been derived from
higher beds, now removed by denudation, or from lor,ver beds once
superimposed by overthrusting but also removed by denudation. The
bedrock pinnacles in the pits at Bertha show very littie fracturing as a
rule, compared with the pinnacles at Austinville, which, unlike those
in the Bertha territory, contain sulphides. Other {eatures of the Bertha
area are discussed on pages 97-99.

The geographic relations of mineralized areas to major structural
features are shown by Plate 2.

Relation to brecciati,on and, f,sswring.-The zinc sulphides of south-
lvestern Virginia characteristically occur in a breccia of dolomite rock
cemented by coarsely crystalline white dolomite. Most of the frag-
ments are adgular rather than otherwise and show iittle mutual dis-
placement. In large measure the mineralized breccia is of the crush
or shatter type, which in some places shows hardly more than a "cracked"
effect. No matter how the origin of the breccias and the associated
zinc may be interpreted, surface evidence indicates that zinc deposits
should be sought only in areas that show pronounced brecciation and
mineralization by white "gangue" dolomite, and that these areas will
as a rule be near zones of thrust faulting.

Brecciation of the country rock was accomplished in part by com-
piex systems of fracturing and cross fissuring. In the Austinville mine
it is not possible to correlate zones of mineralization with definite frac-
ture systems without access to the deeper underground workings. How-
ever, there is probably significance in the fact that surface distribution
of zones of prominent and intense fissuring reflects also in a general
way the areas of known mineralization. Particular significance can
probably also be attached to the mineralized zones of cross fracturing
described as sheeting. (See pp. 66-68.) These zones may well repre-
sent the structural failure of the rocks in resDonse to forces that in less
distributed form or acting nearer the surface would have producecl dis-
placement of the flaw type.

GnNnn.qr CoNsroBneuoN oF run Zrmc-Lnao DBposrrs

Under the limitations imposed upon this investigation an attempt
to discuss the detaiis of occurrence and origin of the zinc-lead deposits
would be unwarranted and hazardous. Nevertheless, certain broad
facts of areal geology and apparent mineral distribution allow a few
theoretical generalizations as to the conditions that probably favored
mineralization. Whatever suggestions may accordingly be made are
based upon a study of the areal geoiogy and such analogy as can be
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logically and fruitfully cirarvn between the known geoiogic cond-itions,

and the apparently closely similar zinc territories at Mascot and Jefier-
son City,-i"nn"ri"". The Tennessee depositsso occur in dolomites of

lower Paleo zoic age, within the Appalachian Val1ey and, together with
the Virginia depo-its, constitute the belt of Appalachian zinc deposits.

In a general rwielv of zinc-lead occufrences in the Appalachian belt,

D. F. Hewett, of the United States Geological Survey, and the writer
visited the mines of the American Zinc Co, of Tennessee at Mascot,

a.ncl of the lJniversai Exploration Co. at Jefferson City' Complete

access was given to the mines and office maps, and ten days were spent

in observing conditions both underground and on the surface' IIere
the zrnc rrfuhld"t occur in tectonic breccias closely similar to- those in
the Virginii area, and definite relations between abundant fractures,

local dislocations, and the sulphides were observed.

origi,n of the brecci,os.---The characteristic occurrence of the vir-
ginia ores in highly brecciated dolomite beds leads to an inquiry as to

t-he origin of the breccias. The regional stratigraphic and structural

featurei suggest two hypotheses of origin: the breccias represent the

material thai has coilapsed into open caverns, under the influence of
gravity or of tectonic forces; or the breccias are directly of tectonic

origin- and as such doubtless were produced by the same general oro-

genic forces that caused the folding and faulting.
Probably the rnost significant evidence favoring the coilapse hy-

pothesis is the seeming limitation of the ore bodies to delinite strati-
graphic horizons within the enclosing foimation. In the Mascot area,

ior-e*ample, sevetal prospects lie alcng the belt of outcrop oi a defi-

nite stratigraphic horizon, according to Josiah Bridge.31 Minor pros-

pects along this belt may be considerably removed from this horizon,

fut the *ulot p.orpects seem to be closely festricted to it. The pros-

pectecl belt (8 to 10 miles long) follows the outcrop of beds in the

iower part of the post-Nittany portion of the Knox dolomite. Other

zinc belts in Tennessee shotv mineraTization at other horizons, accord-

ing to Secrist.sz The hypothesis that stratigraphic limitation of breccias

indicates their origin in caves or that they rvere formed while the beds

were practic ally iorizontal in attitude is debatable. Thid point is dis-

.,rr..d in subs-equent paragraphs. If the breccias that carry the sul-

phicles rvere formed by the collapse of so ution caves one would ex-

pect to find vugs or other open cavities, great variation in size of frag-
ments, depositional structures common to caves, "cave earth," and asso-

ciated joint planes in the roof that were once widened by solution. Such

eviden;es a;e entirely lacking. The similarity of the gradation from
aosecrist, M. H., Zinc deposits of east Tennessee: Tennessee Dept' Edrrcation' Div'

Geoloey Bull, 3I, 7924.
31 Unpublished manuscript.
u Secrist, M. H., op. cit.
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OCCURRENCES OF ZINC AND LEAD IN VIRGINIA
Numerous zinc and lead prospects are scattered aiong the Great

Valley in Virginia from Shenandoah County to Scott County, and un-
prospected showings have been reported from time to time at a num-
ber of additional localities. Zinc and lead minerals have also been re-
ported from places outside the main part of the Valley, both in the
Valley Ridges northwest of the Blue Ridge and in the crystalline area
southeast of it. The only noteworthv localities in these outlying areas
are the property once olerated by the Albemarie Zinc and Lead Co.,
near F-aber, Albemarle County, and a mineralized belt in Louisa and
Spotsylvania counties, where sorne lead and zinc ores have been mined.

The following pages describe briefly the known occurrences irr
Virginia. Those in Wythe and Smyth counties are also included, al-
though some of them are mentioned in connection with other parts of
the report.

It was not possible to make a study of the numerous prospects and
showings outside the mapped area, but several of the prospects were
briefly visited by the writer. The summary of occurrences outside
Wythe and Smyth counties is therefore drawn partly from the writer's
observations and largely from the literature and is presented here as
an outline of distribution and stratigraphic occurrences.

fn most places the showings of mineral are scant and economically
unimportant. The localities at which mines, prospects, and mineral
showings (unprospected exposures) have been reported in literature
or have been seen by the writer are shown on Plate 3. For conveni-
ence, the localities are listed in two groups, namely, those in the crystal-
line area, east and south of the Blue Ridge crest, and those in the Valley
and Ridge province, north and west of the Blue Ridge crest.

CRYSTALLINE AREA

Ar,nnlranrs CouNry
In 1849 a galena deposit was discovered 2 miles east by north of

Faber (Nelson county), which is 21 miles southwest of charlottes-
ville. Later sphaierite rvas recognized as a prominent associated min-
eral. The deposit is situated at the northeast end of Shiloh Mountain,
near its junction with Appleberry Mountain,s6 near the head of the
ravine but just south of the col between lvy and Bear creeks.

This mine has special interest because it has been operated inter-
mittently over a long period and displays uncommon minerarogic and
lithologic features. rt was visited briefly by the writer in octobei, 1930,
but no attempt was made at that time to examine it in detail, as very
little of value can be observed on the surface, and the underground

ss see topographic map of the covcvile noua"ur"ffi
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workings afe not accessible. Several articles have been written about

the property, and these are listed in the bibliography. _ Statements con-

..rtring operations appeared in volumes of Mineral Resources of the

Unitei Siates prior 
- io 1917. The mine has not been rvorked since

r9t6.
During the war between the States the mine was worked by the

Confederates. Until the early 1900's it was exploited only for lead'

In 1905 the Albemarle Zinc & Lead Co. completed an 8O-ton concen-

trating plant, and both lead and. ztnc were produced-for a time' In
i915 ih; mine was reopened by the Atlantic Lead & Zinc Co', and de-

velopment work was carried on during 1916. A 100-ton concentrating

mi11 was constructed. Accorcling to reports there has been little or

no production since 1916.
At the time of the writer's visit no underground workings I'vere

open. Inspection of the clump shorvs an association of galena, sphalerite,

quartz, flutrite, caicite, and a little chalcopyrite. Very smal1 quantities

of arsenic and antimony were reported by Watson.8?

No assays were made in connection with this report, but the galena

is reported to be appreciably argentiferous.
According to J. M. Boutwe1l38 the "zinc occurs in a vein in meta-

morphic crystalline schists of undetermined but probably Cambrian or

pre-Cambrian age parallel and adjacent to a diorite dike. The ore

consists of blende associated with galena in a gangue ot quartz and

fluorspar." In 1915 C. E. Siebenthalse reported as follows: . "The
Albemarle mine is on a vein traceable for several miles and aver-

aging 4 feet in width. Three sha{ts have been prospected in the vein

to a depth of 300 feet and for 1,000 feet in length." According to

Watsonlo chlorite schist is the ore-bearing rock, although several va-

rieties of schist-sericitic, talcose, and chloritic-"alternating or inter-

bedded with a quaftz-mica conglomerate schist," make up the country

rock of the region.
A series of basic dikes ("diabase and diorite") cut the schist'

,,The vein is reportecl to have been traced for a distance of several

miles on this and the adjoining properties. It varies in width, but

rvill average about 4 feet; strike N.45'E. exactly paralleling the

diorite dik;25 feet away on the northwest side, and dips 80"-85" NW'
Where opened it is of the lenticular type, composed of bulbous or
lenticular bodies of fluorspar admixed with some quaftz through which

the ore, blende and galena, is distributed A marked banded

structure is fr-equently indicated, particulariy near the wa11, which is

due to included plates of the schist The ore occurs prin-
s? watson, T. L., Lead and zinc deposits of virginia: virginia GeoI. survey Bu]l. 1,

n. 65. 1905.- 38U. S. Geol, Survey Mineral Resources, 1906, p. 46?' 190?.
es fdem, 1915, pt, 1, p, 870, 191?.
ao Watson, T. L., op. cit., p. 5?.
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cipally in the fluorspar-quartz lenses, although the schist next to the
lenses is often more or less impregna.ted. The blende and galena mav
occur in separate bancls and irregular- masses distributed through the
lenses, or they may occur intimately admixed in a single band or mass
in the same 1ens."41

SELECTED REFERENCES
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Loursa eNo SporsvLvANrA CouxrrBs

Small quantities of lead and zinc have been recovered as by-products
a.t certain mines in the "pyrite be1t" of Louisa and Spotsylvania coun-
ties, and about 1915, special interest \,vas centered in the possibilities
of developing commercially important zinc-lead. ore bodies. The Allah
Cooper and Arminius mines, near Mineral, in Louisa County, and the
Holladay (Valzinco) mine, in Spotsylvania County (Virginia Lead
& Zinc Corporation) about 15 miles northeast of Mineral, were the
scenes of zinclead ore production or development at this period.

A zone of marked mineralization is strongly suggested by the dis-
tribution of gold, pyrite, and lead-zinc mines and prospects along a
belt that extends north-northeasterly from Mineral (5 miles east of
Louisa) to Rapidan River, a distance of 30 miles. In this area the
rocks are chiefly mica schist or quartz-sericite schist. Large granite
areas are exposed a few miles to the west and to the east. Some
geologists believe the schists to be of cambrian age, others hold to the
belieJ that they are pre-cambrian. The granite intrusions of this part
{- th.. State are probably post-Carboniierous. According to J. H.
clineaz "the rocks composing the belt in which trrese sulplide iodies
occur are schists of probable lower cambrian age. Dikes of both
acid and basic types are comparatively numerous The schists are
dominantly of the quartz-sericite type, but chlorite and hornblendic
schists are fairiy common, and in places there are calcareous varieties.
The larger ore bodies occupy fissured zones chiefly in the less siliceous
portions of the schist series."

d Watson, f. f,
- 

ls-Cline, J. H., The Louisa-spotsylvania mineral tlistriqt of yirginia: Manufacturers'Record, vol. ?0, p. 50, July 20, 19i6. -
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o._-l_i_?._1i M.LES

Figure 3.*Map showing location of mines in the Loujsa-Spotsylvania district.
Data frorn notes of C. E. Siebenthal.
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Gossan outcrops indicate the position and general direction of
the mineral belt, which includes the Arminius pyrite mines, the Boyd-
Smith, the Allah Cooper, and Holladay mines, and doubtless this fea-
ture is of prime importance in prospecting. It may be necessary to
pass through a considerable thickness of this weathered zone before
zinc and lead minerals are reached.

Grasty reportedae that the Holladay vein can be traced by its
gossan for a distance of 1,300 feet, and that at the end of 19i6 about
900 feet of drifting had been done on the different levels, chiefly from
No. 1 shaft, which at that time reached a depth of 250 feet. A second
shaft reaching a depth of. L25 feet was sunk 1,200 feet northeast of
No. 1.

- The Holladay (Valzinco) mine was operated by the Virginia Lead
& Zinc Corporation, and the ore was shipped to the Allah Cooper Mill
of the Boyd-Smith Mines, Inc. On December 1,, I9L6, thi Allah
Cgoper property, including mine and mil1, was taken over by the Vir-
ginia Lead & Zinc corporation. The capacity of the milr was rated
at 50 tons per day.

According to Lindgrenaa the Holladay vein is well defined, cuts
sericite schist, and has a course of N. 40'-45" E. magnetic, and a dip
of 65o-70' SE., while the trend and dip of the schist are about N.
25o 8., and 50o SE., respectively; hence, the ore body cuts across the
schist at a sharp angie. The vein is ienticular. The constituents of
the ore in order of deposition are (1) qaartz and chiorite, (2) pydte,
(3) sphalerite, (4) chalcopyrite, and (5) galena. Chalcopyriie-iarely
exceeds one per cent. The vein has a maximum width of 10 feet. and
averages about 4 feet.

Lead and zinc were also produced at the Allah Cooper mine (Boyd-
Smith Mines, fnc.) about 9 miies south by west of the Holladav mine.

The Arminius pyrite mine, develop.a to a depth of 1,j00 feet,
produced some zinc and lead as a by-product. According to Eckela5
the main ore body attai*ed a maximum width of 60 feet; ihe vein has
a strike of N. 20o E., and dips 60" SE. A cross cut on the 1,000-foot
level struck a parallel ore body. The ore was reported to contain
sllvef.

- Figure 3 is a key map of the l,ouisa-spotsylvania district compiled
from the notes of C. E. Siebenthal.
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VALLEY AND RIDGE PROVINCE

SnBNeNooeH CoUNTY

Lead and zinc showings have been prospected on the Wine prop-

erty, about 1 rnile south of Nloore's Store and 5 miles west by north

of Quicksburg. The pt'ospects are nearly a quarter oi a mile west of

the ioad, in an area oi 1o* relief, underiain by dolomite beds' In this

vicinitl, the dark dolomites containing the mineral are greatly shat-

tered and display zones of shatter breccia. The waste pile shows a

breccia of daik dolomite cemented by coarse white dolomite. Trans-

lucent colorless qtartz is an associated gangue mineral. The beds strike

N. 55. E. and clip 47. SE. Two pits are located along the strike which

the minerali zed. zone apparently follows, but no other relation to bed-

ding could be determined.
No zinc mineral was found in the materiai from the lead pits,

but at a point near the roacl and about 100 feet higher stratigraphically

a sphalerite-bearing breccia has been prospected. Brecciation dies out

rather abruptly both above and beiow the prospected beds. The beds

are probably of Beekmantown age.

|i',. piorp.cting is also reported on the northwest side of a low

divicle abolt 1170 miles southeast of the Wine prospect. According to

Charles Buttsao the prospect is probably in the Nfosheim limestone.

Borerounr Couwrv

Troutaille.-About 1l miles northeast of Troutville, r'vest of the

highway, gaiena and an oxidized zinc mineral occur in a dolomite breccia

.#""t.a ly white dolomite. The exact relations of the minetalization
to bedding are not visible. The country rock is the Elbrook formation.

Bonicks.-Six miles northeast oi Roaioke, at the edge of a rail-
road cut about half a mile north by east of the railroad station at Bon-

sacks, a shallow shaft was sunk in rather massive dark-gray finely

crystalline clolomite beds underlying red shale. The beds beiong to

th! Rome formation. have a general strike of N' 30' E', and dip

55.-65" Str. Pyrite ancl traces ol sphalerite are present; chalcopyrite

has aiso been reported. The crackle breccia of dolomite is veined with
white dolomite. Evidences of mineralization are very scant.

Regarding mineralization at Bonsacks, Kempa6u states: "Near
ao Personal communication. See Butts, Charles, Geologic map of the Appalachian Valley

of Yirginia: Yirginia Geol. Survev Bull. 42, 1933.
roa 11sap, J. f., O.e deposits of the United States and Canada, 5th ed'' p' 249' New

York, 1908,
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Bonsacks the gossan of the ofe was exposed, but not recognized for a

long time, in i cut of the Norfolk & Western Railroad. The mine

yieiied rich earthy oxidized ores, which, however, passed in depth

Into a very intimate and rebeliious mixture of zincbiende and pyrite."

Marti'n prospect.-About 2l miles southwest of Roanoke and

the same distance northwest o{ the o1d Rorer iron mines, on the Martin
property, severai shafts and a pit about 150 by 20 feet (trend N' 20'

b.i f1u"" been made in dark-gray fine1y crystalline dolomites, crackied

a.nd veined with white dolomite. Here the lithologic characteristics and

position with respect to red. beds of the Rome appeaf to be about the

t;o*" ", at the Bonsacks prospect. Although much rvork lvas done in

an attempt to locate and clevelop an ore body, no ore is to-be seen in
place. the dump pile shor'vs an abundance of pyrite largely.oxi<lized

io limonite, and some associated dark-gray sphalerite disseminated in

the rock and dolomite gangue. Galena has'been reported. The pros-

pect pits are in a broad va11ey, just above stream leve1, and good ex-

porri.. of bedrock are lacking in the irnmediate vicinitl, but a short

iirt"rr"" toward the southeast exposures show a general northeast strike

with dip 30" SE.
MoNrcoltrnY CoUNTY

Lead and zinc minerals have been reported at several piaces in

Montgomery Coupt1,, but no favorable prospects have been discovered.

Wats6na? rlports tle following localities at which mineral has been

prospectecl or is exposed:' on the Langhorn and wi1ls estates, about 2l miles southeast of
Shawsville and at the east side of Bony's Creek. This is the "Langhorn
zinc mine," which includes several test pits on the ridge and in a

tril-rutary ravine. The "prospects" afe apparently in dolomite beds of

the Rome formation. Only slight traces of zinc and lead have been

reported.
on the walker and vaughn properties, south of the railroad be-

tween Shar'vsville and Big Tunnel.
About 2 miles south of Christiansburg'
On the Cloyd property, on New River about B miles southwest of

Blacksburg.
The reported occurrences of lead and zrnc in Montgomery County

constitute meagef showings and do not yet wafrant serious considera-

tion.
Pur,esxr CouNrv

Delton tu,ines.-The open cuts known as the Delton mines, on the

Clark property, are about 1 mile south of Delton and 2 miles north

b, 
"nui 

of-Allirotriu. T'h"t *"t" o'"tt.d itr 1902 bt th" B"tthu Mitt"t"l
a? watson, T. L,, Lead and zinc deposits of virginia: Yirginia Geol. Bull. 1, p. ?3,

1905.
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Co. The pits v'ere rvorked for "soft ores" of zinc for about a year
and a ha1f. Later they were operated for iron ore. Calamine and
smithsonite were the zinc minerals obtained; galena and sphalerite were
reported present, the latter more sparingly.

The Delton zinc pits are situated within an extensive area of
Rome beds, apparently the central pait of a broad synclinal basin.
Corrsiderable minor deformation is displayed, and in one of the pits
sfrong local distortion of the beds is apparent. The nearest known
major thrust lies 1 mile to the south, but local dip variations and the
presence of a distinct minor fault in the pit indicate a deformed zone,
including sorne shearing. The local fault plane strikes about N. 30"
W. and dips 63" Ntr.; the beds on the east side strike N. 85. W. and
dip 32' N.; and the beds on the v'esr side strike N. 30" W. and dio
50" Ntr.

The dolomite is rather dark gray, very fine grained, mostly even
bedded, thin blocky to thin piaty, and in places very highly fractured.

Prospects at Allisoni,a.-Several test openings have been made
aiong both sides of New River east of the ferry at Allisonia, I to Iy;
miles south of the Delton pits. The openings lie on land owned or
leased by D. S. Forney, Graham & Robinson, and Henderson Flanagan.
Recently some diamond-drill prospecting was done by an outside com-
pany. The presence of zrnc and lead minerals in a belt that crosses
the river is said to have been demonstrated.

About a quarter of a mile east of the ferry, in the bluff on the
north side of the river, several tunnel openines mav be seen. The
ciumps show a breccia of dark doiornite .nrtyitr] the usual white doio-
mite as a cement. Sphaierite, galena, pyrite, quartz, barite, and a very
little calcite are also present. T-wo varieties of sphalerite, very dark
greenish gray and iight yellow, are intimately associated in the white
dolomite portions, but the grains within the rock materiai are armost
entirely of the dark variety. The quaftz is transparent, coloriess, anci
milky and occurs in part as weli-formed crystals, obviously later than
the other minerals.

The Forney prospects include several tunnels in the bluff on the
north side of the river, about 50 to 75 feet above the flood plain, and
a shaft on the south side of the river, reported to have discovered zinc
sulphide. A coffer dam constructecl in the river between the tunnels
and the shaft disclosed zinc ores in the rivei: bed. Boydas reports that
a.bout 1BB0 Flannigan and Graham & Robinson were mining zinc ore
ahout 2 miies beiow the 

'routh 
of Reed Island creek. "The greatest

mass of ore is found at the junction of the white silicious limestone
with the blue and white lamellated rvavy iimestone The mine
wg_:!:"eg fl*a gnel three hundred and thirty feet long. There

s Boyd, C. R., R""oo.""
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A. Ore from adit leve1 of the Austinville mine. It shows smali
remnants of saccharoidal dolomite (mottled medium gray), coarse white
dolomite (d), sphalerite (s. dark), arrd pyrite (pl flit sray). The
sphalerite and pyrite are gencrally closely l.ssociati?. X A.

B. Breccia ore in saccharoidal dolomite from oirr-
nacle on. propejty of Ivanhoe Mining & Smeliing
Corporation. Fragments of dark-col,ored dolomite
arc_ cemented and partiy replaced by white dolomite
and. sphalerite, the latter chiefly as disseminated
grains in the matrix. X 3.
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A. Ore from adit level of the Austinville mine. It shows
remnants of saccharoidal dolomite (mottled medium gray), coarse
dolomite (d), spha-lerite (s, Cark), and pyrite (p, flll.gray).
sphalerite and p1'rite are generally closely a.ssociatecl. X E.

B. Breccia ore in saccharoidal dolomite from pin-
nacle on. propejty of Ivanhoe Nlining & Smelling
Corporation. Fragments of dark-colored clolomite
are cemcnted and partly replaced by whitc dolomite
and sphalerite, the latter chiefly as disseminated
grairrs in the matrix. X 3.
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are occasional displays
quence as yet."

Overthrusting has
gcologic map (P1. 1),
thrust. The prospects
Rome formation.

of ore east of this point, but of no great conse-

affected the prospected area. As shown on the
this deformation is related to the Laswell over-
are partly or wholly in thick dolomites of the

Wyrsp aNo Slryrn Cour'-rres

GENERAL STATEMENT

The mines and prospects of Wythe and Smyth counties lie within
the area covered by Plate 1. The geology of this area has been de-
scribed in some detail in this report. As yet the only important pro-
duction of zinc and lead ores in Virginia has come from mines in Wythe
County, chiefly Austinville. For a few years the Bertha district pro-
duced high-grade oxidized zinc ores, until the deposits were apparently
exhausted. This district produced the first zinc ores to be mined in
Virginia and the Austinville district produced the first lead ores. In
iater decades, production for a brief period was reported from the
Cedar Springs and Sugar Grove (Rye Valley) districts. At present
the Austinviile and lvanhoe districts are the sole producers, and the
latter has contributed so faf only sma1l amounts, chiefly oxidized ores.

As almost no underground examination of mineral territory in
these counties has been possible, the mines and prospects are but briefly
treated in the foilowing paragraphs. The properties are listed suc-
cessively from east to west. A great many test pits have been made
from time to time in places throughout the area and doubtless some
of them have long since been forgotten, so that the following annotated
list, though giving an adequate picture of mineral distribution and de-
velopment, may not be a complete record of all known occurrences of
zinc and lead minerals in this region.

BERTHA DISTRICT

The area bounded on the east by Dry Pond Mountain, on the
south by Foster Fa1ls Mountain, and on the west and north by New
River, which may be calied the Bertha basin (P1. 2l,B), contains sev-
erai pits from which zinc and iron ores have been mined. Al1 the zinc
ores were superficial concentrations of silicate and carbonate in the
residual clays derived from weathering and leaching of the Shacly
dolomite. Sphalerite has been found at several places, but in quantities
insufficient for exploitation. The amount of associated sphalerite in the
underlying bedrock is strikingly small, and in most parts of the Bertha
territory sphalerite is entirely absent or present only in traces. This

97
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leads to the belief that the zinc sulphide from ivhich the Bertha ores

lvere derived by oxidation either r'vas concentrated from beds, once exist-
ing above the present surface, that have been removed by erosion and
solution or was brought into this area by solutions from some other
mineralized territory. The latter explanation is thought to be unlikely
because of the lack of fractures rvhich rvould seem to be necessarv for
such concentration. It is significant also that in general the pinnacles
no'lv exposed in the zinc pits of the Bertha district show a remarkable
iack of shattering or other fracture phenomena. (See Pl' 22' A.) In
this condition there is a suggestion that adequate circulatory channels

were lacking, and the concentration may have come from beds at higher
horizons. Galena is conspicuously lacking in the district. Dissemi-
nated pyrite is present but generally not prominent. Large masses o{
pyrite have been reported in places.' The pits of the Bertha district lie in an area where the bedrock
shows 1ow dips. Although horizontal in places, the beds conform to the
broad east end of the Galena synclinal basin. There is a gentle 'lvest

or southwest pitch to the basin. So far as can be discovered, the region
is not much disturbed by faulting, except where the quartzite biocks
bordering it on the east and south have overridden it. Possibly a
normal fault or flarv of northwest trend in the northern part of the
basin crosses New River between Barren Springs and Lone Ash rail-
road stations. Exposures in the basin are extremely rare, as the ter-
rane is covered by a thick mantie of residual clay. Pinnacles in the
pits and the scattered exposures of bedrock .fie11', for the most part,
a decided lack of the type of brecciation that is so common in other
areas where sulphide mineralization is apparent, or whele faults may
be traced with assurance, although in a few places characteristic breccia-
tion and cross slicing are well developed. (See Pl. 19.)

The Bertha mines were originaily developed as zinc properties,
but with the exhaustion of the zinc ore resources the properties were
exploited for brown iron ores, with which the zinc silicate and carbonate
minerals were associated. The Bertha zinc ores rvere noted {or the
purity of the zinc product.

Because of their superficial character the Bertha deposits r'vere
largely mined by open-cut methods. In places the residual clay mantle
in which the ore occurred is approximately 100 feet thick, and it was
{ound more economical to sink shallow shafts, frorn which tunnels
that wind sinuously between and around the pinnacles were driven.
The methods of mining are described and illustrated in a paper by
Case.ac

The following properties l,vere exploited or prospectecl at one time
or another in the Bertha district:

ae Case, W. H., The Bertha zinc mines at Bertha, Virginia : Am. Inst. Min. Eng.
Trans., vol. 22, pp. 511-536, 1894.
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Bertha rnines, half to three-quarters of a miie west and northwest
of Glenwood.

Falling C1iff mine, about half a mile southwest of the Bertha mines.
Manning and Squiers pits, east and norrheast of the Bertha mines.
Graham and Robinson pits, about a quarter of a mile east of

Glenwood.
Squiers property, near Patterson, at east end of Foster F'alls

X{ountain.
The presence of zinc minerals has also been reported from the For-

ney and Sayers prooerties, along Little Reed Creek north of Patterson.

PROSPECT AT CARTER FERRY

About 1,000 feet west of the Carter Ferry landing, prospecting in
the north wal1 of the ravine disclosed a mineralized breccia in the saccha-
roidal member of the Shady formation. The prospect is apparently a.

few hundred feet east of the Carter Ferry fault.

MINERALIZED EXPOSURES NEAR GALENA

At Laswell galena veinlets and sparse zinc sulphides occur dis-
seminated in pinnacles of the Patterson member, just above the Las-
vrell overthrust near the north side of the iron pits and about a quarter
of a mile east of the highway. At this place zinc appears to have con-
taminated the iron ores, but no appreciable body of zinc ores was un-
covered.

Traces of sphalerite have been noted in the brecciated saccharoidal
dolomite along the Austinville road about a mile south of the fork be-
tween Laswell and Galena.

At the bend of the highway on the north side of New River about
a mile west of Jackson Ferry traces of sphalerite were noted with
abundant pyrite in the somewhat brecciated "warty" dolomite beds at
the base of the Patterson member. One-third to half a mile west of
this point, it is reported, some prospecting rvas done.

Just east of the railroad bridge over Shorts Creek at Jackson Ferry
galena and sphalerite with white dolomite are exposed in a brecciatecl
zone of the saccharoidal member. The fractured zone apparently trend.s
at right angles to the strike and appears again in the Foster Falis
road to the south, where traces of mineralization may be found.

AUSTINVILLE DISTRICT

The Austinville mine of the Bertha Minerar co. (subsidiary of
the New Jersey zinc co.) is just south of New River at Austinville.
The property includes nearly all the territory bounded by the road
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leading to lvanhoe Ferry on the southwest, the road leading southrvest

to GrJy's School, the road leading east to Bethany, and the roads lead-

ing noithwest and northeast from Bethany to Jackson F'er-ry and Nerv

River. 'I'he company has also prospected by drilling a sma1l tract lying

east of the State highway at Jackson Ferry, south of 4t lo* escarp-

ment that may represeni a continuation of the New Castleton fauit'

Within this area betr,veen Jackson Ferry and Austinville considerable

drilling has been clone. Mittitrg has been confined to the vicinity of

Austinville. The main plant is shown in Plate 22, B'
Several shafts have been sunk on the plateau south of New River'

the main shaft to a depth of more than 700 feet' From the New River

b1uffs at least three "dit, 
o1. tunnels have been driven, one of which is

nearly 1,500 feet long to the point it meets the main shaft' 235 feet

be10w the co1lar. Levels are established ar 100-foot intervals below

the 235-foot ieve1. The main shaft is said to reach a point nearly 50C

feet belorv the river level.
The writer was aclmitted only to the top or adit level' The ar-

rangement of stopes here seems to indicate superimposed ore (breccia)

,ori.. It was stated that in several places a piane of movement roughly

parallel to bedding was found below the ore zone'

So far as they u'ere observed, galena and sphalerite occur in

breccia, but zones 6f butt.t-t breccia are aiso present' Although the

writer was not permitted to tface the breccia zones through the mine,

it is apparent irom the adit 1eve1 drift, which follows the strike of

the beis, that there is marked variation in degree of brecciation along

the strike, although a breccia zone generally passes rathgr gradually

irrto rtigi ity brecliate<i or cracked portions. Mineralization likewise

,raries; lt i, -ot. concentrated in highly brecciated portions ancl de-

cfeases without abrupt termination in many places. Ilence stopes afe

developed at intervals along the drift, which in general _folows the

strike o{ the rock bedding. It was stated that the breccia beds and

trence the contained ore bodies are lenticular both in plan and section.

No information is at hand regarding the succession of ore bodies down

the dip.
iosscutting fracture systems rvere noted in the adit 1evel, but it

\'vas not satisfactorily clemonstrated that they were formed prior to
mineralization. Som!, at least, are certainly post-mineral' The surface

workings show fracture systems similar in attitude to those under-

ground]and, in part, steep crosscutting fractures at angles o{ 60'to 80o

io the strike were f ound to be mineralized lvith galena ; the zinc car-

bonate also present in them may, of course, represent zinc that has

migrated from other places rvhere the original mineral was sphalerite,

or lt -"y represent sphalerite cleposited in these fractures' In places'

however. minute cross fractures showed both zinc and lead sulphides;
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this is especially true of an exposure in the bluff oI New River, where
sphalerite, galena, and barite occur in systems of cross fractures along
which minute displacements have occurred.

The mineral association in the Austinville mine comprises sphalerite,
galena, pyrite, dolomite, barite, quartz, and fluorite.

A polished surface of an ore specimen is shown in Plate 24, A.
Fluorite is reported from several places in the lower levels. Quartz

is present as cherty material, apparently pre-mineral in part and post-
mineral in part.

The several large surface pits have yielded large quantities of the
oxidized minerals, calamine, smithsonite, and more rareiy cerussite.
Some of the pinnacles show considerable impregnation by sulphides.
Characteristic pinnacles are shown in Plate 23, B, and a mineralized
sheeted zone in Plate 23, A.

At the New River bluff slightly more than 4,000 feet due west
of the main shaft the river cuts across the crest of the Austinville anti-
c1ine. The dark-colored dolomite beds of this bluff show many minute
fractures in and near which galena, sphalerite, pyrite, white "gangue"
dolomite, and barite have been deposited. At this place, a few feet
above river level, is a short tunnel, "Chiswell's Hole," said to be the
point of first discovery of the lead ores in the region. The stratigraphic
horizon at this point is about the top of the Patterson member as de-
fined in this report.

About tt/a miles northeast of the main shaft of the Austinviile
mine, in the west wail of Clear Branch, prospect tunnels have disclosed
the presence of sphalerite, galena, and pyrite with white "gangue" dolo-
mite in a breccia of the saccharoidal dolomite member of the Shady.

SIMMERMAN PROSPECTS

On the Simmerman property, half a mile east of lvanhoe Ferry,
in a valley tributary to New River, two prospects in the saccharoidal
dolomite show the presence of sphalerite, galena, and pyrite, in the
usual breccia. A feature o{ this occurrence is the presence of purple
fluorspar.

IVANI{OE DISTRICA

General features.---The stratigraphic conditions and in part the
structural conditions of the Austinville area continue across New River
into the vicinity of Ivanhoe, and the separation of the two districts is
largely one of convenience. The Austinville anticline crosses the two
bends of the river between Austinville and fvanhoe with a oronounced
southwesterly pitch. On the west sid.e of the river it loses lts identity
as a simple fold by broadening, becoming flatter, and spreading into
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an area of broad low warpings. The type of. mineruTization is essen-

tially the same in the tll'o districts, but as yet there has been no dis-
covery of concentration in the lvanhoe area that is comparable with
that at Austinviile.

Barnd'ollar prospect.-]ust across the river from "Chiswe1l's Hole,"
in the river b1uff three-quarters oI a mile west by south of Austinville,
two shafts about 950 feet apart have been sunk near the crest of the

anticline, one on the flood-p1ain terrace near the river to a depth of 67

feet (collar 25 feet above the river), the other on the higher terrace to
a depth of. 762 feet (coliar about 50 feet above the river). The bear-

ing between the shafts is N. 47" E. The axis of the anticline trends

about N. 60" E. at this point and appears to pass about 50 feet north
of the lower shaft. As the dip of the rocks is about 45' Str. in the

line of the higher shaft, it penetrates higher beds than the shaft on the

flood plain.
These shafts rvere sunk in 1930 but at the time of the writer's visit

tvere not accessible. Material in the dump shows mineralized breccias

of light saccharoidal dolomite from the higher shaft and dark-gray
wavy-bedded or "ribbony" dolomite (Patterson limestone member) f rorn

the lower shaft. Sphalerite, white "gangue" dolomite, barite, and finely
disseminated pyrite are present. Many small pre-mineral fractures
transverse to the bedding carry fragments of wal1 rock and minerals.

In addition, sulphides follow the wavy bedding fractures and are aiso

disseminated. (See Plate 26, B.)
Jockson prospect.-On the Jackson farm, at a point about 1,800

feet northrn'est of the Barndoliar prospect, in the low bluff near the farm
liouse, sphalerite shows in brecciated dolomite. Very little prospecting
has been done here. 'lhe beds are in the saccharoidal member of the

Shady formation, not far below the lvanhoe limestone.
Siightly more than half a mile west of the Jackson prospect and

a few hundred feet r'vest of the limestone quarry of the National Car-
bide Co., a prospect shaft sunk in light-gray crystalline dolomite shows

the presence of sphalerite in dolomite breccia. The stratigraphic posi-

tion is rvithin the Ivanhoe limestone member.
Price properfy.-On the Price Droperty, within the town of lvan-

hoe, near the hotel, oxidized zinc ores were mined in 1874-75, accord-
ing to reports.

In exposures along a street north of the Price property and north
of the railroad a fair showing of sphalerite appears with white "gangue"
<iolomite, some barite, and sparse galena in a breccia of saccharoidal
dolomite. The horizon is just belorv the base of the Ivanhoe lime-
stone and approximately the same as that on the Jackson farm, nearly
ll miles to the northeast. This locality has not been prospected.
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Ivonhoe Mining & Swelting Corporation.-The properties of the
trvanhoe Mining & Smelting Corporation are located in Ivanhoe, chiefly
south and west of the village. They were worked originally by the
New River Mineral Co. and the Lobdell Car Wheel Co. for iron ores,
which were smelted at the Ivanhoe furnace. Zinc ores were known ro
be present, however, and recently the Ivanhoe Mining & Smelting Cor-
poration has prospected for zinc and has produced and shipped some
ores, chiefly oxidized, from the pits. No deep mining has yet been
attempted, but considerable diamond dr-illing has been done in anticipa-
tion of underground exploitation. The deepest shaft is 80 feet deep
and is 1,000 feet south of the Ivanhoe schoolhouse.

The shaft was sunk in 1914, and from it about 200 feet of drift-
ing was done northeast and southwest along the strike of the becls. A
post-mineral fault that cuts off the ore body was encountered in the
southwest drift 110 feet from the shaft. Banded ore formed by the
replacement of dolomite along the bedding planes by sphalerite and
coarsely crystalline white dolomite was encountered in the uooer half
of the shaft, and brecciated gray dolomite ores in the lower haif. The
ores here carry sphalerite, oyrite, and a very little galena. piates 24, B,
and 25 show characteristics of the ores.

At several places on the property oxiclized ores have been mined
by stripping and by sinking shallow shafts; at the Church Hill wgrk-
ings such shafts were being sunk in the summer of 1931, and besides
oxidized ores, some sulphide ores were being recovered. plate 26, A
sholvs ore from a prospect shaft at these workings. The horizon lies
within the saccharoidai member of the Shady.

unlike those at Austinville, the Ivanhoe operations are carried. on
in an area of northwestward-dipping beds, essentiatly the north limb of
the Austinville anticline, but here somewhat modified and with lower
<iips. The Ivanhoe flalv, or transverse fault (p. &), cuts across the
property in a northwesterly direction, and the B0-foot shaft is close to
this fault' The flaw is mineralized, as shown by drilring ancl by min-
eralized exposures of saccharoidal dolomite west of the ichoolhouse.

The Church Hill workings are situated in an area of low dips
(15" to 20') and are in the block east of the lvanhoe flaw. probabiv
at least 1,000 feet from the fault zone.

Zinc minerals have been found at several other points on the oroo_
erty of the lvanhoe Minine & Smelting corporation west of the wort-
ings mentioned above. These localities incrude the Lobdell car wheel
Co.'s pits, the Abraham Painter property, and the euesenberry pros_
pects.

AREA SOUTH OF CRIPPLE CREEIi

It is reported that at the Porter iron pits, lrl miles southwest of
the village of cripple creek, there was a showing of oxidized. zinc
mlnerals.
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The iron pits of the virginia Iron & coal Co., 2 miles directly

south of the village, are said to have produced several carloads of zinc

ore. No sphalerite was seen here, but pyrite is prominent, and primary

zinc sulphid e may have been completlly transformed into oxidized

minerals. The country rock is probably dolomite in the Patterson mem-

ber, but just south of the pit a heavy quartzite talus slope indicates the

Lower iambrian quartzlti near by, *hi.h fot*s an overthrust block

from the south and east, as shown by Plate 1' Dips in the dolo-mite

afea are variable but generally toward the east and southeast and indi-

cate an overrid.ing oithe formation by the quartzite beds' The iron

ore was removed almost at the fault contact. The dol0mite is brecci-

ated and carries coarsely crystalline white dolomite in bands parallel

to the bedding and as the matrix of the breccia'

Mineral has also been reportedso in Cove Branch, 4 miles east of

Cripple Creek villag e, at a point in the Shady dolomite area half a

mile south of Cove School.

SAND MOUNTAIN AREA

A prospect for leacl and' zinc on the Riggles property,.half a:nile
east by'south from Mountain View School, on ihe north side of Sand

Morrrriuin, a spur oI Lick Mountain, shows brecciated dark-colored

do omite beds carrying coarse white dolomite, barite, quartz, sphalerite

("resin," very dark giuy ot neariy black)' galena, chalcopyrite, hornite'

a.nd in'plac.s stains oi malachite and a,,.lrrte. The rock is chiefly a

crackle ir..cit and is very near the contact of the Rome and Shady

formations but probably ii in the Shady. Sand \{ountain is an over-

thrust block of brwin quartzite' The fault is about half a mile south

of the pfospect. The ctaracter of the breccia as disclosed by the dump

material urrd .*porrrres suggests that this zone rrray be the- outer portion

of a brecciated zone related to a more plonounced zone elsewhere, pos-

sibly torn'ard the major thrust at the south'

At the west end of Sand Mountain, a quarler of a mile south of

Mount Ephraim Church, in the dolomite valley east of. the road' a pros-

fe.t dir.loses sphalerite in a breccia of Shady dolomite' Two.pits of

Lnk.ro*.t depth have been made about 75 feet apart along a line.bearing

N. 55" E. Th" ,o.k is white and gray dotromite of finely saccharoidal

texture. It has been brecciated largely by simple cracking and carries

veins of coarse white dolomite and ialcite, to which the grains of light-

colored sphalerite are commonly peripheral' r\ little milky quartz is

fr"..rrt in the matrix of the breccia, and sphalerite and pyrite are also

iisseminated in the rock. The percentage of both coarse white gangue

carbonate ancl sphalerite in the material exposed in the dump pile is

comparatively low.
Eo See Boyd map of 1888.
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TAYLOR PROSPECT

A mile and a half s. 70" W. from the railroad station in Speed-

well, at the west end o{ a prominent ridge, on the south side and near

the top, some prospecting has disclosed zinc minerals in very dark-

coiored-dolomite beds near the top of the Shady formation. Siliceous

Rome becls cap the ridge. Sphalerite is present in a breccia o{ dolo-

mite carrying white dolomite and quartz. A 1itt1e galena also has been

reported i" tiris vicinity. This showing is remote from any known fault,

although minor breaks may be present hidden by the deep clay cover-

ing in the valley area south of the ridge. The exposed beds in the

ridge show only a moderate degree of brecciation'

CEDAR S?RINGS AREA

From a point about a quarter of a mile east b1' south of the mill at

Cedar Springs, and extencling for a quarter of a mile eastward along

the strike of the beds of the Shady dolomite, a line of open cuts and

prospect sha{ts indicates a mineralized zone from which zinc ores have

been mined.
The openings were made in the Keesling property, first prospected

by the Berlha Mineral Co., later operated by the Cedar Springs Zinc &
I)evelopment Co. (1905) and the Columbus Mining Corporation (1907)'
A mil1 was built at this time, but apparently very little ore was treated,

and since 1907 there has been no reported production from the prop-

erty. \'[ost o{ the work was done in an open cut 250 feet iong, 10 to

25 teet wide, and about 30 feet deep, chiefly in bedrock. The clay

mantle here is very thin. The beds strike N. 78o-88' E. and dip

75o-80' S. The rock is medium and dark-gray fine-grained dolomite
in the Shady formation, not far below the contact with Rome beds' The

beds in the vicinity of the prospect are closely folded, in places slightly
overturned, and form a series of 1oca1 asymmetrical compressed {olds
rvith eastward pitch. 'Ihe steep fold at the open-cuts and roadside

quaffy is probably sheared by a steep thrust, and at points cross frac-
turing is evident. The exposures at the east prospect also display a

sma1l diagonal transverse thrust which, unimportant in itself, suggests

the nature of some of the local adjustments that caused the pronounced

brecciation of the beds in this area. The folds in this belt of exposures

are not closely associated with a major thrust, although a thrust zone

probably crops out about half a mile to the north. Figure 1 shows the

interpreted structure in cross section, and Piate 1 indicates the broad

structural setting.
The dolomite of the mineralized zone has been greatly shattered and

cemented by coarsely crystalline rvhite dolomite, forming the usual

crackle and shatter breccias. The fragments are sharply angular and
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only slightly dispiaced. Cross fractures trending N. 10o-15" W. and
dipping 65" W. are prominent. Sphalerite occurs chiefly in the matrix
of the breccia in fractures and in part replaces the white dolomite.
There is very little disseminated sphalerite within the near-by rock
rnateriai. The sphalerite has unsualiy coarse texture, is in part light
ye1low, in part green, and is exceptionally pure. Pyrite and galena are
very rare. Fluorite is present.

A quarter of a mile west of the open cut several pits in north-
rvard-dipping beds show the same mineralogic features.

Other prospects and reported zinc showings in the Cedar Springs
area include the James property, about If miles southeast of the vil-
lage; the Davis property, three-quarters of a mile west of the James
property and Il miles south of Cedar Springs, where lead is reported;
the Bennington property, on Newland Creek, west of the Davis prop-
erty; the Wilkinson property, 4l miles southwest of Cedar Springs
(lead) ; and the iron pits of the Lobdeli Car Wheel Co., 5f miles
southwest of Cedar Springs and 2l miles east by north of Sugar
Grove, where oxidized zinc minerals were found with the iron ores.

RYE VALLEY M]NING COMPANY

The lead mine of the Rye Valley Mining Co., Inc., is half a mile
northwest of the schoolhouse at Sugar Grove. Three shafts, two of
which reach a depth ol 200 feet and the other 100 feet, were sunk in a
low ridge on the north side of the South Fork of Holston River. The
shafts are 100 feet apart along a line bearing }tr. 85o E., which co-
incides with the strike of the rocks. Very little can be seen on the
surface. The rocks a-re dolomite beds of the Shady formation, here
sharply foldCd and steeply inclined. Mineralization has occurred in
a brecciated zone of variable width, w-hich is reported to be as much
as 23 feet but probably averages I to 2 feet, in dolomite below a com-
pact fine-grained calcareous or dolomitic shale. The shafts are inclined
60' SE., following the dip of the beds. The workings couid not be

entered, but it is reported that at the bottom of the main shaft the vein
turned upward for several feet and was abruptly terminated by a fault.
Ball and Thompson5l give essentially the section shown in Figure 2.
This section has been modified slightly to accord with the surface dips
on the south side of the fault.

The chief ore minerai is galena. Sphalerite is said to be present
only at the 200-foot level. Pyrite is scarce. Dolomite, calcite, and
fluorite are gangue minerals. According to R. N. Ward, of Sugar
Grove, lump galena from this district assayed 2 ounces of galena and
$6.50 in gold to the ton.

sr Ball, S. H., and Thompson, L. II., The southwest Virginia lead-zinc deposits: Eng.
and Min. Jour., vol. 102, pp. ?35-?37, 1916,
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About 30 carloads of hand-sorted concentrate were shipped during
the period of operation in the late nineties. Some years later a con-
centrating mill was built and the mines were reopened for a brief
period, but there was practically no production.

Galena has been found in exposures along the railroad and South
Fork a quarter of a mile southwest of the mine and is reported on
the property of R. N. Ward, where some prospecting was done.

At a prospect pit 2,000 feet N. 85' E. from the shaft of the Rye
Valley Mining Co., on the south side of the road, a thin brecciated dolo-
mite bed below sha1e, carrying white dolomite and fluorite, is exposed.
The stratigraphic and lithologic features are similar to those at the
main shaft, but the beds here strike N.65" E. and may be those of
the section at the shaft duplicated by faulting. The distribution of
beds and the pronounced variations in strike shown in the entire strip
between this prospect and exposures half to three-quarters of a mile
southwest of the mine clearly indicate an area of marked deformation.
Together with the reported conditions in the mine, this is interpreted
to indicate a iocal zone of minor thrust faulting. A major thrust
zone with northeast trend is exposed between the mining property and
the village of Sugar Grove.

CALHOUN PROSPECT

The openings made on the Calhoun property (Virginia Lead &
Zinc Company, 1904),2 miles rvest of Sugar Grove post office and
about 500 feet north of the railroad at Teas, coriprise a shaft and two
pits. Exposures show Shady dolomite beds striking N. 65' E., with
variable dips, but averaging B0o SE., in part much fractured. The
breccia is of the shatter type. Milky quartz is present with white dolo-
mite in the fractures. i\{ineral showings are scarce. No lead was
found here.

SCOTT PROSPECT

The Scott prospect (Virginia Lead & Zinc Company,1904,1905),
is 0.8 mile west by south from the Calhoun prospect. The workings
are at the base of a low kno1l on the west side of a small bend in the
South Fork of Holston River. An inclined shaft here is reported to
be 40 feet deep. The rocks dip steeply to the southeast. The dump
material shows shatter breccia of medium-gray and dark-gray finely
crystalline dolomite, cemented by coarse white dolomite. Coarse light-
yellow sphalerite of the Cedar Springs type is present. No galena was
seen. An anaiysis of the sphalerite given by Watsonsz shows it to be
exceptionally pure, carrying more than 99.5 per cent oI ZnS.

n2 Watson, T, L., The f""
p. 109, 1905.
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A showing of zinc lvas also reported a quarter of a mile south-
west of the prospect. A prominent thrust fault zone, the Teas fault,
crops out about an eighth of a mile south of this 1oca1ity.

LIVESAY PROSPECT

The Livesay prospect (Virginia Lead & Zrnc Co., 1905), is in
the bluff on the south side of the South Fork of Holston River, lf
miles southwest of the Scott prospect. It is reported that both galena
and sphalerite have been found here, but none were noted. The usual
breccia with white dolomite is seen here. The location is on the line
of continuation of the Quebec thrust fauit, which is exposed about L

mile to the southwest' 
M..ARTER pRosp'cr

in 1905 severai openings were made on the NIcCarter and adjoin-
ing properties at Quebec, about three-quarters of a mile southwest of
the Livesay prospect. Here the usual breccia of Shady dolomite ce-
mented by white dolomite has been formed in a fault zone and mineral-
izedby sphalerite and fluorite. According to Watson,53 the shaft showed
the fault plane intersecting the beds at a sharp angle (15"), the fault
having the steeper dip and forming the footwall of the breccia zone.

The Quebec fault zone crops out on the south side of the property,
and the Teas fault less than a cuarter of a mile to the south.

EXPOSUR,E WEST OF MCCARTER PROSPECT

Two miies directly west of Quebec on the east side of the high-
way sphalerite and white "gangue" dolomite in the basal Shady beds

are exposed along the road just above the contact with the Erwin
quartzite. A thrust fault on which the Van Hoy prospect is situate<i

is exposed an eighth of a mile north of this point.

VAN IIOY PROSPECT

The Van Hoy prospect is lt/a miles N. 80o W. of the NlcCarter
prospect, at the base of the north slope of. a quartzite ridge which has

been overthrust upon Shady dolomite. A little blende was found, but
the present shorving is unimportant.

MARTIN PROSPECT

About 2 miles southeast of Adwolf several openings were made
on the Martin property. Traces of sphalerite and galena were fouhd.
The location is rvithin that part of a broad area of Shady outcrops
where an anticline is indicated by the dips.

1, p. 110, 1905.
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Lead and zinc minerals have been reported from the Barlow place,
2 miles southeast of Love's Mi11 and 3 miles southwest of Adwolf ; the
Osborn and Schaler properties, 4 miles west by south of Quebec; and
the former Henderson place, in a ravine on the north side of Iron
I{ountain 5 miles southwest of Ouebec.

tot"*J"couNry
A lead-zinc prospect occurs in dense limestones in the base of the

Nolichucky shale 1 mile southeast of the village of Cedar B1uff, about 12
miies west of Tazewell. The location is just south of the trace of a
major overlhrust that brings the Rome (tRussell) formation (Lower
and Middle Cambrian) and the Copper Ridge dolomite (Upper Cam-
brian) upon Devonian shale. The location is in the Tazewell quad-
rangle, and the general geology of the area is described in the Tazewell
folio of the Geologic Atla.s of the United States.sa

Zinc minerals are also reported by Boyd at a point 2 miles east of
Springville, "near the end of Taylor's Ridge."

Br,aNn CouNry

Showings of sphalerite and galena have been reported frorn the
vicinity of Kimberling and No Business creeks, where they are asso-
ciated with pyrite in limestone. A specimen of sphalerite from a point
on No Business Creek above Holly Brook was reported to contain 4.44
per cent iron.55 Oxides of iron and manganese are reported in asso-
ciation with the zinc minerals.

Russnn CouNry

The Osborn zinc mine is on the George Osborn place, 7 miles
south of Cast1ewood,56 a quarter of a mile south of Copper Creek. The
opening was made at the top of the Maryville limestone, just below
the contact with the Nolichucky shale. A major thrust fault crops
out just north of Copper Creek. The location is within the Bristol
quadrangle, and the general geology is described in the Bristol folio.67

According to Watson, the ores were obtained chiefly from a large
open pit and associated tunnels. The ore minerals were calamine,
galena, and sphalerite. The property was operated about 1900 and
later taken under option by the Bertha Mineral Co. Still later title
reverted to the original operators.

ll0ampbell, M. R., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Tazewell folio (No. 44),1897.s Notes of C. E. Siebenthal, U. S. Geol. Survey.
60 Watson, T. 1,., op. cit., p. 113.
sr Campbell, M. R., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Bristol folio (No. b9), 1899.
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Scom Couxtv

The Bowman prospect is on the Frank Bowman f.arm, about lfi
miles northwest of Arcadia, Tennessee. Several pits and shafts were
sunk along the mineralized horizon for a distance of a quarter of a

mile. At one point a vein of massive sphalerite 6 to B inches thick was I
seen.

At this locality, a steep, strike thrust fault brought Nolichucky
shale in the south, into contact with Copper Ridge dolomite. The I
dolomite was brecciated and mineralized with sphalerite, coarse white
dolomite, some pyrite, and traces of chalcopyrite. Additional data are
qiven hv Secrisf 58

trSecrist, M. If., Zinc deposits of east Tennessee: Tennessee Dept. Education, Di'v.
Ceology Bull. 3I, pp. 33-3?, 1924.
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APPENDIX A-TERMINOLOGY

In the foregoing description of the lithology of formations and

sections certain terms are used which should be defined, not because

o{ marked departure from common usage but because of definite limita-
tions and consistency of use that are not general in the literature.
Lithologic, structural, and texturai tefms afe especially subject to either

a. too general application or an ambiguous use. Throughout the forma-
tional descriotions the writer has used these terms in the following
sense.

1. Textural terms.-Refers to the grain
size:

Granular.-Composed of individually visible
may be clqstic or crystalline.

Dense.-As opposed to granuiar refers to a
are so sma1l as to be individually invisible to
whole presenting a "stony" or aphanitic aspect.

Crystalli,ne.-The individually visible grains display partial or com-

plete geometrical outlines, such as are possessed by crystals, or else show

by reflecting plane surfaces (cleavage faces) or cleavage traces that
they are individual partial crysta-ls, interiocking to form the mass.

Ctasti'c.*--The individually visible grains show by the irregularity
or rounded character of their outlines and absence of interlocking that
they are fragments in the exact sense of the term, held together ("ce-
mented") by other dense or granular material.

Relative degrees of granularity ate expressed by the following
terms:

Very fine

Size
(millimeters)

Less than 0.5
U.5 to I

!to2
2to3

F'ine.

Very coarse 3+
The grain sizes indicated are given for the purpose of definite

expression. In the field the grain sizes are not measured but are esti-
mated so that the limitations given above are subject to personal and
practical flexibility. For example, a rock texture described as medium
crystalline signifies a granular mass in which the grains are of crystal-
line character and are judged to average between I and 2 millimeters
in diameter.

2. Massiveness or degree of massivity.-The stratified char-
acter of sedimentary rocks imposes a structual weakness between layers

r,vhereby the rock cleaves or develops a jointing parallel to the bedding.

I
c

pattern and grain

grains. These grains

mass wherein grains
the unaided eye, the

Medium.
Coarse. .
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This may be termed bedding cleavage, or, rvhere joints are deveioped,
bedding jointing. The perfection of such planes and their spacing is
<iependent upon several factors, including porosity, variation in grain
size, ancl others. Terms of massivity are used to describe in general
the uniform continuity of characteristics. In sedimentary rocks, as

there is generally a fair degree of uniformity along the bedding-that
is, within a single lamination-the term describes essentially the fre-
quency of structural failure, as expressed by jointing or cleavage, across
the bedding. The following terms are used herein to describe the de-
gree of massivity as displa-yed by such breaks. These terms are qualita-
tive and relative. In the field the spacings have been estimated, but
not measured. The figures of measurement are used solely for de-
finitive purposes.

Skaly.-Yery thin bedding cleavage, forming scales or extremely
thin plates up to approximately a quarter of an inch thick. Character-
istically displayed by argiliaceous rocks.

Platy.-Plates up to about 2 inches thick; modified by the terms
tkin and thick, representing extremes.

Blocky.-Blocks between 2 and 6 inches thick, measured across
the bedding; modified by the terms tkin and tlc,ick, representing ex-
tremes.

Massi.ve.-Blocks more than 6 inches thick, measured across the
bedding.

3. Color.-Little definition is needed for terms denoting
colors, except in the use of adjectival modifiers for depth of shade. As
applied to the rocks of various gray shades, the following series was
used for successive depths of shade between the limits of white and
black: white, light gray, n+ed,iwin gray, dark gray, black, The unmodi-
fied term gray indicates a variability or mottling.
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